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Editor's Foreword

This volume takes up the ontroversial problems of the early agrarian stage
of ÿpastoral ultures". It ontains the ontribution of authors who are united in
their onvi tion of the need to analyze the ÿ lassi al" interpretation, whi h is of a
monolinear, very dynami development of the East European pastoralism and its
Central European (or | to use a wider term | West European) manifestations. All
arti les were reated under the Editor's authorization and they on ern a spe ial
register of questions. The questions addressed are: genesis and hanges of the given
phenomena, fun tional requali ation of e onomi and so ial systems, traditionally
onsidered to be ÿpastoral" ones; as well as the re onstru tion of elds of ulture,
onsidered to be parti ularly useful in analyzing the development of the ivilizational
trend (metallurgy, weapons), in whi h we are interested. The volume does not
exhaust all the ne essary aspe ts of the dis ussion. I hope that we will be able,
in the near future, to present its ontinuation within the Balti -Ponti Studies.

Editorial

omment

1. All dates in the

B-PS

are

alibrated [see:

Radio arbon

vol.28, 1986, and the

next volumes℄. Deviations from this rule will be point out in notes.
2. The names of the ar haeologi al
the Ukraine) are standarized a
Mallory

1989℄. In the

ase

ultures (espe ially from the territory of

ording to the English literature on the subje t [e.g.

of a new term, the author's original

name has been

retained.
3. The pla e names lo ated in the Ukraine have been transliterat from the versions suggested by the author (i.e. from the Ukrainian, Polish or Russian originals).
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NOMADISM AND PASTORALISM | AN OUTLINE
PROGRAMME FOR A DISCUSSION
An inspiration for exposing the problems of on ept meaning, mentioned in
the title, and furthermore, the norms of their identi ation in the pra ti e of arhaeologi al studies, ame from observation of the range of misunderstandings, a
di erentiation of perspe tives, whi h we en ounter in the most re ent literature.
These subje ts, when onsidered in a time span of about 5000{1650 BC, are inseparably onne ted to the major resear h problems of European prehistory: the
beginnings of pastoralism (time and lo ation of origin) and the parti ipation of shepherds in the ultural-ethni transformation of the ontinent [ f. Gimbutas 1956,
1977, 1980, 1989, 1991℄.
In this volume, we ompile several opinions whi h are parti ularly representative of the most re ent thought, onsiderations whi h orre t the previous interpretation standards. The texts presented here on ern a borderland of the East and
West of Europe, in general, the region between the Vistula and Dnieper. The sele tion of authors and subje ts has been made with the intention of giving inspiration
for further dis ussion.
1. Nomadism and pastoralism in terminologi al traditions of European ar haeology are not de nitively understood. We an en ounter examples of their terminologi al identi ation. It be omes ne essary to initially de ne the on epts of our
eld of resear h [ f. Dyson-Hudson, Dyson-Hudson 1980℄.
Nomadism is a wide on ept whi h de nes a ertain life-style based on a stage- ontinuous hange of settlement (Greek nomas means a man who ondu ts a wandering lifestyle). In lassifying nomadism, the basi ategories are: generators, i.e.
geneti -fun tional inspirations (hunting-gathering, early agrarian or pastoral), and
the me hani s of land use. In the latter ase, two kinds of spa e should be distinguished: the natural and the ultural. The nomads moved in set patterns: a
ontinuous one (with routes of migration following routes of a de nite spe ies of
animal), meridional (e.g. winter | south, summer | north), annular (e.g. around a
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network of water reservoirs) or verti al (mountain). Patterns also di ered a ording
to relations to settled ommunities or to those that were less mobile than themselves.
In this ontext, pastoralism would mean pastoral nomadism (Latin pastoralis
= shepherding). In the lassi ation of this type of nomadism, an important role
is also played by the evaluation of the stru ture of the herd, or more omprehensively, breeding te hnology. From among its many regional (" ontinental") forms
[Shnirelman 1980℄, our attention is fo used around the Euro-Asiati trend.
The origin of Euro-Asiati pastoralism is onne ted mainly with the lo al proess of "taming the steppe" between the Ural and the Dnieper. The base of knowledge on the basi trends of this pro ess we owe to Russian resear hers [f.e. Gorodtsov 1905; 1907; Merpert 1974℄ and to Ukrainians [f.e. Makarenko 1933; Lagodovska,
Shaposhnikova, Makarevi h 1962; Telegin 1973; Danilenko 1974℄. An important role
in a wider exposition of this ontribution was played by some Anglo-Saxon resear hers [f.e. Childe 1926; Gimbutas 1956, 1977, 1980, 1989, 1991; Mallory 1976,
1977; 1989; Anthony 1986℄ and, to a lesser extent, by representatives of ontinental,
Central European ar haeology [e.g. E sedy 1979; Hausler 1981; Ko±ko 1985℄. The
basi features of the observed pi ture of the beginnings of Euro-Asiati pastoralism
were outlined as if marginal to a dis ussion of the "turning point" in the history of
the ontinent, its Indo-Europeanization.
2. The essential features of the "model" interpretation of the problems in whi h
we are interested may be hara terized as follows:
{ the point initiating the history of the "taming of the steppe" was the use of
horses for horseba k riding, whi h may be dated, on the basis of what has been
established at Dereivka, to a. 4000 BC [Telegin 1986; Anthony, Telegin, Brown
1991℄;
{ another turning point in the development of pastoralism was the o urren e
of "the developmentally riti al triad" [Anthony 1989℄: breeding of sheep in
herds, the use of horses for long-distan e riding and of arts, whi h meant the
formation of a "typi al" pastoral ommunity and whi h was supposed to o ur,
at the latest, in 3150/3000 BC.
In this interpretation, there is no distin t delimitation of the pastoral e onomy,
no unequivo al de nition of the above mentioned "early pastoralism". It on erns,
in parti ular, norms of its "ex lusion" from the framework of a widely understood
agrarian e onomy [ f. inspiring observations from Mikhailovka: Lagodovska, Shaposhnikova, Makarevi h 1962℄. The boundary between the breeding segment of the
agrarian ommunity and the pastoral ommunity may, therefore, evoke a number
of dis ussions. "The proof of a pastoral hara ter" is usually provided by the data
on settlement and to a smaller degree by other premises: subje t ( ultural equipment) or ar haeo-zoologi al. In the ase of the former, additional diÆ ulties are
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reated by the la k of a more thorough knowledge of the steppe and forest-steppe
palaeoe ology [Shilov 1975a℄.
The Eneolithi ommunities of Early Bronze Age shepherds, outlined in su h
a manner, would be hara terized by a signi ant aptitude for ultural and even
ethni transformation ( f. Indo-Europeanization hypothesis) in a parti ular ir le
of ommunities: the Northern Ponti (Bla k Sea) area or the Balkans. However,
the immediate regions of their settlement expansion are onne ted losely with the
steppe band, whi h ut towards the West, onto the areas of the Carpathian Basin
along the Danube and the Tisza [Alexeyeva 1976, 1978; Derga hev 1986; Yarovoy
1985; E sedy 1979℄. Apart from the above mentioned area, the majority of the Bla k
Sea pastoral ommunities in the West European ultural environments are found
in the form of formally di erentiated "in uen es". This also dire tly on erns the
area of the at hment of the Balti (more broadly: Central Europe) in whi h we
are interested [Ko±ko 1991℄.
The key issue in studies of this territory is the relation of the so- alled "in uen e" to the pro ess of late-Neolithi nomadization. "Late-Neolithi nomadization",
most often identi ed with the formation of the Corded Ware ulture ir le [Merpert
1976; Bu hvaldek 1986℄, is do umented mainly in sphere of settlement observations
| the disappearan e of relatively stable settlements for the sake of development
of "episodi " settlement forms: amps and, in parti ular, amping-pla es. One of
the spe ta ular manifestations of this pro ess is the development of "burial ground
ultures" ("grave" ultures) | proven ex lusively (or almost ex lusively) through
means of sepul hral sour es. In the interpretations of this phenomenon, a motif
of the " risis of agri ulture" dominates [ f. a di erent interpretation: Neustupny
1969℄. Parti ular authors di er in their estimates of the depth of the above mentioned pro ess and in the parti ipatory s ope of the exogenous generators | to be
more pre ise, the Ponti pastoral ultures [Ma hnik 1966; Merpert 1974; Bu hvaldek 1986; Milisauskas, Kruk 1989℄.
3. The above outlined pi ture of the "model" interpretation requires important
orre tions. Its indispensability results, rst of all, from the modi ation of interpretations of the origin of development of the "lair" of pastoral ultures, noti eable
in the 80's and 90's. This also on erns Russian studies of the enters situated
between the Don and the Ural [Matyushin 1982; Vasilyev 1981; Vasilyev, Sinyuk
1985℄, as well as the Ukrainian ones onne ted with the region between the Don
and the Dnieper [Telegin, Potekhina 1987; Rassamakin 1993℄. In this publi ation
our attention is fo used on the latter.
Changes in the hara ter of the oldest pastoral ulture (the "pre-Yamnaya"
and "Yamnaya" stages) on ern: the in rease in omplexity of taxonomi re ording
of their development and extension of riti al re e tion on the myth of the Eneolithi | Early-Bronze ma rospatial pastoral ultures, re onstru ted in this version
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a ording to the norms of "standard systems" that have been histori ally re ognized.
The rst modi ation suggests a on lusion that there was a great polylinearism in
the pro ess of "taming of the steppe". Its derivative is an observation that there
is a need to develop many anthropologi al models of lari ation of the indi ated
phenomena, and further the requirement for revision of the said myth. The pla e
of "S ythian-like" or even "Mongol-like" Eneolithi | Early-Bronze shepherds is
taken by a ultural mosai of the region and ommunities having di erent experienes in the e onomi eld of spe ialized breeding. This brings about the question
of the prin iples of delimitation of the aesura of the "pastoralism proper". Within
this re e tion a tenden y towards restri tion in their lo ation be omes prominent- maximally as long as the beginnings of the Iron Age.
Therefore, ould these oldest ommunities | let us all them quasipastoral |
have at their disposal the ability that was hitherto utilized to destroy the Balkan-Central European ultural area, among others, in the Balti at hment area? It
be omes parti ularly important when onsidered together with the extension of the
do umentation of the presen e of the Ponti omponent in the development of the
Vistulian Corded Ware ulture [Ko±ko 1992℄.
The doubts that have been outlined here are justi ation of the need for a
prompt re onstru tion of the o-ordinated resear h programs on:
{ re onstru ting early forms of breeding nomadism;
{ revealing in their development of the position of pastoralism (in luding the
de nition of riteria of separation of "pastoralism proper");
{ showing the stages of spatial progression of this form of ulture.
The territory of the borderland between Eastern and Western Europe should
have a spe ial pla e in su h a program, and is justi ed by the position of this area
in the previous on eptions of the "pastoral turn" | "a ru ial moment" in the
history of the ontinent. The olle tion of works presented in this volume should
be ondu ive to the reanalysis of a number of views and open a wider forum for
dis ussion.

Translated by Andrzej Pietrzak and Karen Laun
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TRIPOLYE | "PASTORAL" CONTACTS.
FACTS AND CHARACTER
OF THE INTERACTIONS: 4800{3200 BC
Many ar haeologists were interested in questions of intera tion between the
population of the Tripolye ulture and their Eastern ("steppe") neighbors [Gimbutas
1974; Movsha 1961, 1984, 1988, 1993; Danilenko 1974; Derga hev 1980, 1986; Tzvek
1989; Ko±ko 1991; Mallory 1977 and many others℄. It is generally a epted that
Ponti pastoralists played an important role in the history of Europe in the Copper
Age. But when and how did they appear? When did nomadism and pastoralism
appear as bran hes of sto k-breeding? The riti al study of ar haeologi al sour es
from the territory of the Ukraine show us the possibility that it was later than the
Copper Age [Shnirelman 1980: 89-90, 240-243℄. We onsider the question about
Ponti migrations into Danube basin and other European areas in Chal olithi
period to still be open. It is a large eld of resear h.
Tripolye ulture was on the borders of European ivilization with the "steppe"
world for a long period of time | lose to 1600 years (Fig. 1-3). We shall write
here about only two main problems:
{ Tripolye and the spread of the food-produ ing e onomy in the Northern Ponti
zone;
{ Tripolye proto ities and the "steppe tribes".

1.

ABSOLUTE CHRONOLOGY AND CULTURES

IN THE NORTHERN PONTIC AREA IN THE COPPER AGE

All hronology of this period is onne ted with periodization and hronology
of Tripolye-Cu uteni. We have many types of su h periodization and hronology
[Passek 1949; Chernysh 1982: 171-175, Tab. 8-10; Telegin 1985 , 1991; Patokova et
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A
B

F i g . 1. Copper Age ultures: I | Tripolye A, II | Gumelnita (Bolgrad-Aldeni type). After Arkheologiya 1985: Map 5.

F i g . 2. Copper Age ultures: I | Polgar, II | Baden, III | Tripolye, IV-V | Sredny Stog Unity; VI
| Nizhnemikhailovka ulture; VII | Copper Age of Crimea. After Arkheologiya 1985: Map 6.

C
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F i g . 3. Copper Age ultures: I | Funnel Beaker ulture; II | early Yamnaya ulture; III | Tripolye
C-I and C-II; IV | Pit- and Comb-Pottery ulture. After Arkheologiya 1985: Map 7, hanged by Author.
Tripolye C-I and C-II: 1-5 Koshylov y-type (end C-I); 6-17 | Zhvane (Brynzeny) type (C-II); 18-35 |
Tomashivka type(C-I): 18 | Teplik, 19 | Popudnia, 20 | Mankivka, 21 | Dmitrushki, 22 | Uman
(Pankivka), 23 | Tomashivka*, 24 | Stary Babany, 25 | Sushkivka *, 26 | Dobrovody *, 27 |
Talyanki *, 28 | Talne-1, 29 | Maydanetskoye *, 30 | Kolodiste *, 31 | Rozsokhuvatka *, 32 |
Chi hirkozivka *, 33 | Stara Buda, 34 | Vasilkove *, 35 | Kaytanivka; 36-39 | Kanev type (C-I);
40-51 | Kolomiysh hyna type (C-I); 52-57 | Lukashi type (end C-I); 58-71 | So evka type; 72-76 |
Troyanov type; 77-92 | Gorodsk type; 93-112 | Usatovo type; 113-120 | Tripolye materials in mound
burials (C-II): 113 | Yermolayevka, 114 | Olshanka, 115 | Serezlievka, 116 | Zhivotilivka, 117 |
Bilozirka, 118 | Libimivka, 119 | Krivyi Rig, 120 | Sokolivka
* - Tripolye proto ities

al. 1989℄. In this paper we use periodization, as reated by T. Passek, with veri ations of N. Vinogradova [1983℄, and with its onne tions with Cu uteni periodization
[Chernysh 1982: 175, tab.10℄.
Absolute hronology of Tripolye-Cu uteni:
Tripolye A | Pre u uteni I,II,III:
4800{4500 BC
Tripolye B-I | Cu uteni A (1-4):
4500{4200 BC
Tripolye B-I/II | Cu uteni A-B (1-2):
4200{4000 BC
Tripolye B-II and C-I | Cu uteni B(1-3):
4000{3500 BC
Tripolye C-II:
3500{3200 BC
The Gumelnita (Bolgrad-Aldeni type) was ontemporary with Tripolye A and partly
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D

F i g . 4. Syn hronization of Tripolye and "steppe" hal olithi

ultures.

with B-I [Subbotin 1983: 130, tab.11℄. The "steppe pastoralists" were represented
by (Fig. 4):
1. The Sredny Stog Unity | former Sredny Stog ulture, whi h is now divided
into: Skelanska ulture | in the steppe and forest-steppe, in the river valleys of
Dnieper and Don ( ontemporary with the end of Tripolye A | Tripolye B-I); Kvitanska ulture | in steppe and partly | forest-steppe areas near the Dnieper; Stog
group | in the steppe part of the Dnieper area ( ontemporary with Tripolye B-I/II
| B-II); Dereivka ulture | in the forest-steppe part of the Dnieper basin, on Northern Donets and Oskol rivers; Molukhiv Bugor type | in the forest-steppe, on the
right bank of the Dnieper, near the borders of the Tripolye Kosenivka-type, in luding
the former Pivikha type ( ontemporary with Tripolye C-I (?) and C-II). All types
and ultures are onne ted with one another by their origin [Rassamakin 1993℄.
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2. Nizhnemikhailovka ulture, on the Dnieper and in the Azov region ( ontemporary with Tripolye B-I(?) | C-II) [Shaposhnikova 1987; Rassamakin 1993℄.
There were other "steppe" ultures at di erent times on the Don and in the
East Azov region: Azov-Dnieper, Donets, Khvalynsk, Kuban, Konstantinovka, and
Repin ultures, whi h were more onne ted with the Cau asus than with the Western
areas.

2.

TRIPOLYE AND SPREAD OF THE FOOD PRODUCING ECONOMY
IN THE NORTHERN PONTIC AREA

The rst elements of husbandry appeared there a long time before the Tripolye
ulture, at the end of the Late Palaeolithi period or Mesolithi period. Among
thousands of int implements at the site of the Late Mesolithi settlement Mirnoye
(Odessa region), G.F. Korobkova singled out 16 tools for harvesting [Korobkova
1989: 63-76℄.
The rst Neolithi agri ultural population was onne ted with the ultures of
Kris and Linear Pottery, whi h spread between 6000{5000 BC in the Moldova and
Ukraine territories. Under the in uen e of this European Neolithi ulture, some
features of husbandry appeared in the e onomi systems of Bug-Dniester and Dnieper-Donets ulture populations, but the foundation of this system was based on hunting, shing and gathering [Pashkevi h 1991; Korobkova 1987: 151-169, 1989: 70-73℄.
When the rst Tripolye population appeared to the East of the Romanian Carpathians (around 4800{4700 BC), limited tribes of the Bug-Dniester ulture lived
on the Southern Bug (phase Savran), in settlements where Tripolye imported pottery was dis overed [Shaposhnikova, Tovkailo 1987; Burdo 1993b℄. It is interesting
to note that these settlements are in the river valley, but also in the steppe region
(Fig. 1).
The emergen e of Tripolye A (Pre u uteni I-III) was onne ted with the Neolithi Boian ulture (phase Boian-Giulesti) and in uen ed by Kris, Linear Pottery
and other ultures [Zbenovi h 1989: 171-186℄. The food produ ing e onomy of the
Boian ulture was based on developed agri ulture (Triti um mon., Triti um di .,
Hordeum vulg., Vi ia, stone or antler matto k) and attle-breeding ( attle up to
80% of herd) [Comsa 1974: 53-58℄. The emergen e and spread of Tripolye-Pre uuteni took pla e during the dry Holo ene subperiod [Petrenko 1992: Fig.1℄, when
the e ologi al situation in the foothills was unfavorable. When the Tripolye A ulture appeared on the Southern Bug, its area in reased. This was the territory of
the forest-steppe zone with grasslands, ereal-partigrass steppes on watersheds, and
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F i g . 5. Skelanska ulture pottery from: 1-4 | Solon heny-II, 5-6 | Kadiev y, 7 | Floresti (Zagotzerno). After T. Movsha.
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groves of trees (lime-tree, oak, hazel, hornbeam, bir h) [Kremenetski 1991: 80,
111-112℄.
Tripolye A agri ulture was similar to the Boian system. Only one new type of
tool appeared, for example the antler "ploughs" | one was dis overed in Khrebenikiv Yar, to the East of the Southern Bug (ex avations of N.B. Burdo), and
more in Moldova, whi h they dated to the end of Tripolye A or Tripolye BI/II |
Cu uteni A-B [Burdo 1993b; Sorokin 1991: 108-111, 145℄. The position of hunting
in meat produ tion in reased | from 34.1% in Traian | Dealul Viei (Pre u uteni I) to 59.2% at Bernashivka (Pre u uteni II) | on the Dniester and 48.8% at
Sabatinivka II on the Bug [Zbenovi h 1989: 152℄. Environmental onditions in the
new areas were so favorable for the foraging e onomy that Tripolye, with its old
food produ ing e onomy traditions, had some features similar to the Bug-Dniester
or Dnieper-Donets ultures' e onomi systems.
The next period, i.e. Tripolye B | Cu uteni A and A-B, was more favorable for
the produ ing e onomy be ause it oin ided with the humid phase of Holo en [Petrenko 1992℄. The Tripolye ulture population appeared on the Middle Dnieper and
formed a lo al group between the Southern Bug and Dnieper, whi h is now known
as the East Tripolye ulture [Tzvek 1985, 1989℄. Other lo al groups, Solon heny and
Zalesh hyky, were in the Western areas between the Southern Bug and Prut rivers
(Fig. 2) [Vinogradova 1983℄. All the forest-steppe areas to the West of the Dnieper
were divided between Tripolye hiefdoms and tribes, whi h orresponded with this
lo al group type [Chernysh 1982: 236-238℄.
The rst eviden e of intera tions between the Tripolye and the "steppe" Chalolithi ommunities appears at the end of Tripolye A (Pre u uteni III). It is a
fragment of pot from Luka Vriblive ka, similar to the pottery of the Skelanska ulture (or the period Ib of Sredny Stog) | it is an import or a sign of in uen e of
the previous ulture (Fig. 4) and two fragments with broken shell in lay [Burdo
1993a: 28, Fig. 3:7℄. During the period of Tripolye B-I/ Cu uteni A3-A4, their quantity in reased. At rst, there were lower parts of the Skelanska ulture pottery and
some other fragments from the Tripolye- ulture settlements Solon heny, Floresti-Zagotzerno, Kadievtsy, Vasilivka, Draguseni, Novye Ruseshty-1 and other (Fig. 5)
[Movsha 1961, Fig.2:5; Zbenovi h, Shumova 1989: Fig. 2:15,16,17; Crismaru 1977:
Fig. 42:1,2℄. All these settlements are from the West Tripolye areas. There are some
imports in the East-Tripolye ulture in the Tripolye B-I period: in Berezivka, Krasnostavka, Chizsovka, Sabatinivka-I, Pe hera, Cherniavka, Onoprievka, also onne ted
with the Skelanska ulture (Fig. 6) [Danilenko 1974: Fig. 68:3,10,11; Tzvek 1989:
111-112, Fig. 4:4℄. We must note that su h "steppe" features as the broken shell in
lay pottery were also present in the Neolithi ultures of Boian and Sredny Stog
[Danilenko 1969; Comsa 1974℄; a long time before the Sredny Stog ultural unity
appeared, so the shell is not only a "steppe" tradition.
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F

F i g . 6. Skelanska

ulture pottery from Tripolye settlements: 1 | Krasnostavka; 2-4 | Sabatinivka-I.

After O.Tzvek and V.Danilenko.

We have real imports from the Skelanska ulture in only a short period |
from the end of Tripolye A-Pre u uteni III to the beginning of Tripolye B-I/II |
Cu uteni A-B1 (around 4600{4300 BC). Only some features of this pottery be ame
part of the Tripolye pottery-making tradition from the period of Tripolye B-I/II
(Fig. 7). The lay with the broken shell admixture was used for produ tion of the
Tripolye pottery forms: pear-like vessels, hat-like lids and other types. A ording
to V.N. Danilenko, the spread of the "steppe" pottery in Tripolye was onne ted
with the spread of milk-husbandry under a nomadi in uen e [Danilenko 1974:
104℄. It is interesting to note that erami types onne ted with milk-husbandry,
su h as di erent strainers and jars, are also known in Tripolye A | Pre u uteni
I-III [Zbenovi h 1989: Fig. 47, 45:16, 69:3℄. So the question about the dire tion of
in uen e is open.
The next problem is one of horse domesti ation. The great quantity of horse
bones at the "steppe" settlements, the stone horse-head s eptres, and bone heekpie es reated the theory that this pro ess was onne ted only with the "steppe"

G
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F i g . 7. "Steppe" imports from: 1-2 | Cu uteni A-B settlement Draguseni; 3 | from Gumelnita
(Bolgrad-Aldeni type) settlement Taraklia; Tripolye BI/II pottery with some "steppe" features: 4-7 |
Klis iv. After A.Crismaru, S.Ryzhov and I.Zayets, I.Manzura and V.Sorokin.
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ommunities (Danilenko 1974; Telegin 1973; Anthony, Telegin, Brown 1991 and
others).
The beginning of this pro ess is dated by the stone s eptres from the Chal olithi burial mounds of the Northern Ponti zone (Alexeyeva 1992: Fig. 3:1,4). Similar
s eptres were dis overed at the Tripolye-Cu uteni settlements of Berezivka, Verhna
Zsora, Obrisheni, Fedelesheni [Danilenko, Shmaglij 1972: 7, Fig. 2:4; Derga hev
1986: 73℄, whi h are dated to the periods of Cu uteni A3 | Cu uteni A4 (around
4500{4300 BC). In the region of intera tion between the Tripolye and Sredny Stog
Unity, most of the s eptres were dis overed at the Tripolye | Cu uteni settlements.
Only two were in the "steppe" burials: Suvorovo and Kasim ha, whi h are near the
territory of the agri ultural ommunities [Derga hev 1986: 59℄. The tradition and
te hnology of produ tion of the polished stone arti les was unknown to the population of the Skelanska ulture, but well known to the Copper Age population of the
Balkan-Carpathian region. A ording to investigations arried out by V.F.Petrun,
the s eptres from Beresivka (on the Southern Bug) were produ ed from the lo al
raw material. The highest per entage of horse bones was in Dereivka | 55% [Telegin 1973: 133, tab. VII℄, whi h is dated now to the period of Tripolye C-II [Movsha
1993: 47℄ | around 3500 BC. In the earliest settlement | Sredny Stog II, whi h
was ontemporary with the Tripolye B-I/II: 4300{4100 BC (after the end of the
epo h of s eptres) this per entage was no more than 15% [Telegin 1973: tab. VII℄.
Before this time, the horse was ommon in the Tripolye and Gumelnita population
herds of the Northern Ponti region: Tripolye A | from 2.5% to 8%, Gumelnita
(the Bolgrad-Aldeni type) | from 3.2% to 16.8% [Subbotin 1983: 95, tabl.8℄.
The most interesting situation was in the region of the lower Danube and Dniester, whi h was o upied by the Bolgrad-Aldeni population (Fig. 2). The e ologi al
situation here, at around 4600{4300 BC, was favorable for sto k-breeding and agriulture [Kremenetski 1991:137℄ and lose to 27 settlements appeared to the east of
the Lower Danube | on the banks of the liman lakes and small rivers in the steppe
zone [Subbotin 1983: 6-8, Fig.2℄. The e onomi system of the Bolgrad-type population was based on developed agri ulture and sto k-breeding. The most important
animals in the herd were attle (26-58%) | up to 81.5% of the meat produ tion,
the per entage of sheep was sometimes up to 45.7%, but it was not more than 7-10% of the total meat produ ed. The horse was well-known: at the early settlement
of Kokora 1 | 16.8%, at the late period settlement Bolgrad I | 15.4% [Subbotin
1983: 94-97℄. The Bolgrad-Aldeni type gave the earliest and the rst real example
of the food-produ ing e onomy in the steppe zone of the Northern Ponti region
during the Copper Age. This population had di erent onta ts with the "steppe"
population.
At the settlement of Taraklia (Moldova) a pot was found, it may be a "steppe"
import (Fig. 7:3), in Bolgrad I | shell beads [Manzura, Sorokin 1990: Fig.1:9;
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settlements: 1 |

Kone pol, 2 | Grushivka-Ostriv, 3 | Bogdanivka, 4-5 | Gard 1,3, 6-7 | Gard 4, 8 | L.Gard, 9-10
| Puga h, 11 | Novorozanivka; II | mound burials: 1 | Konstantinivka 2,m.1,b.23, 2 | Kovalivka,
m.4, b.32, 3 | Serezlievka, m.4.

Subbotin 1983: 131℄. Copper and gold arti les from the Balkanian enters were
dis overed in burials of the Skelanska ulture [Rassamakin 1993℄. Some burials of
this ulture were near the of the Bolgrad-Aldeni type, among them the burial with
the stone s epter from Suvorovo.
The early Tripolye may have been the se ond enter of horse domesti ation
in the rst half of the 5th millennium BC. In Tripolye we have horse bones: from
period A | Pre u uteni I-III (before the "steppe" horseba k-riders of the Sredny
Stog Unity appeared), lay and stone s ulpture, and painting with horse images.
The pro ess of domesti ation may have taken pla e in the forest zone of Europe,
beginning with the aboriginal, large forest horse. We an see, in this pro ess, the development of the domesti ation experien e in so ieties with stable and old traditions
of the sto k-breeding [Bibikov 1953: 244-247℄. The rst eviden e of horseba k-riding was found in Dereivka (the Dereivka ulture, or Sredny Stog-IIa) whi h dates
600{700 years later than Tripolye A and the Bolgrad-Aldeni type.

I
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F i g . 9. Tripolye B-II period pottery from Novorozanivka settlement on Ingul-river.

The next period was more favorable for the spread of the Tripolye- ulture population in the steppe zone, at rst in the valley of the Southern Bug (Fig. 8). More
than ten settlements with painted pottery of the Tripolye BII-CI periods were found there: Gard, Gard{3, Gard{4, Vinogradny Sad, Tashlyk{4, Novorozanivka (on

A
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F i g . 10. Tripolye B-II and C-I periods pottery from "steppe" burials: 1 | Koshary (Odessa reg.) b.20, 2
| Khadzhider (Odessa reg.), m.6,b.4, 3 | Igren-8 (Dnepropetrovsk reg.), 4 | Rotmistrivka (Cherkassy
reg.), 5 | Novo-Kotovsk (Odessa reg.), m.1, b.8, 6 | Igren-8. After S.Agulnikov, V.Petrenko, T.Movsha.

the Ingul river), and others [Movsha 1993: 41, Zbenovi h 1974: 64℄. In the ultural
layer of these settlements pottery of the Sredny Stog Unity and painted pottery of
Tripolye ulture, and lo al groups Nebelivka and Tomashovka, were found (Fig. 9).
A ording to O.G. Shaposhnikova, they were a new type of Tripolye settlement,
onne ted with the mobile sto k-breeding in the steppe zone [Shaposhnikova 1989:
7℄. V. Kruts wrote about them as pla es of ex hange, winter settlements of the herdsmen who belonged to the "steppe" population [Kruts 1989: 131-132℄. A ording
to T.G. Movsha, they were onne ted with the settling of the Tripolye population,
whi h produ ed orn and attle for ex hange with the "steppe" ommunities and
they were attempts of territorial expansion of the Tripolye in the steppe region [Movsha 1993: 40-41℄. But this "expansion" was onne ted only with the river valleys
and the hara ter of the settlements is di erent than in the forest-steppe. Whether
or not these settlements were Tripolyan is the problem whi h must be investigated.
Painted Tripolye pottery of the C-I period was found in the burial mounds
in the Southern Bug region: Serezlievka (mound 4), Bogdanivka (mound 1), Konstantinovka and Pribugske. These burials belong to the Niznemihailovka ulture
[Movsha 1993; Rassamakin 1993℄. It was the beginning of a tradition of putting the
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prestigious Tripolye pottery into the "steppe" graves, a tradition whi h ourished
after 3500 BC (Fig. 10).
The river valleys were, at rst, pla es for hunting, shing and gathering of
stone and raw int for all populations | Tripolye and "steppe". All settlements
were situated near fords and rossing-pla es [Movsha 1993: 42℄. The period between
4000{3500 BC was the time when we had some "steppe" imports in the Tripolye
settlements of the forest-steppe zone. It may have been a period of spread of the
Tripolye in uen e to its neighbors. When V. Danilenko wrote about the antagonisti relations between the "steppe, sto k-breeding" and the Tripolyan agri ultural
population, he onsidered it to be based on a division of labour between the populations whi h lived in di erent e ologi al onditions (steppe and forest-steppe).
But he wrote in his book only about s eptres and pottery | ar haeologi al eviden e of intera tions [Danilenko 1974: 92, 94-106℄. N. Merpert had another view.
In his opinion there was a long period of in uen e of so ieties with a produ ing
e onomy in the Northern Ponti area on the ultures of hunters- shers, espe ially
in the forest-steppe(!) zone [Merpert 1982: 322-323℄.
The majority of the Sredny Stog Unity settlements were situated in the forest-steppe [Telegin 1973: 131℄. Settlements of the Nizhnemihailovka ulture and
Pivikha (or Molukhiv Bugor) type were in similar lo ations. We have little data
about the agri ulture of these ommunities. At the Molukhiv Bugor settlement
(Cherkassy region) some imprints on pottery were found: Triti um mono o um,
Hordeum vulgare and Pani um milia eum; at Lysa Gora (Poltava region) | Triti um di o um, Pani um milia eum, Vi ia ervilia; at Prisya (Poltava region) |
Pani um milia eum; at Mihailovka (Kherson region), in the lower layer | imprints
of Triti um di o um, Hordeum vulgare, Pani um milia eum [Pashkevi h 1991: 14-16℄. Triti um mono o um and di o um, Hordeum vulgare were the main ereals
in Tripolye ulture from the earliest periods and unknown for the population of
the neolithi ultures on the Dnieper before the spread of the Tripolye to the East
[Pashkevi h 1991: 26-27℄.
The tools onne ted with agri ulture are also not numerous. Antler hoes were
found in Dereivka and Molukhiv Bugor [Telegin 1973: 74-75℄. Flint si kles were
produ ed in large blades [Telegin 1973: 69, Fig. 36:2℄. The antler hoes are similar to Tripolye ulture tools whi h were found in settlements in areas between the
Southern Bug and Dnieper, for example | at the Vladimirovka settlement of the
Tripolye B-II period [Passek 1949: Fig. 47℄ (Fig. 11). The si kles on large blades
are also typi al of the Tripolye ulture B-II period [Korobkova 1987: Fig.47; Passek 1949: Fig. 58:2,6℄. There are some int si kles of the Karanovo-type, whi h
were typi al of the Tripolye ulture of previous periods among the materials of the
"steppe" settlements. So we an say that agri ultural spread in the forest-steppe
zone (in Sredny Stog Unity and other ultural types) was onne ted with the Tri-
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F i g . 11. Agri ulture tools from Tripolye and Dereivka
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ultures (Tripolye | from Vladimirovka and

Polivaniv Yar; Dereivka | from Dereivka). After T.Passek and D.Telegin.
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polye in uen e or population. It took pla e in a period not before Tripolye B-II |
after 4000 BC.
More omplex is the question about the spread of sto k-breeding. Some authors
onsidered it to be before the spread of agri ulture [Danilenko 1969, 1974: 25-29; Telegin 1971b: 21℄, others | to be onne ted with Western ultural in uen es
[Shnirelman 1980: 89-91℄. The earliest ultures of the Sredny Stog Unity dated near
4500{4300 BC (on the eviden e of Tripolye A or B-I periods pottery imports), were
losely onne ted with Tripolye-Cu uteni and Bolgrad-Aldeni (Gumelnita) ultures.
So the Western in uen e was onne ted, at rst, with these ultures (ex ept the
region of the Don, where the in uen e of the Cau asus was predominant). The
herds of the Sredny Stog Unity (ex ept for the high per entage of horses) is similar
to Tripolye data [Telegin 1973: 133; Zbenovi h 1989: 152℄. The Dereivka settlement
represented the end of the reation of sto k-breeding husbandry in the forest-steppe
zone [Telegin 1986℄. Dereivka was ontemporary not with Tripolye C-I, but with C-II [Movsha 1993: 47℄, so it was the period after 3500 BC. The Dereivka ulture
was formed (a ording to N. Kotova) on the base of the Stog group, Kvitanska
ulture, Dnieper-Donets ulture, late Tripolye and Funnel Beaker ultures only in
the forest-steppe, be ause the steppe zone at this period was o upied by the Repin
ulture ( onne ted with the origin of Yamnaya ulture), whi h was under Cau asian
in uen e. The forest-steppe ultures marked only the beginning of the history of
real steppe unities, whi h were probably onne ted with mobile forms of sto k-breeding [Merpert 1982: 325℄. So the beginning of pastoralism and nomadism in
the Ponti steppes an be dated after 3200{3000 BC and was onne ted with the
global aridisation of limate at the end of the Atlanti /beginning of Subboreal. In the
Copper Age, other pre- onditions of this pro ess appeared: horse domesti ation,
wheeled transport, and developed sto k-breeding. The rst semi-nomadi traditions
were losely onne ted with the enters of the high ivilizations, Sumer at Near East
and Vina in Europe [Nikolayeva 1991:85℄. But the neighbors of the pastoralists'
an estors were Tripolye and Bolgrad-Aldeni, not Vina, as we show in this arti le.

3.

THE TRIPOLYE PROTOCITIES AND THE "STEPPE" TRIBES

In the se ond half of the 5th millennium BC, on the territories between the
Southern Bug and Dnieper, large settlements of Tripolye ulture appeared. At rst,
they had near 20-60 square he tares, as in Ts iszovka or Onoprievka (Tripolye B-I),
then they in reased to 150-200 ha, as in Vesoly Kut or Miropolye (Tripolye B-I/II)

C

F i g . 12. Plans of Tripolye proto- ities (after V.Dudkin): 1 | Maydanetskoye, 2 | Talyanki.
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[Tzvek 1980: 175-180℄. Around 4200{4000 BC, su h settlements appeared in other
Tripolye areas | in Moldova and Podolye [Markevi h 1973; Videiko 1993℄. The
period between 4200{3500 BC was the time of the largest Tripolye proto ities, su h
as Talyanki (450 ha, up to 2800 buildings, population near 14,000), Maydanetskoye
(200 ha, up to 2000 buildings, population near 10,000; Fig. 12) in the areas between
the Dnieper and Southern Bug [Kruts 1989; Shmaglij, Videiko 1993℄. They had
powerful forti ations of two-story buildings (Fig. 12,13) and large publi buildings.
Near the large settlements, within 4-7 km, were small villages (2-9 square ha) |
from 10 to 120 buildings (Fig.14) [Shmaglij, Videiko 1993℄.
Part of these large settlements were situated near the steppe border (Fig. 8).
The e onomy of the large settlements was based on extensive agri ulture and sto k-breeding, some raft spe ialization appeared. They were the entire e onomi , publi , politi al, military and ult enters whi h formed the omplex stru tures of
An ient-East nomus type in order to ontrol the surrounding territories [Videiko
1992:11-19; Shmaglij, Videiko 1993: 63℄.
V. Kruts regards su h settlements as unreasonable from an e onomi point
of view, and says their existen e was onne ted with the politi al situation on the
steppe [Kruts 1989: 121℄. Some years earlier, E. Chernysh voi ed a supposition
that the large settlements appeared in onne tion with the opposition against the
"steppe" [Chernysh 1977: 18-21℄. The threat of war ame from the type of steppe
tribe e onomy, be ause they were for ed to enter the forest-steppe areas for sto k-breeding and, at the same time, plundered the Tripolye settlements. A ording to
V. Kruts, the steppe population was onne ted with ultures of the Sredny Stog,
Niznemikhailovka and eneolithi inhumations in the supine position [Kruts 1989:
121,127,129-130, Fig. 5℄. All this is similar to the hypothesis, whi h was ritiqued by
V. Titov [Titov 1982: 90-91,137-138℄, about the rural people of the Ponti steppes,
who destroyed the ivilizations of the Copper and Bronze Age in Europe and built
their burial mounds on the territory of the agri ultural settlements [Bona 1961;
Gimbutas 1974: 129,131℄.
The large Tripolye settlements appeared in the B-I/II period, when their "steppe"
neighbors were tribes of the Sredny Stog Unity, who lived in the forest-steppe zone
on the Dnieper and the steppe zone on the Dnieper, Don, Donets and smaller
rivers (Fig. 3). Their e onomy (in the opinion of D.Y. Telegin) was based on developed sto k-breeding. Agri ulture, hunting, and shing were se ondary [Telegin
1973: 162℄. A ording to our al ulations, the meat from horses and attle omprised up to 91% of the total, as in the Bolgrad-Aldeni ulture. If the horse was the
obje t of hunting, the herd may been, in reality, to be similar to the Tripolye, with
the attle as the primary meat sour e. Nomadism is not possible with su h a number of attle. The Sredny Stog population was settled [Shnirelman 1980: 241-242℄.
The image of the warlike Sredny Stog horseba k riders was also based on the fa ts
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F i g . 13. Tripolye C-I period proto ity Maydanetskoye: re onstru tions of buildings and forti ations:
1 | part, ex avated in 1987{1991; 2 | re onstru tion of this part; 3-4 | re onstru tions of buildings
(Pi tures by Y.Bakhma h and P.Kornienko).
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F i g . 14. Region of Talyanki and Maydanetskoye proto ities: I | settlements; II | relief; III | mounds.
1 | Talyanki, 2 | Maydanetskoye, 3 | Talne-1, 4 | Talne-2, 5 | Talne-3.

of the ar haeologi al nds: so alled bone heekpie es and tra es on horse teeth
[Anthony, Telegin, Brown 1991: 96-97℄. But whether the investigated horse bones
belonged to the Copper Age is a problem, be ause in Dereivka, layers of the Middle Bronze (with ir ular bone heekpie es) and the Iron Age were also dis overed.
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If this horse really belonged to the Chal olithi layer, the possibility of horseba k
riding is not the same as the possibility of their use in war [Shnirelman 1980: 231-232℄. The existen e of the Sredny Stog avalry, armed with bone hammer-axes,
spears with int heads, and bows and arrows [Telegin 1973: 143℄ is problematial. Tripolye armament was more perfe t: stone and opper hammer-axes, int and
opper daggers and knives were unknown to the "steppe" population at this time
[Zbenovi h 1975℄. The large settlements had strong forti ation systems [Shmaglij,
Videiko 1993: 54-55; Fig. 1:3℄. The Tripolye population of only one lo al unity,
the Tomashovka group, was near 25,000-34,000 in some periods [Videiko 1992: 11℄.
The population of the entire Tripolye was near 410,000 during the middle period
(near 4200{3900 BC), and at the beginning of the late Tripolye (3900{3500 BC) |
100,000 to 120,000 people [Kruts 1993: 33℄. The number of the Steppe population
in the Early Bronze Age in the entire (!) Northern Ponti area | from the Don
to the Danube | was near 50,000 in the period of the Cata omb Unity [see the
arti le by S.Z. Pustovalov in this volume of B-PS℄. The Sredny Stog Unity was only
a ultural unity, but not a military organization like the Cata omb Unity under the
rule of Ingul leaders.
There is some data about the war on i ts between "steppe" tribes and Tripolye. The spreading of mounds on the territory of Tripolye proto ities is onne ted
with the Early Bronze Age period. In mound 1, on the territory of Maydanetskoye
(Cherkassy region), were 6 burials, 5 of whi h belonged to the Yamnaya ulture
[Shmaglij, Videiko 1988℄. The main burial was ex avated from a level of bla k soil
(up to 20 m), whi h overed the Tripolye forti ations. Pottery from other burials
(3 and 6) is similar to the pottery of the upper layer of the Mikhailovka settlement
on the Dnieper (Tripolye pottery of C-II period was found in the middle layer,
Maydanetskoye was dated to period C-I). So this mound, like many others, appeared a long time after the Tripolye ulture disappeared [Shmaglij, Videiko 1991℄.
At the beginning of the C-II period in this region, the Tripolye population of the
Kosenivka-type built proto ities and had onta t with the population of the Molukhiv Bugor type, whose pottery was found during our 1993 ex avations of a large
settlement (180 ha), Olkhovets (Cherkassy region), not far from the Sredny Stog
Unity (Fig. 15).
These materials help to establish the dates of the Molukhiv Bugor-type lose to
3500 BC. The Kosenivka-type (the largest settlements) are ontemporary with the
So evka-type emeteries in the Kiev region. A ording to V. Kruts, the territory of
the Kolomiysh hyna-type (Tripolye C-I) on the Middle Dnieper was partly overed
by materials of the "steppe" Molukhiv Bugor-type. This pro ess led to a migration
of the Tripolye population to the North and the appearan e of Chapayevka and
later lo al groups on the Dnieper, with "steppe" features in their pottery [Kruts
1977: 149-156℄. It is based on a syn hronization of Molukhiv Bugor (by V. Dani-
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F i g . 15. Tripolye C-II period settlement Olkhovets: pottery with Molukhiv-Bugor type features.

lenko) with Tripolye C-I. In reality, this type was dated as later and its onne tion
with the Tripolye migrations is disputable. All the "steppe" features, in reality Tripo-
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lyan features in Molukhiv Bugor pottery, appeared under the in uen e of Tripolye
traditions. The e onomy of Molukhiv Bugor was based more on hunting than on
sto k-breeding [Telegin 1973: 131℄.
There were some e onomi , military and politi al pre- onditions of the "steppe
aggression" against the "pea eful" Tripolye population of the forest-steppe zone
in times when the proto ities existed. Proto ities disappeared long before for es
more powerful than Tripolye hiefdoms appeared in the steppe. Tripolye proto ities
appeared as a rea tion to the e onomi and politi al situation in the Tripolye-Cu uteni Unity (population growth, military on i ts between tribes, migrations).
Through the example of large Tripolye settlements, we an see the beginning of
the urbanization pro ess, whi h was similar to the prehistory of Sumer ities in
Mesopotamia between 4000{3000 BC [Videiko 1992: 15-19℄.

CONCLUSIONS
Elements of the produ ing e onomy in the steppe zone appeared very early
| in the Late Mesolithi and Neolithi periods. But the husbandry of the steppe
population, whi h was limited for a long time, was based primarily on hunting and
shing. Cultures of these periods were onne ted with the valleys of large rivers,
not with the open steppe. We an see the same pi ture in the forest-steppe, ex ept
for some regions where the population of the Kris and Linear Pottery ultures lived.
The wide spread of the produ ing e onomy between the Lower Danube and
Dnieper was onne ted with the Tripolye-Cu uteni and Gumelnita ultures (Bolgrad-Aldeni type). Bolgrad-Aldeni was the rst ulture with developed sto k-breeding in the steppe zone of the Northern Ponti area. Horse domesti ation may
also be onne ted with the Tripolye and Bolgrad-Aldeni, where the horse appeared
before it spread to the Sredny Stog Unity. The omplex produ ing e onomy, similar to Tripolye and Bolgrad-Aldeni husbandry systems, was rst established among
the Sredny Stog Unity population in forest-steppe zone, near the Tripolye borders.
The end of this pro ess is dated between 3500{3200 BC. It was the foundation of
real mobile forms of sto k-breeding in the steppe zone. The spread of these forms,
after 3000 BC, was onne ted to the end of the Atlanti and the beginning of the
Subboreal periods. At the same time, it was the end of the Tripolye-type omplex
e onomy and the end of Tripolye ulture.
The wide spread of the "steppe" in uen es around 4500 BC (pottery, s eptres(?), beads) was onne ted not with the migration of the Sredny Stog Unity
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population to the West, but with the opper trade with the Balkans. After the disintegration of the Gumelnita metalwork enter, all "steppe" in uen es disappeared.
Instead, Carpathian features appeared in "steppe" materials | after the hange of
opper trade dire tions in about 4200 BC. This was also the time when the Tripolye
husbandry model interested the forest-steppe population of the Sredny Stog Unity.
This pro ess was onne ted with the spread of prestigious metal arti les (gold and
opper) among the leaders of this population | previous husbandry systems were
not enough for their new requirements. At the same time, the steppe zone be ame
the obje t of Tripolye expansion, when settlements with Tripoyle materials appeared on the Southern Bug (periods B-II and C-I). Tripolye proto- ities appeared
near 4000 BC in di erent territories (not only on the borders with the steppe).
They were the enters of numerous Tripolye hiefdoms whi h were in a state of
permanent interne ine war. The ause lay in the expansive hara ter of agri ulture
| after 40-70 years, settlements were built near the new elds, but the territory
of the forest-steppe was limited. There were some e onomi , politi al and military
pre- onditions to "steppe" aggression against Tripolye proto- ities and there is some
ar haeologi al eviden e of su h on i ts. Disintegration of the Tripolye husbandry
and ultural type was onne ted with the hange in the environment after 3500
BC. These hanges led to the spread of a produ ing e onomy in the steppe zone.
Intera tions between Tripolye and Sredny Stog Unity reated the pre- onditions
for this pro ess. After 3500 BC, some groups of Tripolye population took part in
the reation of new ultural types in the steppes | like the Usatovo ulture and
others. Only after these events did the steppe pastoralists appear. There were some
pastoralists between 4800{3200 BC in the Northern Ponti area. The billiard ball
model [Ko±ko 1990: 310-312℄ must take into onsideration the internal auses of
Tripolye ulture migrations, hange of environment, whi h were more powerful fores than the minor tribes of the Sredny Stog Unity. They only began agri ulture and
sto k-breeding for themselves with the help of the Tripolye ulture and Bolgrad-Aldeni type. Tripolye and Bolgrad-Aldeni played the part of higher ivilizations in the
reation of the European semi-nomadi tradition.
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When working resear hers are tou hing upon su h topi s as the e onomy of
one or the another primitive tribe and settling down only on the given fa ts of
ar haeologi al ex avations, then, when referring to the Bla k Sea steppe zones, in
parti ular, the question is one of shepherds or nomads. Su h a position a quired an
almost axiomati hara ter due to written works and ethnologi al fa ts about the
steppe tribes of the Middle Ages and the people of the 18-19th entury. Also oming
from elementary logi al thought is the idea that development of di erent forms of
attle breeding had no advantageous alternative on steppe expanses. And we have
to agree with the fairness of a very simpli ed approa h | that of a growing farm
produ tion | despite the fa t that the present steppe expanses, espe ially in the
Ukraine, have been used for a long time. However, this is the result of brutal and
unedu ated interferen e from human beings, espe ially in the Soviet era. It wasn't
ex used either e onomi ally or e ologi ally. Even in the last de ade of the 19th
entury, after the severe drought of 1891{1892, the famous Russian s ientists, V.V.
Do u hayev, A.A. Izmailski, and others, were giving warnings about the downfall
of the steppes due to thoughtless e onomi a tivities. The problem of survival of
the steppes is presently be oming even worse. It is now getting very diÆ ult to
nd areas of natural virgin steppe. Even the reserve areas an not ll this loss
ompletely. Therefore, we an not have the "visual aids" that would enable us to
see those e ologi al onditions in whi h not only the Middle Ages, but primarily,
the primitive so ieties of the rst attle breeders formed and existed.
In the history of developed spe ialized attle breeding and its di erent forms,
the rst stages of this pro ess have a spe ial pla e, whi h, on the territory of the
steppe zone from the Volga to the Dnieper, may be dated as a period starting
from the end of the Neolithi , Eneolithi , and Bronze Age ( orresponding with a
4500{2500 BC). Most important is the end of the Neolithi and the Eneolithi in
parti ular. This exa t time is referred to the period when the rst groups of mobile
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people appeared; for whom the e onomy base be ame spe ialized attle raising. In
the Ukraine, su h early attle breeders are onsidered to be the tribes of a parti ular
ulture, well-known as the Sredny Stog, a ording to terminology by D.J. Telegin
[1971, 1973℄. The period of the Early Bronze Age, whi h oin ides with the spread
of people of the so- alled " lassi al Yamnaya" ulture, is already regarded by many
resear hers as a time of nomads or semi-nomads. This was written, for example,
by resear hers of Mikhailovka [Lagodovskaya, Shaposhnikova, Makarevi h 1962:
173℄ and by N.J. Merpert, who onsidered su h forms of attle breeding to be an
early trend in the development of an e onomi state between primitive Yamnaya
tribes [Merpert 1974: 115℄. However there are hypotheses about the presen e of
another trend: the existen e of a settled way of life among those attle breeders in
onjun tion with the semi-nomads [Merpert 1974: 115℄, or the existen e of groups of
people with a fully settled way of life, who pursued attle breeding along with other
kinds of e onomi a tivities [Lagodovskaya, Shaposhnikova, Makarevi h 1962: 176-178℄. The ndings of several resear h proje ts initiated a more di erential approa h
to solving the problem of developed forms of attle breeding among the people of
steppe ultures. This approa h is best a omplished in the works of V.P. Shilov
[1975a, 1975b℄, who highlighted three types of attle breeding: 1 | settled horse
breeders in the northern part of the steppes and forest-steppe; 2 | settled attle
breeders in the ood plains of river territories (Dnieper, Don), raising large horned
livesto k; 3 | sheep breeders | nomads in the open areas of southern zones.
Shilov proposed to look at the Volga-Ural model as the rst stage of nomadi attle
breeding, based on the raising of small horned livesto k, i.e. on sheep breeding. In
the opinion of V.P. Shilov, the Northern Cau asian model, on the other hand, is not
onsidered to have a nomadi style of life and is hara terized as a settled model,
based on ontainment of large horned livesto k and breeding of pigs. However, the
resear her does not reje t the idea of seasonal driving on the summer pastures.
On the whole, the works of V.P. Shilov still remain the fullest and most fundamental studies of problems of development and forms of attle breeding in the
steppe tribes. We an use them as a foundation for further resear h; modernizing
and making them more pre ise on the basis of new osteologi al, palaeoe ologi al,
palaeo limati al and other fa ts. The works of this resear her have some disadvantages, however, relative to the territory of the Ukraine, whi h may on ern hronologi al disparity types of attle breeding in the Bla k Sea model. The settled horse
breeders of the northern zone (for example, the residents of Dereivka) are older
than the so- alled Yamnaya ulture inhabitants of the Dnieper banks and southern
zone of the steppe. But, in this ase, it is not Shilov's fault, sin e the ultural di eren es, in the steppe territory and to the south of the ombined forest and steppe
zones of the Ukraine during the Eneolithi period, are a very diÆ ult problem
and have not yet been solved. There are two problems in addition to this one: the
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presen e of qualitative osteologi al fa ts for the given periods and the use of fa ts
for re onstru tion of palaeoe ology of the Eneolithi and Early Bronze Age in the
steppes of the Bla k Sea shores and the shores of Azov. We may onsider these
three problems to be a basis for study of the hara ter of the steppe inhabitants'
attle breeding e onomy. They are interrelated and an be expanded upon with the
fa ts of osteologi al resear h, whi h look for instruments of labour, planigraphi al
and topographi al features of settlements, burial pla es, et .
Therefore, we rst set a task of riti al analysis of resolved issues pointed out
earlier in order to onstru t an image about ex ising abilities of obje ting re onstru tion in the hara ter of attle breeding during the Eneolithi and Early Bronze
Age. The models of type and form of attle breeding, and also the way of life among
the rst attle breeders, are in many ases similarly modi ed by the a hievements
of ethnology.

1.

CULTURAL AND CHRONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF EARLY
CATTLE BREEDERS

For the majority of spe ialists, who have never studied the materials of the
Eneolithi and Early Bronze Ages and are not familiar with the steppe Ukraine dis overies of the last de ades | unpublished or insuÆ iently presented in published
works (thesis, short in omplete publi ation, et .) | it is be oming very diÆ ult to
familiarize oneself with general interpretations. This is espe ially true for the Eneolithi , whi h di ers from the others with its abundan e of ar haeologi al fa ts and
tangled system of terminology. The most famous ultures are the Sredny Stog and
Yamnaya, whi h have been representative of one era of the Eneolithi for a long
time. At the present time, they are used more out of habit and without lari ation
of these meanings. Right now, the Eneolithi era of the steppe and southern zones
of the forest-steppe is represented by many monuments due to ar haeologi al resear h in the land re lamation zones. These are mainly the burial mounds, whi h are
divided into di erent ultures, ultural groups, types and variants. Along with the
famous Sredny Stog and Yamnaya ultures studied at the beginning of 70's, and the
monuments of the Nizhnemikhailovka type, there are distinguished the monuments
of the Novodanilovka type, post-Mariupol ulture, Suvorovo, Utkonosovka, Khadgider groups, et ., whi h were studied at the end of the 60's. Some of the terms are
simply repeated and do not larify the situation. Even Yamnaya ulture is now open
to some doubts in onne tion with the highlighting of Repin ulture on the Don,
Yamnaya-Berezhnovsky burials in the steppe area of the Volga (whi h reated some
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diÆ ulties in the understanding of an early period) and also a row of independent
ultures (Novotitarevskaya, Kuban, Budghak in the northwestern Bla k Sea area).
Yamnaya ulture has eased to be an o urren e of the Eneolithi and the basi
period of its existen e now hara terizes the Early Bronze Age.
Grasping the full pi ture of ultural development is getting more diÆ ult, espeially if we add all that has been said to those groups and types of burial monuments
whi h never re eived a on rete name and have only numeral indi ation. They are
known in the Dnieper area, near the Azov, Kuban, and Don. We should agree, that
the full pi ture of development in the ulture of early attle breeders does not exist
between habitually used old meanings and numerous new terms. For example, very
few people an explain the di eren es between the Novodanilovka type of burial
monuments and well-known Sredny Stog ulture burials. Be ause of the relatively
ri h inventory, whi h in luded prestigious obje ts, we an not estimate the independen e of a ulture. Nor an we single out the post-Mariupol ulture with its so- alled
"outstret hed" burial mounds and not tou h the basis of allo ation in Sredny Stog
ulture? The fa t is, that for the rst ulture the erami s of the Kvitanska type are
signi ant (a ording to D.J. Telegin, the erami s of the Sredny Stog ulture). The
question of orrelation between burial mounds of Eneolithi burials and syn hroni
settlements of Dnieper and Azov areas is not well-developed. The term "Yamnaya"
is a ontradi tion in itself, be ause only the "Yamnaya" ulture an be referred to
on the territory of the Ukraine with the so- alled "late Yamnaya" monuments. It
was pre eded by Eneolithi ultures ompletely di erent in time and appearan e.
This way, the most important task is to order all existing materials and to
reate a full pi ture of development in di erent ultures. They are presented as a
ommunity of original attle breeder tribes after the disintegration of the Mariupol
ultural and histori al unity (in our understanding still Neolithi ). This will give the
opportunity, depending on the representation and quality of the sour es, to get a
better idea about the dynami s of development of attle breeding among di erent
groups of inhabitants.
First of all, we should refuse a ommon meaning for the "Sredny Stog ulture".
This is di tated by three obje tive fa tors.
1. The settlements, Sredny Stog II (whi h gave its name to the ulture) and
Dereivka (whi h has be ome an example of this ulture) are valuable be ause of the
di erent monuments on their territories (steppe and border of steppe and forest-steppe zones), be ause of the time of existen e (Sredny Stog II is a bit older than
others) and be ause of the appearan e of a material ulture ( erami s, int, et .).
Therefore, when resear hers use the term "Sredny Stog" ulture, it is un lear and
diÆ ult to understand what it is all about.
2. The se ond fa tor is the appearan e, in the Dnieper area, of a spe ial group
of burial monuments, whi h is a ompanied by erami s of the "Kvitanska"-type
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in the funerals. The question is one of the so- alled "outstret hed" burial mounds,
pla ed by J.F. Kovaleva into a separate post-Mariupol ulture [Kovaleva 1984℄. But
sin e, until the most re ent time, the erami s of the Kvitanska-type were onsidered
to be the oldest pottery of the Sredny Stog ulture [Telegin 1973: 8, 122-123; Shaposhnikova 1987: 6℄, the arisen ontradi tion an not be over ome by arti ial separation of the tight group of "outstret hed" burial mounds. We an not put them into
di erent, but still traditional ultures (Sredny Stog, Nizhnemikhailovka, Yamnaya)
[Telegin 1987: 26; Shaposhnikova 1987: 6℄. The only solution is to look again at the
basis, whi h highlighted these ultures, and rst of all, at Sredny Stog. A tually, the
erami s of the Sredny Stog II type are not found near the burials, and in the settlement itself the Kvitanska-type pottery is absent. We an say a few words about Dereivka, where some pie es of Kvitanska-type pottery were found. They an be seen, in a
omplete pi ture, either as a distin tive import or as a remainders of another layer. It
is ne essary to note the absen e of settlements of the "Dereivka" type in the steppe
zone, and, vi e versa, the absen e of "Sredny Stog" type settlements in the forest-steppe zone. For example, in the settlement of Alexandria near the Oskol river, the
erami s of the Sredny Stog ulture are of insigni ant quantity and have the appearan e of an import when pla ed against the ba kground of other materials. The differen e between the Sredny Stog, Dereivka and Kvitanska ultures is that Kvitanska
is present both in the steppe zone and to the south of the forest-steppe zone. As an
aside, there is proof to date them as later ultures, but not early ultures as was previously believed. All obje ts whi h a ompanied the "outstret hed" burials (polished
stone hammers, statuettes of the Serezlievka type, gured bone pier ing et .) are dated a ording to the Tripolye s ale as the period of C-II, be ause they orrespond to
the materials of So evka, Usatovo and Southern Bug variations of the late Tripolye.
3. The last fa tor is the allo ation of monuments of the "Novodanilovka" or
"Kasim ha-Petro-Svistunovo" types [Zbenovi h 1973; Telegin 1985d℄ into an independent ulture. This is generally un lear if we onsider the two previous fa tors.
In the end a legitimate question arises | what is "Sredny Stog ulture"? Is it myth
or reality?
N.S. Kotova, together with the author, made an analysis of available burial
monuments and settlements. We ame to a on lusion about the possibility of allo ation in the Ukraine territory, instead of one united Sredny Stog ulture, four
groups of monuments. These four groups have even more spe i groups of an ient
attle breeders and we would be able to lassify them as independent ar haeologi al
ultures. But to give tribute to tradition and to onsider the expansion of the term
"Sredny Stog" ulture, we de ided that it is possible to unite the four given ultures
within the framework of the Sredny Stog region.
The Skelanska ulture (Fig. 1) is so named be ause of distin tive features in the
omplex of erami s found near the settlement of Stril ha Skela, whi h is lo ated
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A

F i g . 1. Grave and the basi nds of the Skelanska ulture: 1-2, 12, 22, 27 | Krivoy Rog (after
Budnikov, Rassamakin); 3, 6 | Novodanilovka; 4, 9-11, 17, 19, 21 | Alexandrovsk (after Brat henko,
Konstantines u); 5, 13 | Chapli (after Dobrovolskiy); 7, 20 | Popow Khutor, barrow 31/7, grave 4 (after
Stolyar); 8, 14, 23, 24, 26 | Petro-Svistunovo (after Bodyanskiy); 15, 18 | Mariupol, grave 24 (after
Makarenko); 16 | Suvorovo II, barrow 1, grave 7 (after Danilenko, Shmagliy); 25 | Voroshylovgrad.
2 | gold; 3, 7 | pottery; 4, 18-20, 23, 26 | bone; 5, 6, 8-13, 22 | opper; 14, 21, 24 | int; 15, 16,
25 | stone; 17, 27 | shell.
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near the large rapids on the Dnieper. It has some parallels on the Don and Azov:
the 4th layer of Razdorsk settlement [Kiyashko 1987: 75℄, pie es of the 5th layer
of the Samsonov settlement [Gey 1983: 16, Fig. 12:2℄, and separate pie es of Razdolny [Shaposhnikova 1970℄ on the Kalmius and Semenovka near the Molo hnaya
river. The area near Kamenaya Mogila is also possible. In the same ultural ir le
are burials of the Novodanilovka type: Chapli, Petro-Svistunovo, Novodanilovka,
Mariupol, Alexandrovsk and others [Kotova, Rassamakin 1995℄. To the above we
an add the oldest burials of the Dnieper basin whi h are without an inventory of
burial mounds. For example, Igren | 8 and the island of Vinogradny and a series
of burials in the Don basin: Mokry Chaltir, (m.2, b.6), Popova (m.31/7, b.7) and
others. We onne t the appearan e of burial monuments in the Dniester-Danube
region with this ulture. This group is known by the name of "Suvorovo" [Alexeyeva
1976; Derga hev 1986; Petrenko 1989; Manzura 1993℄. They are also found in the
Kuban area [Korenevsky, Nagler 1987; Trifonov 1991℄.
We may onsider the most distin tive feature of erami s to be the presen e of
round-bottomed wares with straight, relatively low ne ks and bellies, the maximum
diameter of whi h is usually in the middle of its height. A plentiful mixture of shell
in lay is usual, too. A parti ular ornamentation overs the top half of the vessel
down to the shoulders and is exe uted in simple, drawn lines. It onsists of di erent
verti al and horizontal patterns, and zigzags. Atta hed gures were often added to
the de oration. The ornamentation was also present at the top of the ne k. Among
int artifa ts, a ommon hara teristi is double-ended arrow-heads and javelins
with a straight and slightly bulging base, and long knife-like metal plates. For burial
eremonies, ground burials onsisted of individual burial pla es with hara teristi
burial onstru tions. The buried are pla ed in oval pits, sometimes in boxes, in a
urled position on the ba k. The head is slightly raised, the arms are slightly bent at
the elbows and pla ed on the pelvis area or on the stoma h. The bent legs usually
keep their original position. The abundan e of o her, whi h overs the buried in a
thi k layer, is noti eable. Orientation towards the east is predominant but western
orientation exists as well. Many tools, de orations and the details of the eremonies
unite the monuments of this ulture with the pre eding Mariupol ulture.
The Skelanska ulture is the oldest Eneolithi ulture. The time of its existen e
is determined by items whi h allow one to make a syn hronization with well-dated
ultures of the Balkan-Carpathians region. And we an add Tripolye ulture, from
one side and from the other, the Eneolithi ultures of the Cau asus, North Cauasus and Volga area. We an dis uss su h ndings as zoomorphi s epters, bone
fasteners, boar's fang and shell de orations, import erami , opper and gold goods,
and int javelin and arrowheads. This question is well developed in literature, espeially on the lo al level. We simply ertify the generally a epted opinions within the
framework of the suggested on eption. The presented fa ts syn hronize Skelanska
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ulture with ultures of Gumelnita A2-B1, Varna, Cu uteni A and Tripolye B-I on
the western and northwestern borders, with pre-Maykop ulture (settlements Svobodnoye, Meskhoko, Miskhaka) on the North Cau asus [Ne hayev 1990℄ and with
Khvalynsk ulture in the Volga area. Based on radio arbon dating for monuments of
the above-mentioned farming ultures, in parti ular Gumelnita and Tripolye [Movsha 1984; Telegin 1985 ; Subbotin 1983: 130℄, this time is determined to be in the
range of 4500{4100 BC [Movsha 1984℄. This does not oordinate with the published
dates of the "Khvalynsk" burial mound [Agapov, Vasiliev, Pestrikova 1990: 85-87℄,
whi h gave a mu h older age. But it orresponds with the dates of Yamnaya-Berezhnovsky burial mounds of the steppe Volga [Dremov, Yudin 1992: 29-30℄; whi h
re e ts a pro ess of Yamnaya ulture formation in this region.
Stogovska ulture (Fig. 2) an be onsidered to be a ontinuation or a se ond
stage in the development of Skelanska near the Dnieper area. It is distinguished
from the previous one, rst of all, by a omplex of erami s, well represented in the
settlement Sredny Stog II. Distinguishing features are be oming more ommon, su h
as sharp and round-bottomed shapes with maximum diameter in the top part of the
belly, and an extended ne k. They often appear with purposely bent inside rims. All
vessels are de orated on the upper part, down to the shoulders. The ornamentation
is fairly regular in omposition and a te hnique of imprinting tooth-like stamps and
so- alled aterpillars made from woven ord is used. The predominant style is a
number of rows and zigzags, imprinted with the same te hnique, just below the
ne k and also on the inside of the ne k. A similarity is seen in the ornamental
omposition of Skelanska ulture erami s. The arrowheads from Sredny Stog II
are analogi al with the Skelanska ulture, but the long plate-knives disappear.
The most famous and outstanding settlements of the Stogovska ulture are
found in the Dnieper basin: the top part of the Eneolithi layer of Stril ha Skela,
Sredny Stog II, Koda hek, Zolotaya Balka, et . From burial mounds we an distinguish Igren | 8, Vinogradny island, despite the fa t that those burials already
existed in the time of Skelanska ulture. Basi ritual features are preserved, but
they are not so unvarying. This is evident in a number of variations in pla ement
of arms and legs, the skull, and in the use of o her. The ri h, inventory-full (espeially metalli ) burials, whi h we know from the Skelanska ulture, are ompletely
absent.
The time of Stogovska ulture existen e is not determined reliably enough. The
border with the Skelanska ulture an not be determined. And a slightly later time
is xed only by the nding of Tripolye pottery in the burial mound of Igren | 8
[Telegin, Filenko 1982℄. Vessels typi al of Stogovska ulture settlements were also
found there, but not in the same omplex. Tripolye wares belong to stages B-II/C-I
and C-I. It is obvious that fragments of Tripolye erami s from the settlement of
Sredny Stog II are mu h older, but they are unavailable for present resear hers,
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F i g . 2. Grave and the basi nds of the Stogovska ulture: 1-3, 5, 8 | Igren 8, graves 13,15,10 (after
Telegin, Filenko); 4 | Khortitsa; 6, 7 | Sredny Stog II. 2-4 | pottery; 6, 7 | int; 8 | bone.

and the publi ation of this does not give a reason for exa t dating [Dobrovolsky
1929: 2, 91n., Fig. XI℄. Consequently, Stogovska
one of 4100{3600 BC. This

ulture

orresponds to the dates a

ulture [Movsha 1984: 61-63; Chernysh 1982: 175℄.

an presumably be dated as

epted for stages of Tripolye
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C

F i g . 3. Graves and the basi nds of the Kvitanska ulture: 1 | Sadovoye, barrow 101, grave 12 (after
Nikolova, Rassamakin); 2 | Lubimovka I, barrow 3, grave 2 (after Rassamakin); 3, 4, 19 | Bogdanovka
III, barrow 1, grave 2,3,7, barrow 6, grave 3; 5, 8, 9 | Verkhnaya Mayevka XIV, barrow 1, grave 6;
6 | Terny I, barrow 9, grave 2; 7 | Orekhov, "Tarasova Mogila", grave 6 (after Samar); 10, 11, 18
| Vinogradnoye, barrow 2, grave 3 (after Rassamakin); 12 | Novoaleksandrovka, barrow 1, grave 16;
13 | Bulakhovka III, barrow 3, grave 9 (after Kovaleva); 14 | Ordzhonikidze, "Chkalovi Mogily",
barrow 3, grave 10; 15 | Buzovka XXIV, barrow 1, grave 3 (after Kovaleva); 16 | Nizhnaya Khortitsa,
barrow 2; 17 | Orlik, barrow 2, grave 2 (after Lugova, Rassamakin); 220 | Verbki V, barrow 1, grave
7 (after Kovaleva); 21 | Ordzhonikidze, "Dovga Mogila", grave 12 (after Nikolova, Rassamakin); 22
| Kamenka Dneprovskaya, barrow 14, grave 2 (after Rassamakin). 2-9, 13 | opper; 10, 11, 14, 18 |
bone; 12, 15-17 | pottery; 19, 20 | int; 22 | stone.
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Kvitanska ulture (Fig. 3) | this term is o ered instead of post-Mariupol ulture [Kovaleva 1984℄ be ause the previous term is not orre t. All ultures of the
Eneolithi period are post-Mariupol, in parti ular, the Skelanska ulture. On the
other hand, our term has a re ognized name whi h more pre isely re e ts the hara ter of the ulture. First of all, it is seen in the famous erami omplex from
the Kvitanoy burial near the village of Fedorovka [Bodyanski 1954℄. Well-studied
settlements are absent, but numerous ndings of Kvitanska ulture erami s in the
multiple layers of settlements and also in its independent layer pla es are known
(Leontevka, Solovinaya Ros ha in the Dnieper basin, Voznesenovka in the Sivas h
region et .). In a number of settlements, with non-separated layers of di erent periods from Neolithi to the Late Bronze Age (Vinogradny island, Po hilom, et .),
Kvitanska pottery are predominant. The most promising forms are present in the
burial omplexes. The erami s are hara terized by regular and very monotonous
types of vessels of di erent sizes: from miniature to very large. Ornamentation deorates the top part of the vessels. Predominant are imprints of "walking" omb,
and the main elements of design are a number of parallel rows with slightly bent
imprints under the ne k and from ne k to belly. In a number of ompositional
features, Kvitanska ulture pottery is similar to the Stogovska ulture's.
For the Kvitanska ulture, a raised form of burial mounds with eremonies is
hara teristi . Also, a re urren e of ar hai traditions with several burials under
one burial embankment is seen (sometimes up to 7-9 separated burials). Ar haism
is preserved in the eremony itself, demonstrated in the stret hed position of the
dead. They are lying in narrow oval and re tangular dimples, sometimes with signs
of sustenan e and tied extremities. A great importan e of re in the ritual is noted.
There was an uneven use of o her. An orientation towards the east is predominant,
but towards the west is also possible.
Due to dis overies in the burial pla es, we an add multiple opper de orations
to the hara teristi s of the material omplex of the Kvitanska ulture. They have
the appearan e of a kind of tubular and spiral pier ing. Small bra kets and lips
were de orations for the belts and a bone pier ing tool was used for de orating
the out t in some kind of rows. The same fun tion was determined for polished
stone hammers [Kovaleva 1984℄. Some tools made from animal ribs are hara teristi , too. It is obvious that well-polished and hand-worked bone pun tures an be
re ognized as spe i tools of the given ulture. Some of these things were used
by neighboring tribes (Nizhnemikhailovka ulture, some groups of late Tripolye) |
opper de orations, bone tools of produ tion, pier ing, stone hammers.
The territory of extension of the Kvitanska ulture, based on the pla ement
of materials in settlements and on burial on entration, ould possibly rea h the
northern steppe and forest-steppe spa es of the Dnieper basin, the right and left
banks of the Dnieper river, and even the Northern Donets and Ingulets rivers. The
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arrangement of burial pla es testi es that, during a period of a tivity, the population
of the Kvitanska ulture probably rea hed the Don and Danube basins.
The hronology of the early stage of the Kvitanska ulture does not yet have
reliable ben hmarks. From the logi al point of view, its beginning should be in the
epo h of disintegration of Azov-Dnieper ulture in the Mariupol unity. But when
and for how long the formation pro ess of the new ulture progressed is hard to say.
Obviously, it went parallel to the development and formation of, rst, Skelanska and,
afterwards, Stogovska ultures. This is explainable by the presen e of similar features
to the previous ulture. But, at the present time, we have to deal with an already
formed ulture whi h is reliably dated late enough, a ording to syn hronization
with later stages of lo al variants of Tripolye | in parti ular, So evka and Usatovo.
This is the time when Kvitanska ulture itself was going through the period of
disintegration. The ar haism of gured pier ing has be ome an example after the
same type of produ t was found in the Usatovo omplex [Malyukevi h, Petrenko
1993: 25-30, Fig. 5℄. Stone hammers are not dated earlier than the So evka variant,
a ording to the similarity of the burials and the latest Tripolye monuments on the
Southern Bug and a ording to similarities in the burial mounds of Yermolayevka
with painted Tripolye erami s [Ribalova 1964: 79-80℄. In this way, Kvitanska ulture,
a ording to syn hronization with Tripolye C-II, an be reliably dated to a period
of 3600{3000 BC. And probably to an even earlier time, syn hroni to Tripolye C-I
and B-II/C-I [Movsha 1984℄, in other words, 3700{3600 BC.
Dereivka ulture (Fig. 4) is so-named so due to a distin tive omplex of Dereivka
settlements and hara terizes the ulture of a population in the south of the forest-steppe zone. The erami s of the "Dereivka" type are well-known on the Northern
Donets and Oskol (Minevsky Yar, Alexandria), the Dnieper basin, to the north of
Dereivka. The ir le of omparable things is limited be ause of the la k of study of
the Eneolithi in the forest-steppe of the Ukraine.
From burial monuments, Dereivka ulture an laim a se ond burial mound
near Dereivka and possibly some of the burials from the rst burial mound. It
ould be that two burials of Kamennye Potoki are attributed to this ulture. But
studying rituals of the Dereivka ulture demands a sear h for new, reliable soures.
Dereivka- ulture pottery are hara terized by a predominan e of spe i sharp-bottomed vessels with very high ne ks. Ornamentation de orates the top part of
the vessels and is done by imprinted rests, bra kets, di erent dents, not hes, and
the use of a string. Designs of verti al olumns and also of horizontal rows are very
hara teristi . The form, te hnique, and omposition in the ornamentation of the
vessels di ers fundamentally from the hara teristi s of ultures mentioned above.
In onjun tion with the bottom-sharpened erami s are a large per entage of at
bottomed bowls and pots.
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F i g . 4. Finds from Dereivka (after Telegin).

The time of existen e of Dereivka ulture was determined by a Tripolye bowl
without painting from the se ond burial mound. It was dated as Tripolye B-II and
B-II/C-I. The syn hronization with Tripolye C-I is based on the dis overy of a female
gure, whi h is similar to the gures of Cernovoda I ulture. And this is also known
in su h settlements as Cernovoda, Remni heu, and Tirpesti in Romania. On the
other hand, one fragment of statue is lose to the Serezlievka type, dated as Tripolye
of C-II. T.G. Movsha raised a reasonable question about people living outside of the
Dereivka settlement before Tripolye C-II [Movsha 1984: 77℄. In this way, Dereivka
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ulture an be dated within the framework of 3700{3150 B.C. This dating needs to
be stated more pre isely, but it is impossible be ause of the limited sour es.
A short hara terization of our ultures has been given above. Until now, they
omprised the uni ed Sredny Stog ulture and we now in lude them into a region
of the same name, whi h appears to be the western part of the "Sredny Stog |
Khvalynsk" ommunity [Vasiliev 1981: 34℄. Their relative unity is xed only in the
period when Skelanska and Khvalynsk ultures existed, in luding the "Mino-Berezhnovsky" burials.
Besides the highlighted ultures, another one existed in the southern part of the
Ukrainian steppes, for whi h we reserve the famous name of the Nizhnemikhailovka
ulture.
Nizhnemikhailovka ulture (Fig. 5) re eived its name due to a spe i omplex of
erami s from the bottom layer in the settlement of Mikhailovka near the Dnieper,
and its monuments are also known as monuments of the "Nizhnemikhailovka" type
[Shaposhnikova 1971b, 1985, 1987; Telegin 1971a℄. We have our own point of view
on this matter, lose to V.N. Danilenko's view, whi h distinguished a separate Azov-Bla k Sea line in the development of the steppe Eneolithi , a tually di ering from
the Yamnaya.
Besides the bottom layer of Mikhailovka, and obviously, several vessels from
the Novorozanovskoye settlement on the Ingul river [Shaposhnikova, Neprina 1977:
60℄, the rest of the monuments are presented as burials in mounds, spread from
the Danube to the Don. A ording to our statisti s, one-type burials an be added
to the Nizhnemikhailovka ulture. They are hara terized as having a stable set of
signs; oval pits, tu ked position of the dead one side with one bent arm and the
other outstret hed along the body. O asionally, both arms are outstret hed in the
dire tion of the knees or bent at the elbows with the hands in front of the fa e. The
eastward orientation is predominant. The use of o her ranges from intensive olor
to barely noti able zonal marking. In the onstru tion of burial mounds the distinguishing features are dit hes. In the burials and funerals, the predominant feature
is erami s with a similarity to the erami omplex of Mikhailovka'a bottom layer.
Distin tive lo al features exist along with absolute unity in the burial pra ti es. For
example, in the Dniester-Danube region, the burials are separated into a ultural
group known as "Utkonosovska" (a ording to I.L. Alexeyeva), "Khadzhider" (a ording to V.G. Petrenko) and "proto-Usatovo" (a ording to I.V. Manzura). On
the Don river this ulture is visibly represented by the burials of the III group (a ording to V.Y. Kiyashko). Plentiful omplexes on the Southern Bug, in the Dnieper
basin, and on the Molo hna also exist.
The most typi al erami s hara terizing the ulture are presented in the bottom level of the "eponym" settlement and in dit hes of funerals in burial omplexes.
These are at-bottomed vessels with rounded and spheri al bellies and high or me-
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F i g . 5. Grave and the basi nds of the Nizhnemikhailovka ulture: 1 | So evka, barrow 40, grave 7;
2, 7 | Vasilevka, barrow 1, grave 22 (after Rassamakin); 3 | Kovalevka VII, barrow 4, grave 32 (after
Kovpanenko, Fomenko); 4 | Trapovka, barrow 10, grave 14 (after Petrenko); 5 | Dolinskoye, barrow
1, grave 32 (after Rassamakin); 6 | Ordzhonikidze, "Chkalovskaya", barrow 3, grave 32 (after Nikolova,
Rassamakin); 8, 9 | Obloy, barrow 2, grave 4 (after Evdokimov, Rassamakin); 10 | Aleksandrovka,
barrow 1, grave 17 (after Rassamakin); 11 | Mikhailovka, barrow 1 (after Evarnitskiy); 12 | Novo-Kotovsk, barrow 1, grave 9 (after Agulnikov); 13, 14 | Khadzhider and Koshary (after Patokova,
Petrenko, Burdo, Polish huk). 2, 5, 6, 8, 10-14 | pottery; 3, 4 | silver; 7 | int; 9 | opper.
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dium-height ne ks with well- ut rims. The surfa e is smooth, although on many
wares, in parti ular well-known amphora from the settlement #2 [Lagodovskaya,
Shaposhnikova, Makarevi h 1963: Fig. 10℄, some s rat hes are visible: verti al on
the ne k and slanting on the belly. But there are many polished vessels as well.
Ornamentation is seldom found. Rows of imprints of string on the ne k are typi al.
They also have not hes, pearls, and aterpillars. Small-sized, round-bottomed wares
with similar distin tive te hni al features are also found in the burials.
The time of existen e of Nizhnemikhailovka ulture is determined by the presen e of Tripolye imports in the burials of the western type and the Dnieper basin,
the stratigraphy of the burials and the bottom layer of Mikhailovka. These fa ts
allow dating of the given ulture, with its lo al displays, to the time of Tripolye
B-II/C-I, C-I and C-II, in other words 3700{3000 BC [Movsha 1984℄. But some
ndings in the burial mounds on the Prut river (Sarateni, m. 3 and m. 1), where
sherds from the ulture of Cernavoda I and Ib were found in funerals [Dem henko
1990: 63; Manzura 1993: 29℄, and also in the burial mounds of the Dnieper basin
(Vasilievka, m. 1 b. II), where Stogovska ulture erami was found in funerals of
the Nizhnemikhailovka type [Rassamakin 1993: 10, Fig. 9:4℄, an move the dating
to Tripolye B-II, in other words, to the rst quarter of the 4th millennium BC. But
early dating, like in the Kvitanska ulture, needs a reliable sour e for additional
grounds.
In this way, we highlighted ve basi ultural o urren es, whi h hara terize
the Eneolithi of the steppe and south to the forest-steppe zone of the Ukraine.
The rst four represent the Sredny Stog region and, from the point of view of V.N.
Danilenko, omprise all the stages in the development of Yamnaya ulture. The fth
ulture, as a rule, ontrasts with the previous ones in the framework of a spe ial,
Azov-Bla k Sea line of development of steppe Eneolithi . As a result, we have the
oldest Skelanska ulture, whi h delimited Mariupol ultural and histori al unity (in
essen e still a Neolithi one) and the beginning of the Eneolithi epo h. It has also
served as a distin tive ignition for the su eeding ultural development. From them,
syn hroni ally and territorially adja ent ultures were formed. One is Stogovska
ulture, a little bit more an ient, the monuments of whi h are on entrated very
deep in the steppe Dnieper basin, and the other is Kvitanska ulture, whi h has a
basi on entration of monuments found in the northern steppe and south of the
forest-steppe zones on the right and left banks of the Dnieper with lo al displays
near the Azov Sea, on the Donets and Ingul rivers. Syn hroni ally with Kvitanska
in the southern steppe zone, Nizhnemikhailovka ulture was developing, the most
plentiful monuments of whi h are found from the Molo hna to the Danube. Only
the forest-steppe zone from the left bank of the Dnieper to the Donets was o upied
by the Dereivka ulture, o-existing in that region with Kvitanska. The golden age
of these ultures, obviously, was approximately simultaneous to Tripolye C-I, but a
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de line and loss of distinguishing features orresponded in time with the downfall
of Tripolye ulture of C-II with similar hara teristi s, lo al delimitations and the
reation of varying lo al syn reti al o urren es, For example, on the right bank
of the Dnieper [Nikolova, Rassamakin 1985℄ or, more stably, on the Danube and
Dniester (Usatovo variant, Cernavoda I), Don (Konstantinovka ulture). That is why
there it is not surprising that, during this time (the end of 4th millennium BC), in
the steppe zone and south of the forest-steppe, new ultural phenomena o urred
whi h gave a basis for migrational pro esses. One of them, preliminarily named
the Zhivotilovka-Vol hansk group, is hara terized by strongly displayed features
of the Gordineshty or Kasperovka variants of the latest Tripolye (espe ially in the
area from the Dniester to the Molo hna and Samara rivers) on one hand, and
by features of the Maykop ulture type of Novosvobodnaya in the area from the
Dnieper to the Don on the other [Rassamakin 1988; 1993℄. The eremonies of this
group are surprisingly stable, although they do not have a reliable lo al steppe and
geneti base: re tangular, often ledged pits; extremely urled position of the dead
on one side with an orientation towards the western dire tion, arms bent at the
elbows and pla ed in front of the fa e. This group testi es to a tivity of separate
groups of Tripolye population in its de lining years, espe ially in the forest-steppe,
and to onta t with the population of Central European ultures [Movsha 1985℄.
Proof was re e ted in the erami s and representative amphora-like and goblet-like
vessels, di erent ears and loop handles, and oni al sti ks on ledges [Rassamakin
1993: 10, Fig. 13℄. At the same time, the highest level of a tivity and penetration
into the steppes of Maykop traditions o urred, whi h in its most ommon form is
re e ted on the Lower Don.
At the end of the IV millennium BC, on the left bank of the Dnieper, Donets
and near the Azov Sea, monuments (settlements, burials) with erami s of the Repin
ulture appear (Fig. 6), singled out on the Middle Don [Sinyuk 1981; Sinyuk, Vasiliev
1985: 49-61℄. On the given territory, Repin erami s a ompanied burials in the burial mounds with xed eremony: re tangular pits, urled position on the ba k with
arms outstret hed along the body, fa ing the eastern dire tion. If taking into a ount that, for the Middle Don, it is hara teristi to have an outstret hed, eremony,
la king burial mounds [Sinyuk 1981: 18℄, it would be obvious that, in the formation
of "lo al" Repin ulture, a big role was played by tribes of the Stogovska ulture.
In fa t, the appearan e of the Zhivotilovka-Vol hansk group (Fig. 7) and the
Repin ulture in the steppe zone of the Ukraine (Fig. 8, 9, 10) makes this signiant be ause this is onsidered to be a transitional period from Eneolithi into
Early Bronze Age. After them, multiple burials of Yamnaya ulture in the burial
mounds are statigraphi ally xed (Fig. 11). This ulture appears with already learly
highlighted lo al distin tions and it is prin ipally di erent from ultures of the Eneolithi epo h in the appearan e of tools and burial eremony. Nevertheless, with a
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F i g . 6. Grave and the basi nds of the Repin ulture: 1, 3 | Verkhnaya Mayevka XVIII, barrow 1,
grave 9,7 (after Kovaleva); 2 | Ogorodnoye, barrow 3, grave 1 (after Posrednikov, Sarayskaya); 4, 6 |
Kremehevka, barrow 6, grave 8 and Volonterivka, barrow 1, grave 5 (after Konstantines u); 5, 7, 8 |
Samozhne, barrow 3, grave 6 (after Brat henko). 2-6, 7, 8 | bronze.

formal omparison, we an nd ommon features whi h unify the ultures of the
two epo hs. A distin tive leap, still very diÆ ult to des ribe on the empiri al level,
an be dis ussed whi h reminds us about the hange of ultures on the border of
the epo h in the Balkan-Carpathians region. After that leap, the whole appearan e
of the ultures is hanged. Their material look and spiritual re e tion in eremony
alters, but this does not mean a hange of population by migration from the east,
for example, as was pi tured before. Analysis of the pre eding epo h for es us to
sear h for the root of hange in one and the same territory.
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F i g . 7. Graves and the basi nds of the Zhivotilovka-Vol hansk group: 1, 3, 6, 19, 23 | Vol hansk I,
barrow 1, grave 21 (after Rassamakin); 2, 15 | Tarakliya, barrow 10, grave 2 (after Derga hev, Manzura);
4 | Sokolovo II, barrow 6, grave 4; 5, 17 | Boguslav, barrow 23, grave 12,7 (after Androsov, Marina,
Zavgorodniy); 7 | Vinogradnoye, barrow 2, grave 14; 8, 21 | Koysug, "Radutka", grave 24 (after
Maksimenko); 9 | Zhivotilovka; 10, 12 | Vinogradnoye, barrow 14, grave 1 (after Rassamakin); 11 |
Bolgrad, barrow 6, grave 1 (after Shmagliy, Chernyakov); 13, 22 | Podgorodnoye X, barrow 3, grave
7 (after Kovaleva); 14 | Tiraspol, barrow 3, grave 27; 16 | Kazakliya, barrow 17, grave 22 (after
Derga hev, Manzura); 18 | Pavligrad, barrow 7, grave 3 (after Kovaleva); 20 | Primorskoye II, barrow
4, grave 2 (after Rassamakin). 11-15 | bone; 16-19 | bronze; 21, 22 | stone; 23 | gagat.
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F i g . 8. Map of major sites of the Skelanska (A), Stogovska (B) and Dereivka (C)

ultures: (A) 1 |

Aleksandria; 2 | Aleksandrovsk; 3 | Voroshilovgrad; 4 | Olkhovatka; 5 | Donetsk; 6 | Razdolnoye;
7 | Mariupol; 8 | Chapli; 9 | Stril ha Skela; 10 | Petro-Svistunovo; 11 | Novodanilovka; 12 |
Kamennaya Mogila; 13 | Blagovesh henka; 14 | Nizhniy Roga hik; 15 | Kut; 16 | Krivoy Rog; 17
| Lubimovka; 18 | Suvorovo; 19 | Kaynary; 20 | Dzhurdzhuleshti. (B) 1 | Igren; 2 | Stril ha
Skela; 3 | Koda hok; 4 | Durna Skela; 5 | Sredny Stog; 6 | Naumova Balka; 7 | Khortitsa; 8 |
Zolotaya Balka. (C) 1 | Aleksandria; 2 | Minevskiy Yar; 3 | Zlivki; 4 | Dereivka; 5 | Kamenniye
Potoki; 6 | Molyukhov Bugor.

2.

THE SOURCES FOR RECONSTRUCTION OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Cultural and hronologi al assumptions, des ribed in the pre eding part, allow
us to examine the sour es more spe i ally. These are sour es usually used by
ar haeologists for study of the e onomy of prehistori populations. Su h sour es
in lude osteologi al materials, separate ategories of manufa tured inventory (the
material for produ tion and traseologi al resear hes, fun tional belonging), and
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F i g . 9. Map of major sites of the Kvitanska (1) and Nizhnemikhailovka (2) ultures.

information about the topography of settlements and burials. Consequently, we will
try to state the present ondition of those sour es.
For the Skelanska ulture we have very little information. De nitions of osteologi al materials from the settlement of Strel ha Skela are made for all ultural
layers, from Neolithi to Bronze Age, and are published in this way by I.G. Pidopli hko [1956: 14-15℄. Therefore, these fa ts an not be used for re onstru tion of
the herd's stru ture. The only thing that an be referred to is a minimal number of
bones and pig spe imens for these periods. It is impossible to distribute between
ultures, ages of bones and spe imens of attle, goat, sheep, and horse. A similar
pi ture, in our opinion, is in the ase of Alexandria, onsidering disagreements in
stratighaphi al division of the monument by D.J. Telegin and B.N. Danilenko [Telegin 1973: 15-23; Danilenko 1974: 49-56℄. Additionally, even the layer itself is divided
by the ex avator (Sredny Stog by D.J. Telegin), who is highlighting materials of only
14 spe imens of osteologi al de nition [Telegin 1973: 132-133℄. It makes them even
less expressive and less de ned. Information from the Lower Don settlements is
also absent.
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F i g . 10. Map of major sites of the Zhivotilovka-Vol hansk group (A) amd Repin

ulture (B). (A) 1 |

Primorskoye; 2 | Vasilevka; 3 | Aleksandrovka; 4 | Boguslav; 5 | Pavlograd; 6 | Zhivotilovka; 7 |
Podgorodnoye; 8 | Novomoskovsk; 9 | Sokolovo; 10 | Dneprelstan; 11 | Razumovka; 12 | Pologi;
13 | Vinogradnoye; 14 | Novo-Filipovka; 15 | Vol hansk; 16 | Yuryevka; 17 | Davydovka; 18 |
Novovorontsovka; 19 | Ust-Kamenka; 20 | Staroselye; 21 | Velikaya Aleksandrovka; 22 | Kovalevka;
23 | Tiraspol; 24 | Cura-Bykuluy; 25 | Roshkany; 26 | Tarakliya; 27 | Kazakliya; 28 | Bolgrad;
29 | Sarateny; 30 | Bursu heny; 31 | Novye Duruitory; 232 | Kosteshty. (B) 1 | Podgorovka;
2 | Aleksandria; 3 | Volonterovka; 4 | Zamozhnoye; 5 | Kremenevka; 6 | Ogorodnoye; 7 |
Boguslav; 8 | Aleksandrovka; 9 | Verkhnaya Mayevka; 10 | Durna Skela; 11 | Zamozhnoye; 12 |
Mikhailovka II.

The osteology from burial monuments is not at all impressive. In the lling
material of four burials near Chapli (b. Ia-3a, 5a) the teeth of a sheep/goat were
found in three ases and the pelvis bone of a bull in one (a ording to I.G. Pidopli hko). In the same material of burials I and II, in a re ently resear hed burial
mound near Krivoy Rog, some bones of animals were also re orded. They probably
belonged to large horned livesto k, but the on lusion of experts is la king [Rassamakin, Budnikov 1993: 116-117℄. An analogi al situation o urred in the burial
of Dzhurdzhuleshti [Haheu, Kur hatov 1993: 101, Fig.I,3;3℄. That is why using only
given materials to des ribe the organization and hara ter of the Skelanska ulture
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F i g . 11. Chronologi al position of the graves and settlements.

herd, with its lo al displays, is very diÆ ult. Even di erent ategories of inventory
do not add any information be ause tra e identi ations are absent. The majority
of tools and de orations were made from the bones of wild animals, espe ially deer
and wild boar. The handle of a opper awl from burial I of the burial mound in
Krivoy Rog was made from the bone of a sheep/goat, but the tool itself is more
likely to be an import [Rassamakin, Budnikov 1993: 116, Fig. I,5℄.
The same pi ture an be drawn of the Stogovska ulture. Some osteologi al
de nitions for the Eneolithi layer exist for the Sredny Stog settlement [Pidopli hko
1938: 159℄, but they are based on a very insigni ant number of materials. Domesti
types of animals, in luding dog, are represented in only 15 spe imens (225 bones),
and wild in 6 spe imens (25 bones). The indi ators of types of domesti animals
are really poor: only two spe imens of bull and horse, one of goat and pig, and
eight spe imens of sheep or goat. Naturally, it is impossible to tell the hara ter
of attle breeding among Stogovska tribes using just those fa ts. The settlement
itself is just a part-time, obviously summer-time residen e of a separate group of
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the Stogovska ulture population, adja ent not to the native shores of the Dnieper,
but to Khortitsa island.
The inventory of burial monuments do not add anything to the general pi ture. Those burials that an be related to Stogovska ulture on Vinogradny island,
Igren | 8, do not usually have any inventory at all and no remains of funerals or
sa ri ial food are re orded. The only distinguishing feature of the burials that allows judgement of the settled population is the presen e of their bones in probably
long-existing ground burials.
Manufa turing inventory is also unplentiful. In settlements, very few tools are
dis overed. In Sredny Stog | 2, int goods are found, the majority of whi h are
pie es or manufa turing waste [339 out of 423 a ording to A. Dobrovolski 1929:
123℄. But, out of 84 restored obje ts only 42 are undamaged. S rapers, knives,
and tips are also found, but their tra e analysis was not done and their fun tional
belonging is un lear.
The topography of the Skelanska and Stogovska ulture settlements is lose to
that of the Dnieper basin (Fig. 8). The settlements were lo ated either in pla es with
easy approa hes to the river banks or on mountain ledges with ni hes, whi h prote ted these part-time refuges from bad weather. There is a possibility of their using
them during war on i ts, too. We have eviden e that the epo h of Skelanska, and
to a lesser degree the Stogovska ultures, was hara terized by in reased opposition
of di erent groups among the population. Multiple int arrow- and javelin-heads,
were found both in the settlements and in the burial omplexes as well.
Kvitanska ulture, unfortunately, is not represented either with osteologi al
fa ts or with manufa turing sets from settlements be ause neither were resear hed.
In those ases where Kvitanska erami s were a predominant fa tor in settlements,
it is impossible to single out materials belonging to the given ulture be ause of
the thi k layers. Therefore, basi sour es are burial monuments, so- alled "outstret hed" burials under embankments of burial mounds. But even these sour es
are very limited. For example, from funeral remains of full Kvitanska ulture burials in one region between the Orel and Samara rivers, I.F. Kovaleva mentions
only two ases with buried sa ri al animals (the skull of a bull and a skullless
skeleton of a young large horned livesto k spe imen) [Kovaleva 1984: 14℄. But
these fa ts have to be he ked. Of bone goods, the pun ture tools from horse
bones are mentioned [Kovaleva 1984: 34℄. Despite ompletely identi al pun tures
from Ordzhonikidze and Vasilievka [Nikolova, Rassamakin 1985: 45, Fig. 10:2; Rassamakin 1993: Fig. 11:9℄, ar haeozoologist O.N. Zhuravlev did not risk giving a
nal de nition. A de nition of domesti animal type, whose bones were used to
make other things, is absent. Some ndings of animal ribs are also mentioned, but
this is the limit of the fa ts. A tra e analysis of di erent ategories of tools made
from of int, stone, and bone is also absent. From our ex avations (Vinogradnoye,
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m.2 b. 2) [Rassamakin 1987: 33, Fig. I,8℄ one pie e of an animal's rib age, with
multiple usage tra ks, was de ned by G.F. Korobkova as "ko hedik", used for weaving.
The topography of settlements and burial mounds of the Kvitanska ulture
points to a omplete and lose onne tion of life with the river valleys (Fig. 9). This
gave a basis for the thoughts of I.F. Kovaleva. She points out a onne tion with
the population whi h left "outstret hed" burials (or a ording to her terminology
post-Mariupol ulture) in the deep steppe regions, whi h lay outside of its sphere
of in uen e [Kovaleva 1984: 10℄.
Dereivka ulture di ers favorably from all the above des ribed ultures of the
Sredny Stog region due to perennial permanent resear h in the Dereivka settlement.
It is, in fa t, the only one that provides materials for re onstru tion of the entire
ulture's e onomy. We mentioned the Alexandria settlement before. The settlement
of Molukhov Bugor, after insigni ant ex avations by V.N. Danilenko, was represented only by 8 spe ies (80 bones): 3 | attle, 3 | horse, and 2 | pig [Telegin
1973: 132, diagram VI℄. Naturally, it an not serve as a full- edged sour e. Moreover, the author of this resear h was highlighting two horizons of a settlement and
the distribution of domesti animal bones, a ording to this, has remained unknown
[Danilenko 1959℄.
A study, made by V.I. Bibikova, of osteologi materials from Dereivka revealed
a tremendous predominan e of horse bones and spe imens over other types of
domesti animals. A ording to her results, the horse omprised 55.7%, the attle
| 20.6%, small horned livesto k | 14.4%, and the pig | 9.3% [Bibikova 1975:
85℄. V.I. Bibikova also re ords approximately 2255 horse bones with the minimal
number of spe imens at 44, but D.J. Telegin has eviden e of 2412 horse bones 52
spe imens [Bibikova 1969: 64; Telegin 1973: 132, diagram VI℄. It is obvious that the
last fa ts are the most omplete, but all the works of V.I. Bibikova are based on the
previous fa ts [Bibikova 1963: 134, addition 6℄. It does not make a big di eren e in
the general distribution of domesti animals and it does not in uen e the general
hara teristi s given by V.I. Bibikova. Osteologi al study of horse bones (distribution
of sex and age of spe imens and detailed omparison | studying of the horse skull
and lower jaw from the eremony pla e, and also separate extremity bones), whi h
was ompared with existing fa ts about wild horses (tarpan and Przevalski horse)
and known fa ts of horse domesti ation, led V.I. Bibikova to the on lusion that
horse bones of Dereivka belonged to an early domesti ated type [Bibikova 1967,
1970, 1975, 1969℄. The same point of view is held by the majority of resear hers, both
ar haeozoologists [Tsalkin 1970: 198-204; Bokonyi 1984: 10-11℄ and ar haeologists
[Danilenko, Shmagliy 1972; Danilenko 1974; Telegin 1973: 131-134℄. In Bibikova's
opinion, the horse was an addition to the meat ration of settlements' populations.
A ording to these fa ts, whi h are automati ally spread to the whole Sredny Stog
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ulture (in the interpretation of D.J. Telegin), the people of the Dereivka settlement
are seen as horse breeders and even as nomadi horse breeders.
A series of antler items were singled out from the settlement inventory for the
support of a horse breeding e onomy of its inhabitants. They have be ome "psalii" ( heekpie es) in interpretation [Telegin 1973: 137-139℄ and used to des ribe
Dereivka riders or Sredny Stog riders (who are one and the same). They represented fearsome ombat for es, armed with spears, bows, ombat hammers and ma es
made from antler [Telegin 1970: 19, 1971: 230℄. By no means do all resear hers
support the idea of horsemen among the Dereivka population, dispute over the existen e of antler heekpie es arises. This issue was often dis ussed in the literature,
having its supporters, who were trying to nd reliable arguments [Anthony 1986;
Anthony, Brown 1991℄, and its opponents [Hausler 1994; Ditz 1992℄, who bring
some arguments against it. At the present time, this dis ussion ontinues, but new
sour es, whi h would allow a breakthrough in this problem, are absent.
The inventory presented in Dereivka does not support a mobile or even any
nomadi way of life for its inhabitants. The seasoned hara ter of a umulation
of the ultural layer, as was suggested by V.I. Bibikova, is based on the age of
slaughtered animals | a year and a half and older with an absen e of the very young,
before half a year [Bibikova 1975: 85℄. Numerous antler hoes testify to the great
role of farming. Some pie es of these hoes an not be ombat hammers. Despite the
absen e of traseologi al resear h, it is hard to believe that so many powerful ombat
weapons were s attered in the settlement. Even D.J. Telegin notes the diÆ ulties
in dis erning the di eren e between ombat hammers and hoes [Telegin 1973: 74℄.
Indire tly, the similarity of the Tripolye population and its in uen e, as well as the
presen e of imprints of ereals on Molukhov Bugor erami s, point to the farming
fun tion of these goods [Pashkevi h 1992: 185℄. In the Dereivka settlement, some
stone grinders and grain graters are mentioned [Telegin 1973: 71℄. But, traseologi al
analysis an not establish the fun tion of these goods and weapons yet.
Ground burials and topography (Fig. 8), whi h point to an area omfortable
for long residen e, on rm that the settlements of the Dereivka ulture were permanent.
In the hara ter of sour es, the Nizhnemikhailovka ulture is reminis ent of
Stogovska ulture. On one hand, be ause the lower layer existed in the Mikhailovka
settlement with osteologi al de nitions, and on the other, be ause Kvitanska has
few funerals with animal bones in underground burial monuments. But neither
one nor the other provide enough materials for re onstru tion of the hara ter of
the attle breeding population of the whole ulture. For example, the lower layer of
Mikhailovka, a ording to the information from V.I. Bibikova and A.I. Shev henko,
is represented by only 1106 domesti animal bones, of whi h the minimal spe imen
number is 55 [Bibikova, Shev henko 1962: 207, diagram I℄. The largest number of
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bones and spe imens is among small horned livesto k | 760 and 36 respe tively,
after that is attle | 217 and 9, horse | 104 and 4, pig | 20 and 4, and dog | 5
and 2.
Burial monuments provide only minimal information. Bones from the funerals
in two ases were de ned | from omplexes on the Molo hna (Vinogradnoye, m.
24, b. 30) and Dnieper basin (Vasilevka, m. 1, b. 22). They belonged to a bull, a ow,
a goat and a sheep (de nitions of E.I. Sekerskaya and O.N. Zhuravlev). These fa ts
supplement those found in settlements insigni antly. Besides, resear hers point
out the insigni ant number of bones, whi h were given away for measurement and
detailed hara terization, ex ept for a few parameters of some bones [Bibikova,
Shev henko 1962: 209, 227-228, 233℄, espe ially for attle and horse.
The manufa turing inventory is represented by an insigni ant number of int
and bone tools in the settlement (s rapers, arrow-heads, pun ture tools), whi h were
never given away for traseologi study. Quite poorly represented are the tools of
produ tion and burial omplexes, where erami s and de orations are predominant.
The topography of the Mikhailovka settlement, whi h is lo ated on a high hill
omfortable for long residen e and with an approa h to the river Pidpilna, is the
most optimum for this region, for whi h a high shore line is hara teristi . The burial
mounds of the Nizhnemikhailovka ulture are onne ted with the river basins and
were lo ated, as a rule, along high and low shores. They are not known in the open
steppe. Due to observations on the right shore of the Molo hna, Nizhnemikhailovka
burial mounds and burial mounds of the Kvitanska ulture were lo ated loser to the
end of the plateau and even ontinued towards an already des ending hill (Fig. 9).
Thus, we brie y hara terize the sour es relating to the highlighted ultures,
whi h were obtained as the result of ar haeologi al resear h in the epo h of the
Eneolithi . It is ne essary to state the limited olle tion of fa ts, available to larify
the hara ter of the attle breeding e onomy among natives of the des ribed ultures. We an speak about the organization of the herd, whi h was already stable
in the Neolithi time, but not about the predominan e of one or the other type of
domesti animal and the hara ter of their support. The information we have is insuÆ ient. The same an be said about the related domesti produ tion. To a ertain
degree, an ex eption ould be the Dereivka ulture, but even its hara teristi s are
based on a single monument and still raise many hallenging questions, for whi h
the solution requires new qualitative sour es.
The monuments of the hanging period (Repin ulture and Zhivotilovka-Vol hansk group) provide pra ti ally no information. Repin ulture is usually referred to by resear hers as a horse breeding ulture, based on the fa ts of osteology
from the settlement of Repin. But we an not nd the original information in whi h
a amount of 80% of horse bones and spe imens are mentioned. The fa ts about the
Repin settlement are presented by V.P. Shilov [Shilov 1975a: 67℄, without referring
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to literature, but with referen e to the de nition of V.I. Tsalkin about the 1958
ex avations of the settlement. A ording to these fa ts, su h things as 150 horse
bones from 5-6 spe imens, 20 attle bones from 2 spe ies, and a number of bones
from 1 spe imen of small horned livesto k and a pig were found. Furthermore, the
resear her alludes to the statement of the ex avator, I.V. Sinitsin, that the horses,
a ording to the pre ise fa ts, omprised 80%. But su h insigni ant fa ts do not
allow a reliable and thorough hara terization of the e onomy of inhabitants of the
Repin ulture. Besides, detailed resear h of ar haeozoologists are absent, for example, in Dereivka. Burial omplexes with Repin erami s do not reveal any fa ts yet.
The population of the Zhivotilovka-Vol hansk group left only burial monuments, through whi h we may judge only the great mobility of this group (Fig. 10).
The usual ndings of bones in the burials testify to the presen e of sheep, but the
skull of a bull and a bison in one burial (Vol hansk, b.1, p.16) were not des ribed
by spe ialists.
Yamnaya ulture, whi h repla ed the Eneolithi ultures in the Dnieper-Danube region (Fig. 11) and standardized them outside, is represented both in the
settlements in the Dnieper basin and in the burials, the number of whi h is more
than one thousand. They also supplied very limited fa ts for the re onstru tion of
the attle breeding e onomy. The fundamental sour e with osteologi al de nitions
is the middle and upper layers of Mikhailovka settlement. Besides this, the de nitions for two more settlements are published | Durna Skela and Perun [Bibikova,
Shev henko 1962; Pidopli hko 1956: 44,51℄. The diÆ ulties in using the fa ts about
these settlements are illustrated in the de nition from Mikhailovka whi h is given
for two layers together, despite the fa t that di erent times and even other ulture
materials are highlighted among them. For example, the lower horizon of the middle layer was singled out by O.G. Shaposhnikova due to a distin tive erami of
the Roga hik type of monument. Also present are materials of the Repin ulture.
In the top horizons, the materials from the time of Cata omb ulture are present.
At the settlement of Durna Skela, the materials of Sredny Stog and Repin ultures
exist, and perhaps the materials of the Middle Bronze [Yakubenko 1982℄. The settlement of Perun also needs additional analysis and a new hronologi al de nition.
Nevertheless, these fa ts are used for de nition of the herd organization and for the
hara teristi s of attle breeding among the tribes of the Yamnaya ulture of the
Dnieper basin. Therefore, we will bring in the basi fa ts about previously dis ussed
settlements. In Mikhailovka, two upper layers yielded 51 541 bones, from whi h
3679 spe imens of domesti animal were de ned. Of these, the attle was predominant | 1627 spe imens, small horned livesto k totaled 1202 spe imens, horse
| 656 spe imens, pig | 82 and dog | 112. Perun is represented by 1037 bones
of domesti animals, whi h omprise 53 spe imens: 22 of attle, 24 | of sheep or
goat, 2 | of horse, 1 | both of goat and pig, and 3 | of dog [Pidopli hko 1956:
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51℄. The settlement of Durna Skela produ ed 25 spe imens of domesti animal: 10
| attle, 6 | goat or sheep, 1 | sheep, 5 | horse and 3 | dog [Pidopli hko
1956: 44℄. These are the fa ts from the settlements. The materials of Mikhailovka
have an advantage, not only be ause the quantitative indi ators were published, but
ne essary measurements of bones were made, as well. Also, a omparative analysis
of results with ar haeozoologisti and fa ts available in the 60's was made [Bibikova,
Shev henko 1962℄.
Some information exists about the presen e of domesti animal bones in the
burial omplexes of the Yamnaya ulture. They are found in lled burial mines, on
the ledges of burial pits and near the buried. At the end of 60's, N.J. Merpert, in his
do toral thesis, was bringing together the fa ts then available, whi h t into ertain
regions of Yamnaya ultural-histori al unity. They were also used by V.P. Shilov in
his work [Shilov 1975a: diagram 8℄. A ording to the diagram, whi h was dis ussed
in the work, the limit of the given sour e ould be seen, be ause omplexes with
animal bones, espe ially those examined by spe ialists, are less ommon than those
with resear hed pit burials. This tenden y has its support even now, after the time
when thousands of pit burials were ex avated on the site of new buildings. The
last has be ome the obje t of a whole series of regional resear h in the Dniester-Danube region, on the Southern Bug, on the right bank of the Dnieper, between
the Orel and Samara rivers and on the Molo hna river, at the north-eastern Azov
oast [Yarovoy 1985; Derga hev 1986; Kovaleva 1984; Sanzharov 1991 and others℄.
Usually very little information is brought up about the hara ter of osteologi material, sometimes limited by the establishment of its presen e or by a short list of
domesti animals to whi h those materials belonged. Most often, attle and sheep
belong to su h groups. The horse is rarely mentioned and pigs not at all. Dogs also
exist. But it is diÆ ult to produ e any numeri al indi ators. For example, on the
north-western Azov oast, out of 589 pit burials, only 32 (5.4%) have any animal
remains at all. In addition, in not all ases were these bones examined by spe ialists
[Rassamakin 1992: 12℄. On the right bank of the Dnieper, from an ex avated series
of 197 burials, the bones of animals were found only in 10 [Samoylenko 1988: 77℄.
Goat/sheep, attle and horses are mentioned. The rst two spe imens are mentioned for the Southern Bug variant of Yamnaya ulture without any quantitative fa ts
[Shaposhnikova, Fomenko, Dovzhenko 1986: 21℄. On the whole, up to the present
time, any total summary of osteologi materials from dimple burials is la king. It
is thought to re e t the present level of resear h on the whole ulture. This is also
on erns the simple quantitative indi ators, and even more, the di eren es between
animal types not only in general, but regionally as well.
The state of the osteologi al base for re onstru tion of the attle breeding
e onomy of the Yamnaya ulture in the Ponti and Azov areas must be and is
desired to be improved.
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Traseologi al resear h revealed that, despite the abundan e of di erent produ tive omplexes, tools of produ tion also were not available in a proper range.
Separate resear h is available about grounddigging tools, whi h were made from
animal bones and antler [Androsov 1987℄, about the study of metal treatment [Berezanskaya 1979℄ and other things, but omplex purposeful resear h was never done.
In re ent years, the produ tion omplexes of Mikhailovka were exposed to traseologi al analysis within the framework of developing s ienti topi s in the Ar haeologi Institute of the A ademy of S ien es in Ukraine. But the results of work are not
yet published. In the last de ade, some dis overies appeared whi h some researhers treat as heekpie es; maintaining with this de nition the existen e of bridled
horses among Yamnaya tribes, usable for horseba k riding [Shmagliy, Chernyakov
1983; Kovaleva 1993℄.
The topography of burial mounds with pit burials in Azov-Bla k Sea steppes is
highly demonstrative. In all regional resear h, the link between burial mounds and
river valleys is learly outlined. On the watersheds, the burial mounds are pla ed
along the shoreline, pressed to the brink of the plateau or moving slightly away
from it. This pi ture, whi h was presented by V.P. Shilov for the Volga area, for
example, does not exist. I.F. Kovaleva points out a number of pit burials in "high,
in relation to the native shore or plateau, groups" with maximal distan e of the
burial mounds from the river valleys being 25-30 km [Kovaleva 1984: 68℄. But this
is an ex eption be ause the des ribed territory of the northern zone has a highly
developed hydrosystem.
The territory between the Dnieper and Molo hna rivers is also very illustrative
in this referen e. For many years, resear h has been made there among burial mounds and in river bank areas, as well as in the open steppe, whi h is hara terized
by very brutal onditions sin e it is one of the lowest regions of the steppe zone.
An a ount made a ording to observations from the ex avations showed that pit
burial mounds are lo ated nearest to the shore of the Dnieper and Molo hna zones or by the embankments. In the open steppe, they are pra ti ally non-existent
[Otrosh henko, Boltrik 1982; Otrosh henko 1987℄. Nearly the same pi ture of loation of pit burial mounds an be seen pra ti ally everywhere, in all regions of
the Azov-Bla k Sea line. To this point we an add the ompletion and size of pit
burial mounds in the regions. They show a long period of usage of the same burial
mounds for additional burials and underburials. This also testi es to the permanent presen e of Yamnaya tribes near the burial mounds. The height of pit burials
rea hes 3-5m, but sometimes even higher and they have from 3-4 to 7-8 di erent
additions. Even small burial mounds, without any signs of additions, usually present a so- alled "mogilnik" in the burial mounds' embankments, with well-planned
ir ular or enter entran e burials. Su h a pi ture testi es to the preferen e of
the Yamnaya population to live in ertain pla es, whi h are shown to be losely
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onne ted with the river basin areas and the river bank line of small and large
rivers.
As a losing summary to this se tion, we are for ed to note a weak base of
sour es for the solution of su h a diÆ ult problem of the Eneolithi period, as well
as the Early Bronze. Su h problems in lude the re onstru tion of the type of attle
breeding e onomy among the populations of di erent ultures and their way of
life. The herd organization is outlined well enough a ording to the bone remains,
but for future resear h this is only half of what is needed. Things are going a little
bit better with studies of Dereivka and Mikhailovka, but even here we have some
problems, as will be dis ussed in the following paragraphs.

3.

THE QUESTIONS OF PALAEOECOLOGY

The re onstru tion of the e ologi al situation in the northern Ponti steppes
and to the south of the forest-steppe zone, during the period of formation and
early stages in development of the spe ialized attle breeding e onomy, is one of
the most important ompli ations in re onstru ting the way of life among early
attle breeders. Sin e the last two de ades, great su ess was a hieved in this eld
due to study of natural sediments, but also due to a tive resear h by spe ialists
(palaeobotanists, palaeo limatologists and palaeopedologists) in ar haeologi al sites | settlements and burial mounds. Along with summarized resear h [Khotinski
1977; Vekli h 1987℄ some work is sent out dire tly regarding the region that we
are examining. From only the last de ade, we an name a number of important
resear h [Artyushenko et al. 1982; Artyushenko et al. 1984; Ivanov 1984, 1985;
Alexandrovski 1983; Spiridonova 1990, 1991; Kremenetski 1991; Gerasimenko 1993
and others℄ whi h allow us to work out ommon views on the natural situation and
limate of the steppe and forest-steppe of the Ukraine. We an do this despite disagreement about dates and natural- limati hara teristi s of ertain periods and
subperiods. Naturally, we are interested in those works whi h were exe uted on the
basis of studying the ar haeologi al monuments, as they have a dire t onne tion
to our topi and to the ultures mentioned above. We will note the monograph of
K.V. Kremenetski [1991℄, the on lusions of whom are based on a large amount
of fa tual material from ar haeologi al monuments of the Northern Ponti zone
from the Don to the Prut river. To the west, these monuments are represented
by Tripolye and Gumelnita ulture settlements, syn hroni with Skelanska and later ultures of the Eneolithi epo h. To the east, pollen analysis from multiple
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layers of settlements on the Don river were studied with lear eneolithi layers:
Razdorskoye, Samsonovskoye, and also Konstantinovskoye. These fa ts were supplemented by the study of swamp sediments, from whi h it is important to single out
Kardashinskoye in the lower rea hes of the Dnieper, be ause it gives basi palinologi al fa ts for this part of the Northern Ponti zone. We are also interested in the
on lusions of palaeopedologists, who resear hed the burial mounds of Eneolithi
and Yamnaya times. V.P. Zolotin was ondu ting resear h in the burial mounds
of the Northern Ponti in the late 60's [Zolotin 1970℄. The resear her ame a ross
those burial mounds whi h were designed during Usatovo and Yamnaya ulture
times. New resear h was made by I.V. Ivanov in the burial mounds of the northern steppe zone of the Dnieper basin, between the Orel and Samara rivers, whi h
were ere ted above the burials of Kvitanska and Yamnaya ultures [Ivanov 1983,
1985℄.
The fa ts for re onstru tion of the natural situation and limate of the North
Ponti area are supplemented by resear h whi h indi ates hanges in the level of the
Bla k Sea [Fedorov 1973; Gozhyk, Karpov 1985℄. The progression and regression
of the sea is a ordingly tied up with the warming or ooling of the limate, also
in uen ing the natural situation of the Northern Ponti region. The fa ts about the
rhythms of the Bla k Sea, the on lusions of palaeopedologists and palinologi al
materials are used by ar haeologists when studying a number of basi problems
in the development of ar haeologi al ultures: their formation and disappearan e,
e onomi aspe ts, migrations, et . These trends have be ome very popular lately.
Ar haeologists started to pay spe ial attention to the syn hronization of y les of
natural- limati hanges with the alteration of the ultural-histori al situation in the
steppe zone of the Northern Ponti area. Le tures were delivered on this subje t by,
for example, C. Todorova, V.G. Petrenko, N.S. Kotova. The lima ti hange and
the swamping of the preferred living sites (valleys) of the eneolithi tribes of the
Varna and Kodzhadermen-Gumelnita-Karanovo VI ultures destroyed, a ording
to Todorova's point of view, their e ologi al inheritan e base and led to havo in
the stable situations of Thra ia and the Lower Danube. All Bulgarian settlements
of the late Eneolithi were deserted, the Balkan-Carpathians metallurgi al eld was
soon abandoned and a temporary hiatus was reated until the beginning of the Early
Bronze age [Todorova 1989: 25-26, 1993: 79℄. The resear her does not ex lude the
in uen e of the limate on the de line of Lengyel and Polgar ultures in Central
Europe and on the reation of favorable onditions for invasion of the early steppe
tribes to the Balkans.
N.S. Kotova tried to ombine natural- limati hanges in the Don-Dnieper
steppe zone with the appearan e and development of a number of neolithi ultures in Mariupol ultural-histori al region, in this way syn hronizing ertain ultures
of their periods with the rhythms of lima ti hanges (aridization and moistening).
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The resear her states that either migrations of any ulture's population into another
region (as a rule, from south to north), or their peak, the in rease of population,
et . were dependent on the above-mentioned onditions [Kotova 1993: 22-31℄. The
beginning of the Eneolithi epo h, onne ted with the appearan e of Skelanska ulture, oin ides with a favorable natural- limati situation of the moistening period
[Kotova 1993: 29℄.
V.G. Petrenko worked out, in detail, the stages of Tripolye ulture development
and hanges of the Bla k Sea level. He ame to the on lusion that the Tripolye
phenomenon "was moving towards the limit of its formation in the same rhythm as
the limati hanges" [Patokova et al. 1989: 117℄, and that the end of the Eneolithi ,
to the north of Bla k Sea, and the end of the Atlanti period of the Holo ene are
syn hronized. We onsider the resear her's on lusion about worsening of natural- limati onditions during the late period of development of Tripolye ulture to
be very important. The development of Usatovo ulture oin ides with a old snap,
and to the time for the Khadzhibey regression of the Bla k Sea on the transition
between the Atlanti and Subboreal periods. On the whole, it is possible that the
existen e of the late Tripolye ulture ould be spread over the transitional phase
from humid to dry limate [Patokova et al. 1989: 117℄.
The on lusions of V.G. Petrenko oin ide with the observations of palaeopedologist I.V. Ivanov, who studied an ient soils in the burial mounds of the Kvitanska ulture, a ording to our terminology (the "outstret hed" burials). He determined that the ere tion of burial mounds was taking pla e under the onditions of transition from Atlanti to Subboreal, and is hara terized by a worsening
of limate [Ivanov 1985: 30℄. This on lusion oin ides with the dating of "outstret hed" burials a ording to found items in Usatovo, of later Tripolye aÆliation.
Summarizing the existing fa ts and taking as a basis the works of K.V. Kremenetski and V.G. Petrenko, we may orrelate the development of steppe ultures
and the hanges in natural- limati onditions in the following way.
The beginning of the steppe Eneolithi and the appearan e of Skelanska ulture oin ide with the beginning of the se ond half of the Atlanti period, whi h is
hara terized by favorable living onditions due to the o eani limate. This time of
so- alled optimal limate is hara terized by milder summers and winters than now,
but the quantity of rainfall dropped to 120-130 mm. Broad-foliage areas are extended, the grass overage of the steppe is also improved, and the vegetation be omes
more diverse [Kremenetski 1991: 150-160, 174-175℄. Considering the disagreements
in dating, we took ar haeologi al sites, where studies of soil and pollen analyses
were made, as a basis. The early Eneolithi oin ides with Tripolye B-I and, using
the dates mentioned in the rst part of this work, this time an be determined to
be 4500{4150 BC.
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The late Eneolithi of the steppe falls in the time of the beginning of aridization
of the limate, the worsening of the natural- limati situation, whi h foreshadows
the beginning of the Subboreal period of the Holo ene. Obviously, this pro ess, as
suggested by V.G. Petrenko, ould extend not only to the nal phase of Tripolye C-II, but to the whole late Tripolye period of development, espe ially in the southern
steppe zone. In any ase, Tripolye C-I is syn hronized with spread of the same well-outlined burial mound ultures like Nizhnemikhailovka and Kvitanska, whi h are
eviden e themselves of hange in the e onomi stru ture among ulture bearers.
For the Dereivka forest-steppe and Stogovska steppe ultures, su h a pro ess has
not yet been observed. Judging from the dating of Tripolye monuments on the
stage of C-I and onsequently, Kvitanska and Nizhnemikhailovka ultures, the time
of these hanges falls in the period of 3700{3150/3000 BC. More drasti hanges
in ultures o urred during the period of 3600{3000 BC. During this pre ise time,
ommon pro esses of de line are observed in the Tripolye environment, and in
the steppe as well. Culture-migrants appear, a type of Repin and Zhivotilovka-Vol hansk group.
The epo h of the Early Bronze Age is ompletely onne ted with the extension of Yamnaya ulture. This pro ess fully oin ides with the beginning of the
Subboreal period, whi h is hara terized by the establishment of a drought-ai ted
limate. Valley forests were de reased, the grass overage was hanged resulting in,
a ording to I.V. Ivanov, less produ tive pastures (50-60% lower) in omparison to
the pre eding Atlanti period [Ivanov 1985: 30℄. A de rease of water in river ood
plains was also seen, the quality of water suddenly dropped. These hanges ould be
ignored by the steppe population and in uen ed its e onomi a tivities in a variety
of ways. In parti ular, spe ialized attle breeding demanded a transition to a more
mobile form, in omparison with Eneolithi times. This was re e ted in the whole
appearan e of the steppe population's ulture, whi h we re ord in a semi-detailed,
uneven hange of material ulture and eremony among the Yamnaya population.
This is reminis ent of the pro ess of transition from the Eneolithi to Early Bronze
Age in Balkan-Carpathians region.
Considering the fa t that monuments of the Yamnaya ulture in the burial
mounds of Northern Ponti area over all previous burials of eneolithi ultures
(Nizhnemikhailovka, Kvitanska, Usatovo), the time of Subboreal oin ides with the
period no earlier than 3000{2900 BC and ontinued for about 500 years.
The attempts to orrelate the natural- limati hanges with the hange or transformation of di erent ultures provides the foundation for onne ting these hanges
with the hanges in the e onomi a tivities of the an ient population of attle breeders and farmers, either in the steppe or forest-steppe, as well. Naturally, the
biggest in uen e, be ause of the hange in e ologi al onditions, was in steppe
zone in the are of the population. The only way to survive be ame improvement in
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forms of breeding and maintenan e of attle. Therefore, rea tion to the worsened
natural- limati situation was always ause and e e t one.
Naturally, there is a large quantity of still existing problems in studying the
in uen e of natural- limati fa tors on the development of Eneolithi and Early
Bronze Age ultures. It is rst ne essary to improve and more distin tly orrelate
the hronology, palaeoe ologi al and ar haeologi al, for the purpose of improving
and ombining both s ales. Until the present time, some disagreements exist in
dating, even within the framework of ertain s ienti dis iplines.
The resear h done by spe ialists is ne essary in the steppes of the Northern
Ponti area, be ause ar haeologi al monuments here, from the point of view of
natural- limati re onstru tions, are poorly resear hed. On the Dnieper and near
the Azov sea they were not adequately studied. The fa ts about the settlement near
Kamenaya Mogila on the Molo hna river are not published (the resear h of G.A.
Pashkevi h). Of spe ial interest is the burial mounds with multiple additions during
the Eneolithi and Early Bronze Age, on the surfa e of whi h a thin turf layer
formed of dirt a umulation is usually found. The resear hes of su h monuments
would allow us to build a reliable time-e ology s ale well onne ted to the ar haeologi al ultures and their hronology. But so far, the steppes of the Northern
Ponti and Azov areas are "surrounded" by fa ts about the farming type of Tripolye
ulture to the west and northwest. To the north there have been studies of soil in the
burial mounds of Kvitanska and Yamnaya ultures and on the Northern Donets and
Middle Don. But to the east there is only the materials from the settlements of the
Lower Don. Therefore, the on lusion of K.V. Kremenetski about syn hronization
and homogeneous hanges in the limate and vegetation of the steppe zone in the
southern Russian Plain is very relevant and vital [Kremenetski 1991: 147-148℄.

4.

THE PROBLEMS OF PALAEODEMOGRAPHY

Palaeodemographi development on the territories of the Northern Ponti and
Azov areas during the period of Eneolithi and early Bronze ulture development
is pra ti ally non-existent. In the topi we examine, one thing from general regularities is very important and onne ted with demographi resear h: with a population
in rease, a rise in produ tivity is ne essary be ause onsumption also in reases. Or
there may be a transition to another e onomi system or a fundamental transformation of the old one within the possible e ologi al bounds. The importan e of
su h resear h and, at the same time, their omplexity and ontroversiality show
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resear hers' a hievements in the eld of Tripolye ulture study. The last provides
extensive materials for palaeodemographi al ulations ex ept for from one sour e
| emeteries, whi h appear on the stage of development among separate lo al
variants of ulture and an not already be "native Tripolye". A ording to the fa ts
from burial monuments, for the steppe zone, the only tenden y is an in rease of
population from the Eneolithi to the Bronze Age. This is also proved by simple
quantitative indi ators of resear hed monuments and other al ulations with the
use of indi ators showing age and sex, whi h ontain their basis in the work of
A.E.Kisliy [Kisliy 1989℄. The al ulations of S.Z. Pustovalov su er from the large
quantity of onventional assumptions and admissions. It is hard to per eive them
obje tively [Pustovalov, Stepanova 1994℄. The limitation of sour es, in the framework of burial monuments, is also seen in the resear h of remains in the burials.
These studies usually do not take pla e and anthropologists are at fault. The settlements of the observed period are limited, essentially, to two monuments: Dereivka
and Mikhailovka, where the remnants of dwellings and buildings were re orded. But
even those unique monuments have not had a serious demographi analysis until
the present time. Therefore, the on lusions about the in rease of population in the
Early Bronze Age are abstra t and based, in many ases, on the nature of ar haeologi al resear h of the last 25 years. Due to ir umstan es, were mass ex avations of
burial mounds. They have be ome the fundamental and predominant sour e of eremony study among the population of the Yamnaya ulture. As for the Eneolithi ,
along with the appearan e of early burial mounds, we may obviously suppose the
presen e of a signi ant per entage of ground emeteries, whi h are o asionally
dis overed by a ident and resear hed by ar haeologists. This is parti ularly visible
in the examples of the Skelanska, Stogovska, and Dereivka ultures.
At the same time, for studying the distin tive e onomi features of one or the
other population, it is more important, in our opinion, not so mu h to indi ate
the general in rease of population, but to nd out the density of population in
di erent regions and at di erent times. The possibilities exist to single out ertain
xed or limited territory groups of population using the following al ulations of
their produ tivity potential and level of onsumption. Unfortunately, the absen e
of fa ts on erning settlements does not permit observation of all aspe ts of attle
breeding within the framework of ertain e onomi omplexes, as demonstrated by
S.N. Bibikova using the example of Tripolye ulture [Bibikova 1965℄. Additionally,
the solution to this problem is signi antly diÆ ult be ause of the weak development of so ial stru ture among the steppe ommunities of the Eneolithi , as well as
in the Early Bronze Age. The presen e of patriar hal relations and the appearan e
of a large patriar hal family as a basis of so iety [Lagodovska, Shaposhnikova, Makarevi h 1962: 181-182; Merpert 1974: 129-134℄ an serve as a starting pla e for
resear h in the framework of ertain limited zones. For the Eneolithi and Early
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Bronze Age these zones oin ide with river valleys and adja ent oastal territories. Graphi ally, su h prin iple are on rmed by the highlighted lo al variants of
Yamnaya ulture, whi h with more detailed dividing, territorially oin ide with the
basins of large rivers and their in ows.
5.

THE PROBLEMS IN RECONSTRUCTING CATTLE BREEDING TYPES
AND THE WAY OF LIFE AMONG THE STEPPE POPULATION
DURING THE ENEOLITHIC-EARLY BRONZE AGE

Summarizing all that we said in the pre eding parts, we have been introdu ed
to a very problemati obje tive solution of the given problem, espe ially for the
epo h of the Eneolithi . The question is not one of the herd's organization and
whi h domesti animals formed these early attle breeders' herds. It was formed
among the population of the Mariupol ultural-histori unity, maybe even in luding
the horse. The heart of the problem lies in the orrelation of di erent types of
animals in the herd and forms of its maintenan e, about whi h simple al ulations
of bones and spe imens do not provide single-digit information. We are not talking
about burial monuments with their ritual spe i ations. The base of information
onsists of materials from settlements, the quality of whi h was mentioned above.
It would be possible to name the ideal fa ts whi h would allow al ulation, during a
set period of time, of the quantity of a settlement's inhabitants who ould use meat
produ tion from the domesti animals represented in that settlement. Not on the
basis of the number of spe imens, but a ording to the re al ulation of living weight.
The last one usually hanges the relationship of the herd, espe ially in those ases
where the bones of small horned livesto k are predominant. With that, it would also
be ne essary to ount the living weight of wild animals (deer, auro hs, wild boar,
miniature horse "kulan" and others). Obviously, the ount of possible dairy attle
is needed, and draft and pa k attle, too. The development of su h a study, with
referen e to the steppe zone of the Ukraine, is absent. Therefore, it is impossible to
obje tively estimate the hara ter of the attle breeding e onomy of one or another
population. As a result, all suggestions about the way of life among the Eneolithi
and Early Bronze steppe tribes are based on indire t eviden e. In a summarized
form, the on lusion ould sound like this: onsidering the tenden y towards population in rease from the Eneolithi to the Early Bronze Age, the worsening of the
natural- limati situation from the Atlanti to the Subboreal and in the beginning
of the Subboreal, the steppe population transformed to a mobile method of attle
breeding, possibly in luding semi-nomadism, based initially on sheep breeding. But
even with all of this, some settlements should be preserved in the river valleys, whi h
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o ered winter housing and possibly even tribe enters with a dependan e on their
permanent establishment. In fa t, the same on lusion was rea hed by resear hers
after the ex avation of Mikhailovka, as we pointed out in the introdu tion. This
opinion is also held by V.O. Shilov (if for the Early Bronze Age, a type of settled
horse breeders of the forest-steppe would be removed, whi h the resear her pla ed
at Dereivka, in other words, in the Eneolithi period of time).
But this is just a super ial se tion of the problem dealing with re onstru tion of attle breeding, whi h is aggravated by general methodologi al diÆ ulties in
lassi ation and typology, fully outlined in anthropologi al literature. In the 80's,
the dis ussion on the pages of "Sovetskaya Etnographiya" did not bring signi ant
hange be ause resear hers preferred to have their own opinions [Andrianov 1982;
Markov 1981, 1982; Semenov 1982; Shamiladze 1982; Simakov 1982℄. The areas
of the largest disagreement remain. These are problems of identi ation and hara teristi s of di erent forms of mobile or unbranded attle breeding. The riti al
analysis of this methodologi al dispute and a list of the latest resear hers addressing
this topi were made by E.P. Bunyatyan, who has prin iples of approa h we agree
with [Bunyatyan 1989, 1994℄. The prin iples re e t the method of attle maintenan e and reprodu tion and were put into the basis of attle breeding lassi ation.
This gives, in Bunyatyan's opinion, an idea of the essen e of attle breeding as a
bran h of a tivity. The methods of maintenan e of attle are observed within the
bounds of their extreme manifestations: between stable | stalled, as a form of
intensive attle breeding and mobile | driven, as a form of the most extensive
attle breeding. Depending on a ombination of di erent ways (driving, driving
to pasture), four main types of attle breeding are highlighted: stall-pastured, driven-stall-pastured or driven, driving of attle and stalled [Bunyatyan 1994: 97-98℄.
These types of attle breeding, as determined by other types of e onomy, primarily
with the level of farm development and, in our opinion, the hunt for meat animals,
an appear as a riterion for hara teristi s of the steppe population's way of life:
from settled with stalled and stall-pastured, to nomad with driving type, in luding
di erent intermediate or mixed variants [Bunyatyan 1995℄. But this is just a theoreti al development, based primarily on anthropologi al (ethnologi al) materials,
the ombination of whi h with ar haeologi al fa ts is a ne essity. This task for the
observed epo h is a very diÆ ult one and almost impossible to omplete, unlike,
for example, the Middle Ages or S ythian times, be ause it reates diÆ ulties in
nding a orresponding analogy. The fa ts about ompletely nomadi so ieties or
those tranformed into a settled way of life are often not identi al to the period
of formation and development of the spe ialized attle breeding e onomy in the
Eneolithi | Early Bronze Age.
Drawing a on lusion from what has been stated in parts of our work and
guided more by indire t fa ts, and to a onsiderable extent, by logi and intuition,
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we an suggest the following model of development of separate groups among the
population. If our on lusion about the residen e of Skelanska ulture tribes in
favorable limate onditions is orre t, then the only signi ant ause for migration
ould be a demographi one. We are talking about a possible surplus of population
in the basins of large rivers (Don, Dnieper) and adja ent territories on the of the
Neolithi | Eneolithi . Then, a part of the population ould have been for ed to
resettle into other zones. The given ause is possible, though very improbable. First
of all, for su h resettlement there was no need to move to the Danube or even further. Neighboring territories with favorable onditions ould have solved the arising
problems. Se ondly, we do not have the appropriate demographi resear h. Multiple burials of the Mariupol type in the Dnieper basin were ere ted over a long
period of time, and some of them are ones of a di erent time. They testify to permanent and long-lasting settlement of a territory, but do not give any eviden e of a
demographi risis. Another possibility exists on erning early Eneolithi migrations
of Skelanska ulture tribes and, in our opinion, is more realisti . The appearan e
of burials belonging to the Skelanska ulture in the Carpathians-Danube region
oin ides with the development of the Balkan-Carpathians metallurgi al provin e.
The metal was a stimulus and a purpose for movement. This period in the life of
the steppe population ould have been alled an epo h of prestigious ex hange,
the importan e of whi h is well-known, a ording to demographi fa ts. Ri h burial
omplexes appear, in whi h the dead were always a ompanied by prestigious belongings: opper goods, golden de orations, high quality int tools, belt sets made
of shells, imported erami s and s eptres or ma es. Separate groups of Skelanska
ulture population were possibly engaged in prestigious ex hange, being mediators
between the steppe and farming worlds. Due to that, not only ompleted artifa ts
were found in the steppes, but independent metallurgi al omplexes were reated
in the Dnieper and Volga basins as well [Ryndina 1993℄. A parallel an be made
between the steppe "ri h" burials and Varna's burial. The prestigious ex hange, rst
of all, stimulated so ial shifts in the Skelanska ulture so iety, whi h was re e ted
in the appearan e of individual burials (maybe with burial marks on the top) and
later, in burial mound onstru tion.
In this way, the appearan e of burial mounds was primordially onditioned
by so ial reasons, whi h were later onsolidated into a ertain ult- eremonial and
mythologi al form. As for the e onomi aspe t, we know that domesti attle were
undoubtedly in luded into a sphere of ex hange. It was mainly a ertain, atypi al for
farming, type of pedigreed animal. Consequently, we an talk about ertain forms
of attle driving, stimulated by ex hange, and simpli ed by favorable limate onditions. A separate part in this problem is taken by the horse, whi h ould appear as
the most "exoti " and prestigious animal. In any ase, the appearan e of s epters
resembling horse heads on rms this suggestion. The horse be ame a so ially presti-
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gious symbol in the surroundings of steppe-mediators and maybe, among ertain segments of farmers as well. This stimulated the taming and domesti ation of the horse.
But we an not say how far this pro ess has gone among the Skelanska ulture
population, whether groups of mediators owned several spe imens or if they supported a small herd. We think, the forest variant is more realisti . The psy hology
of people from this period ould re e t not only and not so mu h the pra ti ality
of the a tion, but the irrationality whi h appears during those moments when the
prestige of owning a ertain obje t or good is signi ally predominant over pra ti al
and e onomi ne essity. In the given ase, this an be onsidered the "ri h" segment
of the Skelanska population and the farming segment as well. With this idea, the
ult meaning of an animal in reases, as is easily seen in ndings in the Volga basin
in the early monuments of the Samara ulture (Syezhinsk emetery, for example).
There skulls and legs were re orded on the sa ri ial square, and gures of horses
made from wild boar fang [Vasilyev 1981: 67℄. There are also syn hroni monuments
of the Khvalynsk ulture (Khvalynsk emetery), where horse bones were re orded
in altars [Agapov, Vasilyev, Pestrikova 1990: 65, diagram 2℄.
In our opinion, for the lifetime of Skelanska ulture in the Don-Dnieper steppes, the ne essity of wide settlement on erned with settling and extension of pastures or development of mobile, semi-nomadi forms was absent. Espe ially with
nomadi attle breeding, lo al resour es provided the needed level of lifestyle. This
is on rmed by the following period, when the Balkan-Carpathians metallurgi al
provin e disappeared. At the same time, "ri h" burial omplexes disappeared, and
the movements of the population's groups are not re orded ar haeologi ally. In the
the Dnieper basin, Stogovska ulture is formed. The materials of this ulture are
still limited by steppe-adja ent Dnieper basin zones, and burials are represented by
ground emeteries and small in number "ordinary" inventories. The life of the Stogovska population was probably fully tied up with the Dnieper basin, and it is hard
to al ulate the importan e and predominan e of attle breeding over other types
of e onomy. Most probable is the presen e of stall pastured support of domesti
attle during a settled life.
The Kvitanska and Nizhnemikhailovka ultures, with their learly outlined burial mound eremonies expanded during that period, when, in V.G. Petrenko's
opinion, a moderately humid limate phase starts. In ombination with the wide
extension of monuments, this an already be evaluated as the development of mobile forms of attle breeding under the onditions of a gradually worsening limate.
In addition, the primary pla e belonged to the population of the Nizhnemikhailovka ulture, whi h settled in the more southerly steppe zone and in uen ed the
development of mobile forms of attle breeding among the Kvitanska- ulture population. The rigid onne tion of monuments of both ultures with river valleys does
not permit explanation of any forms of long-lasting driven attle breeding, espe-
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ially among the Kvitanska population. We an not speak more on retely about
the attle breeding e onomy of Nizhnemikhailovka and Kvitanska ultures.
An uneven pi ture of e onomi a tivity is given by the materials of the forest-steppe Dereivka ulture, represented by settlement of Dereivka. Basi fa ts were
outlined above. How mu h of is this e onomy hara terized by horse breeding?
Doubts appear that horses presented only the domesti ated type. With a very high
importan e of hunting, the suggestion about the origins of the majority of horse
teeth from the settlement on rms this [Levine 1991: 738-739℄. Consequently, D.
Anthony and D. Brown do not bring in any eviden e of horse domesti ation, ex ept
for the famous skull and lower jaw of a horse from a " ult pla e". These resear hers
were able to determine the use of bits from tra ks in e a ed teeth [Anthony, Brown
1991℄, but other obje ts did not give any further on rmation. Thus, the statisti al
on rmation is absent, not only of the presen e of horseba k riding on a bridled
horse, but its domesti ation as well. The fa t that horses are determined to be either
domesti or wild in a ordan e with bone remnants from settlements on rms the
absen e of reliable riterion for both forms of division. Moreover, the observations
of A. Hausler are a on rmation that " ult pla es" are remnants of late destru tion
of Middle Ages times. We an add that a layer of the Late Bronze Age existed
in Dereivka, and is onne ted to the Byelozerka ulture [Sharafutdinova 1982: 15℄.
The nding of real bone heekpie es of the Late Bronze Age near a re-pla e deep
in the shell layer, is notable. It lay on the same level as the re-pla e. The " ult
pla e" was pla ed outside of the shell layer, near the end of the late Perekop, and
onsidering all this, the skull of the horse lay above the bones of dogs. Around the
square of the " ult pla e", D. Telegin also noted down the mixture of layers above
the shell horizon. It an be seen that an additional exa ting analysis of materials
from the settlement is ne essary. There is no doubt that part of bones, and also some
stone onstru tions ould belong to the Byelozerka ulture (Late Bronze Age).
If our thoughts are orre t, then the e onomy of Dereivka's inhabitants an
already be hara terized not as horse breeding, but as omplex, with a signi ant
spe i importan e of farming and hunting. This situation is found in the farming
settlements of Tripolye and Gumelnita, espe ially in the early stages, and is supplemented by a relatively high representation of attle and even pigs. The pi ture
of Dereivka as a farming- attle breeding settlement is not as lear as in Tripolye
settlements, but this is quite explainable by the absen e of deep traditions and the
per eption of Tripolye in uen e on a lo al "barbarian" basis.
The population of the Yamnaya ulture of the Early Bronze Age an possibly
be named as the rst semi-nomadi tribes. Their high level of mobility was determined by the arrival of a drought-ai ted limate, whi h initiated a transition to
more extensive forms of attle breeding. Wide distribution was obtained by wheeled
transport. Nevertheless, the Yamnaya population kept ertain, obviously assigned
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to tribe or family, attle grazing pla es, adja ent to river basins, where settlements
and burial mounds were lo ated. The support of attle was based, obviously, on a
developed driving-away system, not ex luding driving of attle in pla es bounded by
rivers. But with su h hara teristi s, a di erent approa h is ne essary for revealing
them as really semi-nomadi groups or as groups of " ow-grazers", a ording to the
analogy of Nuers and others.

CONCLUSIONS
In on lusion, we will note that the given work is onsidered to be at an initial
stage of a diÆ ult and important theme. Its riti al purpose should be onsidered
to be an attempt to all resear hers' attention to existing problems in the eld of
re onstru ting the e onomy of the steppe population during the formative period
and during initial stages in development of spe ialized forms of attle breeding on
the territory of the Northern Ponti zone.
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At the beginning of this arti le I would like to emphasize that the terminology
used here, referring to various forms of breeding e onomy, is based on the suggestions of V.A. Shnilerman [1980℄; K. Tunia [1986℄; O. Bar-Yosef and A.Khazanov's
[1992℄. In the light of the theories mentioned there only the population of the
earliest horizon of the Corded Ware ulture may be de ned as pra ti ing pastoral nomadism in the form most approximate to model interpretations. Pole apart
model represent the e onomy of the Mierzanowi e ulture, in whi h breeding of
animals grazing on pastures around the permanent settlements was supplemented
by land ultivation, at the same time being a reje tion of any form of the nomadism.
Breeding a tivities of the population of the late stages of the Funnel Beaker ulture
and the Cra ow-Sandomierz group of the Corded Ware ulture are the intermediate
forms between the above mentioned, extreme types of this kind of e onomy.

1.

STATE OF DISCUSSION

Slovakian resear hers see a de isive role of in uen es from the East on the
formation of the Early Bronze Age ivilization in the area of Maªopolska and Slovakia. So in referen e to the Kostany group [Pastor 1965, 1969℄ as well as Nitra group
[Toik 1963, 1979; Vladar 1973℄ and to the so- alled Chªopi e-Vesele type they stated unequivo ally their eastern roots. This thesis was emphasized in the strongest
way by Jozef Vladar, who wrote: "Na h dem bisherigen Fors hungsstand ist die
1
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Entstehung des Chlopi e-Vesele-Typus mit dem osteuropais hen Gebiet zu su hen,
ni ht in Kleinpolen" adding that: "Die Trager der Glo kenbe herkultur drangen
im jungeren Abs hnitt ihrer Existenz dur h Mar htal und die Mahris he Pforte
nordwarts na h Kleinpolen. Erst in dieser Zeit, bzw. etwas spater, konnte es zur
Expansion des Chlopi e-Vesele-Typus aus dem osteuropais hen Raum na h Kleinpolen" [Vladar 1973: 255℄. The same resear her maintained that the development
of the lo al metal working in Slovakia o urred in onne tion with migration of the
new population from the East European areas (probably from Cau asus) what was
indi ated by the use of the so alled arseni opper in metallurgi produ tion [Vladar 1973: 254℄. Also in Andrzej Kempisty's on eption the Chªopi e-Vesele group
had extensive, Euro-Asian links. Its onne tion with the onsiderable movements
of people was undoubted [Kempisty 1978: 420℄. The radi al population hange in
the Early Bronze Age in Maªopolska had already been indi ated earlier by Leon
Kozªowski. He asso iated this hange with limati hanges. However, he did not
pointed to the East as an area of the sour e of migration of the newly arrived
population [Kozªowski 1928: 3-35℄.
On the other hand, the lo al origins of the Early Bronze Age ultures in Maªopolska were pointed to by Jozef Kostrzewski [1939{1948: 204-206℄, Konrad Ja»d»ewski [1981: 310-311℄, Witold Hensel [1973: 131-132℄, Klaus S hafer [1987℄ and Marek
Gedl [1989℄. A ording to Jan Ma hnik's interpretation [Ma hnik 1967, 1978, 1987,
1991℄ the pro ess of formation of the Chªopi e-Vesele group/ ulture was mu h more
ompli ated. It was formed in the river basin of the upper Vistula as a result of
an intera tion of a part of Corded Ware and Bell Beaker ulture. A little later
this group spread by means of migration around the western part of the Carpathian Mountains. However, it di ered mu h from the ultures whi h pre eded and
o- reated it. The ultural hange in Maªopolska was to be a part of pro esses o urring on larger areas. A ording to Jan Ma hnik it may be onne ted with the
population movements in the Anatolian-Aegean and Cau asian zone whi h aused
further migrations o urring like a hain rea tion [Ma hnik 1967: 184-190, 1973:
127-165, 1978: 9-29, 1987: 154-164, 1991: 173-185℄.
However, it is diÆ ult to see in the attempts made so far anything more than
analysis on the level of ultural units in whi h parti ular resear hers expli itly [Kowal zyk 1959℄ or impli itly (all the other authors) suggested a relation of ultures
and ultural groups with the spe i tribes. Apart from pointing to hanges in limate (Leon Kozªowski) those resear hers who were in favor of the ulture hange
at the beginning of a new epo h did not present on rete reasons of migration
movements. Those who were in favor of ontinuation did not present auses of
the state of a airs whi h they suggested either, parti ularly in fa e of the evident
ivilizational turning point in the areas of the Carpathian Basin and areas o upied
 eti e ulture.
by the Un
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I think that further dwelling at the level of ultural taxonomy units as far as the
question of the origin of the Carpathian Epi orded Cultural Cir le longer gives any
hope for progress in this eld. Neither do I onsider it proper to sear h only for one
reason whi h aused a omplex so io- ultural pro ess. To answer to the question:
what happened at the beginning of the bronze age in Maªopolska, why just in this
and not another moment and what me hanisms shaped the pro esses of evolution
at this time we should involve the knowledge in the eld of settlement forms,
e onomy, so ial stru tures and ideology not only about the period we are interested
in but also from the time whi h pre eded it immediately. In the ausal hain of
events that form the pi ture of the Early Bronze Age ivilization in Maªopolska
an important role was played by breeding e onomy in its many aspe ts: e onomi ,
so ial, organizational and ideologi al.

2.

ENEOLITHIC

The beginning of so io- ultural transformations in the loess zone of Maªopolska, the last link of whi h was the formation of the Mierzanowi e ulture, was an
introdu tion of slash-and-burn system at the turn of the 5th and 4th millennium BC
as a basi and regular agrote hni al treatment [Kruk 1993: 11-14℄. It was a ompanied by a onsiderable in rease in size of settlement mi roregions. Hierar hi ally
di erentiated ommunities of the Funnel Beaker ulture appeared [Milisauskas,
Kruk 1984℄. Signi ant hanges were found in many other dis iplines, among others
in the te hnology of the int pro essing.
Pra ti ing an extensive system of agri ulture aused the pro ess of onsiderable e ologi al hanges in the form of deforestation of great areas, parti ularly
on the loess uplands. Open areas were made more permanent through grazing
large herds of attle and sheep. There was a fundamental ontradi tion in this
system. Janusz Kruk wrote: "Its rise and e onomi eÆ ien y was onne ted with
the forest. In pra ti e, it onsisted in the destru tion of these resour es" [Kruk
1993: 11℄. Populations using this method of ultivation were in a sense trapped.
In the modi ed environment onditions were better for sto k rearing than for a
ontinuation of slash-and-burn agri ulture. Thus there o urred the ollapse of the
Funnel Beaker ulture and the permanent agri ultural settlement system whi h
had been dominant so far, and the prevalen e of the Corded Ware ulture whi h
based its e onomy on the semi-migrating and migrating pastoralism [Kruk 1993:
14℄.
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The sequen e of events, whi h were re onstru ted by Janusz Kruk, was an indispensable ondition for the domination of breeding a tivities on the loess uplands
of Maªopolska at the end of Neolithi . However, it did not prejudge the shape of
the so io- ultural stru tures at this time. A ondition that was ondu ive to the
strengthening of the trend of e onomi transformations des ribed here was the appearan e of a new model of e onomi behavior as well as so ial and ultural in the
form of penetration of the Maªopolska region by the representatives of the oldest
horizon of the Corded Ware ulture. Their appearan e at any di erent moment in
history would not have aused hanges of a similar hara ter and s ale to those
whi h o urred just at the end of the Neolithi . At this moment the question whether they ame from the East (what is very probable) or not is not very important.
It is important that they brought with them a new, fully-formed model of ulture
whi h legitimated the so ial system that was better adapted to the performan e of
tasks di erent than those of the e onomy of slash-and-burn agri ulture. The groups
of new omers were not large. Their life style might have been most approximate to
the model nomadi pastoralism [Bar-Yosef, Khazanov 1992: 2℄ in the prehistory of
the area dis ussed here. An ar haeologi ally visible tra e of existen e of these groups were the oldest sub-barrow graves of the Corded Ware ulture. A ulturation
pro esses of the part of population of the Funnel Beaker ulture, whi h had already
earlier been spe ialized in breeding a tivities, surely o urred qui kly. Probably this
population in reased the number of the nomadi herdsmen of the Corded Ware
ulture, des ribed as the Central European Corded Ware ulture horizon.
Di erent situation prevailed among the populations whi h were still dealing
with agri ultural a tivities. In the "Baden-like" form (loesses of the western Maªopolska) or not "Baden-like" (all the other areas) they ontinued traditions of the
Funnel Beaker ulture. However, the deforestation pro esses that have previously
been mentioned were still deeper and deeper. Obviously this was ondu ive to the
further development of the population of breeders and de reased the han es of
the agri ultural populations. A similar e e t might be brought about by the asymmetry in the mutual relations of both populations. On the one hand, there were
breeders-warriors who were well equipped with stone battle-axes and bows, and on
the other, farmers who partly lived in the forti ed settlements. Constant de rease
in the number of farmers, a ompanied by the simultaneous in rease in the number
of herdsmen led to another trap, this time of an e onomi hara ter. Communities
of breeders ould not survive without a ess to agri ultural produ ts [Moszy«ski
1953: 46-48; Kruk 1980: 325; Shnilerman 1980: 230-243; Robertshaw, Collett 1983:
73℄. At the moment when agri ultural settlement disappeared in the middle of the
3rd millennium BC pastoral population of the Corded Ware ulture fa ed a very
serious risis. The ondition of its further existen e was to undertake agri ultural
produ tion. The drama was getting even more dramati by the ideology that was
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prevailing among the breeders. It an be resolved to a statement that a person who
be ame a herdsman on e should no longer humble himself by taking up agri ultural
a tivities [e.g. Evans-Prit hard 1940: 80℄. In a situation when existen e was threatened whole populations of breeders or their part started to pra ti e other a tivities,
mainly agri ulture. Taking up agri ultural a tivities was not a barrier for breeders
that ould never be passed both in the te hnologi al and organizational sense [Ma e
1993: 369-370℄. Ar haeologi al form of this state of evolution of the ommunities
of the Corded Ware ulture was the Cra ow-Sandomierz group. On the other areas
of Maªopolska groups of breeders were still existing that adhered to the "old Corded Ware ulture" traditions. Tra es of their existen e were found in the Carpathian
Mountains, in the Sandomierz Basin, on the Grzda Sokalska and in the basin of the
upper Dniester [Ma hnik,  ibior 1991℄. Until re ently this type of the ommunities
of the Corded Ware ulture was des ribed as Luba zow group [ f. new suggestions
in this matter by Ma hnik 1992℄. In the Volhynian Upland ommunities of the late
stages of Globular Amphora ulture were developing at that time (Fig. 1).
Cultural assemblages, burial rites and settlement systems of the older phase of
the Corded Ware ulture groups from the western Maªopolska loess uplands and
from the areas lo ated outside the loess zone (e.g. the Sandomierz Basin) show
great similarities. However, with respe t to the obvious di eren es in the degree
of anthropogeni transformations of both zones and of the ultural milieu in whi h
the Corded Ware ulture people lived one should doubt whether the degree of
pastoralization and nomadization was the same in these two regions. More forests
and the la k of agri ultural settlement in the Sandomierz Basin for sure for ed the
Corded Ware ulture population to develop some form of nomadi agropastoralism
and one should seriously onsider gathering a tivities as very probable in this ase.
Changes o urring in the western Maªopolska uplands whose result was the rise
of the Cra ow-Sandomierz group of the Corded Ware ulture appeared to be rm.
The rise of small emeteries, apart from the stabilization of the settlement network,
may indi ate restri tion of mobility of human groups and probably greater role of
agri ultural a tivities in the e onomi stru ture. A ertain mi roregionalization and
stabilization of the settlement network may also be the proof of the beginning of
the transformations in the hara ter of so ial ties from the kinship ties dominant
among the nomads to the territorial ties [Penkala-Gaw ka 1987: 150℄. Funeral rites
of the Cra ow-Sandomierz group ontain features of the ritual repli a of equality
and ompleteness of rights of all the adult members of the ommunity. The la k
of barrow mounds over the sele ted graves, identi al onstru tion of graves and
fundamental unity of their equipment point to egalitarianism of these ommunities
[Kempisty 1978: 389-391℄. The gender symmetry of persons buried on these emeteries is in sharp ontrast with the rules of the burial rite of the old Corded Ware
ulture where male burials prevailed.
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A

F i g . 1. Distribution of sites of the proto-Mierzanowi e phase, where ir les | graves, triangles |
settlement materials, quadrangles | single elements of the proto-Mierzanowi e phase (vessels, int
axes) within grave omplexes of the Corded Ware ulture, bla k line | permanent boundary between
zones of settlement of the Corded Ware ulture (in the South) and Globular Amphorae ulture (in the
North); 1 | Hulin, 2 | Kietrz, 3 | Cra ow-Nowa Huta, site Kopie Wandy, 4 | erniki Górne, 5 |
Mierzanowi e, 6 | Stara howi e-Wierzbnik, 7 | Chªopi e, 8 | Lvov, 9 | Syrynia, 10 | Piase zno
Kolonia, 11 | Iwanowi e, 12 | Swiersz zów-Kolonia, 13 | Nikisiaªka, 14 | Lub ze, 15 | Klimkow e,
16 | Okniany, 17 | Plau za Wielka, 18 | Gwo¹dzie Stary.
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let 1983: 73℄. Nuers "are always talking about their beasts. I used sometimes to
despair that I never dis ussed anything with the young men but livesto k and girls
and even the subje t of girls led inevitably to that of attle" [Evans-Prit hard 1940:
18-19℄. Su h a state of a airs, or inadequa y of the ideologi al system, whi h was
legitimized by a de nite type of material ulture, to the agri ulture prevailing in the
e onomy was not ondu ive to the stabilization of the so ial and ultural system of
the Cra ow-Sandomierz group.

3.

MIERZANOWICE STAGE

From about 2300 BC isolated graves appeared in the area of Maªopolska as
well as tra es of short penetrations and single nds of a new ultural entity | of the
proto-Mierzanowi e phase of the Mierzanowi e ulture [Kadrow 1994℄. The hara ter of these nds indi ates the mobility of this population, probably onne ted
with breeding e onomy. The disappearan e of the barrow-graves, la k of emeteries and permanent settlements was ertainly onne ted with a rather extreme form
of atomization of the so ial stru ture. "Military" elements of the burial rite (stone
battle-axes, stone bra ers and opper daggers) are to speak in favor of a signi ant
role of males in this ommunity. Not very numerous population of the proto-Mierzanowi e phase existed in among ommunities of the late phases of the Corded
Ware ulture.
The appearan e of the proto-Mierzanowi e population was onne ted with the
onta ts with the population of the Bell Beaker ulture ( f. Ma hnik 1991: 170-172℄. Jan Ma hnik thinks that the point of jun tion of this ulture with the Corded
Ware ulture in whi h ertain features of the Bell Beaker ulture might have been
adopted by the population of the former, as a result of whi h the Mierzanowi e
ulture was formed, was the at hment area of the upper Vistula and Odra rivers
[Ma hnik 1991: 170℄.The la k of the so alled eastern elements in the assemblages
of the proto-Mierzanowi e phase, e.g. in the form of the so- alled willow-leaf opper
earrings de isively negates the eastern theory of the origin of the whole Epi orded,
Carpathian ultural ir le advo ated by Slovak resear hers.
Among the not very numerous human groups of the Corded Ware ulture,
penetrating the borders of the western Maªopolska loess uplands, that maintained
the traditional, "pan-European" type of so ial, ultural and e onomi behaviors
there must have appeared a group whi h took over a part of external elements of
the Bell Beaker ulture (e.g. mug and jug). What is more important, it also took
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over a part of elements of its so ial stru ture, as a result of whi h the extreme forms
of patriar halism represented by the ommunities of the old Corded hara ter were
diminished. Patterns of ulture o ered by the Bell Beaker ulture people were even
more attra tive be ause this population was hara terized by the mobile life style,
overing great distan es in a short time. It is supposed that it o upied itself with
hunting, breeding, robbery, mining and metallurgy or trade [Ma hnik 1978: 413℄.
It annot be ex luded that in the travels of the Bell Beaker ulture people as
well as those of the population of the proto-Mierzanowi e phase (that were inspired
by the former) mostly men took part. This gave a possibility of overing enormous
distan es "there and ba k" in a relatively short time. It is on rmed by the s ar e,
randomly distributed graves whi h ontain typi ally male equipment, i.e., among
other things, stone battle-axes, stone bra ers, opper daggers and arrowheads.
Small groups of men wandering about extensive areas North of the Carpathian
Mountains were bearers of traditional herdsmen ideology, organizing the world
around a distin t opposition "male-female". In some parts of the penetrated areas
(Maªopolska loess uplands) they had onta ts with the ommunities whose routine
were agri ultural a tivities. Obviously, what is meant here are the representatives
of the late phases of the Cra ow-Sandomierz group of the Corded Ware ulture.
Nothing points to the fa t that they were able to reate independently a new, oherent system of ultural behaviors that would be adequate to the new situation. The
only a hievement of these ommunities that was useful in new onditions was the
transformation of the traditional organization of kinship groups with the dominant
role of one of the men as the main prin iple. Its material orrelate and legitimization was a widely pra ti ed ustom of onstru ting barrows over the graves of
these men. The roles of kinship groups as a main fa tor of interpersonal tie was
begun to be taken over by a lo al group, organized around one, permanent pla e
where its members were buried, i.e. around the emetery. This situation might have
been a sour e of so ial tensions be ause the so far dominant role of men both in
the e onomi and so ial sphere had not been determined suÆ iently. An e e tive
solution was the synthesis of the traditional values of the herdsmen's ommunity,
whose depositaries were the representatives of the proto-Mierzanowi e phase, with
the requirements of the newly formed ommunity whose material basis was agropastoralism, strongly onne ted with the organization of ommunities in the form
of lo al groups.
As a result of the mentioned synthesis was an unusually permanent and e onomi ally eÆ ient so io- ultural system of the Mierzanowi e ulture. The basis of this
system were (a) stable settlement network whose main elements were settlement
mi roregions, (b) double-tra k e onomy of an agri ultural-breeding hara ter, ( )
stri t observan e of the division of so ial and e onomi roles between men and
women, san tioned by the onsistently observed and extremely formalized rules of
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the burial rite (pla ing men on the right side with the head turned westward and of
women on the left side with the head turned eastward), (d) so ial egalitarianism.
Thanks to the stability of the settlement mi roregions, based on the main settlements with emeteries a ompanying them, the main form of so ial organization
be ame lo al groups whi h onsisted of two or three settlements inhabited by nu lear families. E onomi requirements of the population were totally satis ed within
them. Basing so ial organization on the axis of the natural opposition "male-female"
did not require involving some additional ultural me hanisms whi h would legitimate. This stru ture, dividing e onomi tasks between men (breeding) and women
(agri ulture), resulted from the adopted e onomi model and at the same time was
ondu ive to its stabilization. In this way it was possible to re on ile maintaining an
attra tive form of ideology of herdsmen with the histori ally determined ne essity
of land ultivation. The former of the elements mentioned found its justi ation in
the ustom of distinguishing the position of men in the fa t that they always re eived after their death their pla e on the emetery. Due to the ultivating of rops
| whi h was the domain of women | the eÆ ien y of the e onomy of the Mierzanowi e ulture in reased onsiderably as ompared with the end of the Neolithi .
An indire t proof of this is a demographi explosion of population of this ulture,
measured by means of a violent in rease in the number of various kinds of sites. It
onditioned the possibility of undertaking expansion by the representatives of this
ulture in many dire tions, although it had not been its dire t reason. The expansion mentioned here whi h began at the early phase of the Mierzanowi e ulture
in luded, among others, the North-Eastern Moravia, the South-Western Slovakia,
onsiderable area of Central, North-Eastern Poland and Volhynia.
In the formation of a new so io- ultural and e onomi system the whole population of the Maªopolska and the Western Volhynian loess uplands was involved. It
was possible due to the multidire tional hara ter and relative e onomi universality
of the Mierzanowi e ulture. There were reated e onomi , so ial and "politi al"
onditions for an undisturbed, long lasting and relatively isolated reprodu tion of
the Mierzanowi e ulture.
What has been said above about the me hanisms of transformation of the
ommunities of the Mierzanowi e ulture at the turn of the proto- and early phases
refers to the areas previously settled by the population of the Cra ow-Sandomierz
group of the Corded Ware ulture. A totally di erent situation was on the areas
o upied by the onservative population that ontinued the "old" Corded Ware
ulture traditions. It advo ated of a model of so io- ultural and e onomi organization that was appropriate to the so alled Central European horizon of this ulture
[Ma hnik 1978: 347℄. Penetration of these areas by the population of the proto-,
early and probably the beginning of the lassi phases of the Mierzanowi e ulture
did not lead here to any important hanges, either ultural, e onomi or so ial. Still
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there were no permanent settlements. The late Neolithi traditions were ontinued
in the eld of pottery and int pro essing as well as in the eld of basi burial
pra ti es. The in uen e of the Mierzanowi e ulture was most often marked by
the presen e of its single vessels or int lenti ular axes within assemblages of the
sub-barrow graves and graves dug into the mounds of the barrows of the Corded
Ware ulture. Some of the examples pointing to this type of presen e of elements of
the Mierzanowi e ulture within Corded Ware ulture assemblages are inventories
of graves, e.g. at Lub za [Koman 1990: 13-19, Fig. 4℄, Okniany, Plau za Wielka,
Klimkowi e and the like [Sulimirski 1968: 144, 152, 172, 173℄.
Due to the studies of the hronology of Globular Amphora ulture in the
eastern part of the Lublin region are at an insuÆ ient stage as well as those in
Volhynia and the at hment area of the upper Bug, it is diÆ ult to say whether
the ri h settlement there of the Mierzanowi e ulture from its early phase and
the beginnings of the lassi phase were the result of olonization of this area or
rather its a ulturation. Certain pe uliarities of the eastern parts of the Mierzanowi e ulture and the appearan e of the Strzy»ów ulture or a Po zapy group later,
whi h ontained ertain elements of the Globular Amphora ulture, and what is
most important, developing in the areas that were earlier o upied by the latter
(Fig. 1) make it possible to think that in the pro ess of formation of the Gródek-Zdoªbi a group the population of the Globular Amphora ulture must have taken
onsiderable part.
Probably this signi ant parti ipation of the Globular Amphora ulture population in the groups of the early phase of the Mierzanowi e ulture in Volhynia
be ame the reason of a rather astonishing event whi h was the appearan e in this
area of the Strzy»ów ulture. We have to do with its well-developed form in the
southern zone of its range as early as the middle of the lassi phase of the Mierzanowi e ulture [ f. Kadrow 1995℄. The premises of a settlement nature indi ate
that a bit earlier it might have appeared in the territory of the Volhynian-Polesie
borderland and in Polesie. There is a rather numerous group of sites there, dated to
the Early Bronze Age whi h have not got mu h in ommon with the Gródek-Zdoªbi a group (for a di erent opinion on the subje t see Sveshnikov 1974: Fig.24, 28).
What seems not very probable in the pro ess of formation of the Strzy»ów ulture,
on the other hand, is the in uen e of the Middle Dnieper ulture and Yamnaya
ulture. Among other things, it results from analyses of forms of the burial ritual
of the ultures mentioned here ( f. Hausler 1992: 294℄.
In the middle of the 20th entury BC lo al groups of the late stage of the
Mierzanowi e ulture appeared. On the emeteries (e.g. Mierzanowi e, Woj ie howi e, Zªota-Nad Wawrem, Szarbia, Iwanowi e-Babia Góra, on entration of graves
nr III) used at that time there are re orded | in the elements of the burial rite |
hanges in the hitherto existed so ial stru ture. They onsisted in the appearan e
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of so ial strati ation, in lusion of a small part of the women in parti ipation in
the group of the so iety of a higher status and giving women in general the right to
be buried on the ommonly used emeteries. These hanges were not a ompanied
by transformations in the fundamental so ial or e onomi stru tures whi h should
nd re e tion in the o-o urring hanges in the settlement network and spatial
organization of settlements.
More or less at the same time in an immediate vi inity of the Mierzanowi e
ulture appeared ommunities whi h were hara terized by an advan ed ranking and
so ial strati ation as well as beginning of territorial politi al units. What is meant
 eti e ulture as well as that of Fuzesabony,
here rst of all is the population of the Un
Mad'jarov e and Veterov ultures [ f. Vladar 1973: 258-266; Coles, Harding 1979:
43; Bintli 1984: 91-93, Fig. 1; Harding 1984: 138-141; Ostoja-Zagórski 1989: 194;
Simon 1990: 298-319℄.
It should be emphasized that the sour e of ranking in the Mierzanowi e ulture
had an external hara ter. Inspiration an be seen surely in the horizon of the
 eti e ulture whi h
"prin e's graves" of the northern zone of the range of the Un
may be dated to the beginning of the A2 stage a ording to Paul Reine ke. Their
ar haeologi ally visible tra e is the presen e of a ertain number of the so- alled
 eti an hoards whi h has so far been wrongly related to
willow-leaf earrings in the Un
the A1 stage [Ma hnik 1978: 92, Fig. 35; Blajer 1990: 82℄. Intensi ation of external,
multidire tional in uen es in the period of the late phase of the Mierzanowi e
ulture and their di erentiation led at that time to the rise of a number of lo al
groups of this ulture (Giebuªtów, Szarbia, Samborze and Pleszów).
If the very essen e of the brie y re onstru ted sequen e of events [more on
the subje t in: Kadrow 1995℄ is proper, this may mean that for the adaptation of the
ranking what is ne essary is only an example, a model to be imitated. A proper state
of the so io-e onomi base is not a ne essary ondition for its adoption. However,
this may also mean that at present we are not able to reveal and re ord | on the
basis of ar haeologi al data | the state of tensions in the seemingly well stabilized
and onservative lo al groups.

4.

TRZCINIEC STAGE (AN OUTLINE)

Not very numerous radio arbon dating [Mi±kiewi z 1978: 190; Wróbel 1991℄,
ertain premises resulting from pottery analyses [eg Kadrow 1988℄, single metal
artifa ts [Kªosi«ska 1994: Fig. 3:3℄ and the logi of the development of the Trz inie
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ulture indi ate that most probably this ulture initially developed at the same time
as the part of the late phase of the Mierzanowi e ulture and the de line of the
Strzy»ów ulture. However, a fa t should be stressed that the period of oexisten e
| on the s ale of the whole Maªopolska | was distin tly longer in the northern-eastern zone of the range of ultures in whi h we are interested than in the western
and southern zone. This on lusion, is supported by the views on the "northern"
roots of the Trz inie ulture [Kempisty 1978: 413; Ko±ko 1979; f. a di erent view
of D¡browski 1987: 8℄.
In spite of the visible progress in the studies of the hronology of the Trz inie
ulture [Górski 1991, 1994; Wróbel 1994℄ it is still impossible to undertake a more
extensive re onstru tion of pro esses of the ulture hange at the turn of the Early
and Older Bronze Ages. It seems, however, that there is no doubt that at this
time the Mierzanowi e settlement assumed the forms of the on entrated "islands
in the sea" of the Trz inie settlement network. On the ar haeologi al time s ale
repla ement of the Mierzanowi e ulture by the Trz inie ulture in the area of
the whole Maªopolska o urred more or less at the same time and was relatively
sudden. However, there is no proof to a ount for this phenomenon in terms of the
vi torious, armed invasion of the "Mierzanowi e ulture tribes" by the "Trz inie
ulture tribes" or the extin tion of the former. It seems that after a period of
o-existen e during whi h populations of both ultures, while o upying di erent
e ologi al ni hes (higher versus lower lands ape zones of the loess uplands) and
pra ti ally not in uen ing ea h other, ame at a ertain moment to the Trz inie
a ulturation and to the disappearan e of the Mierzanowi e features.
Perhaps the su ess in a ulturation of the Trz inie ulture onsisted in this
that this ulture was in prin iple rather a "horizon of ultural integration" [Ko±ko
1979: 197-206℄. This horizon en ompassed many various units of so io- ultural organization on vast areas of the Central and Eastern Europe [Gardawski 1969: 15-28℄.
It uni ed the main elements of so ial stru tures whose parti ular realizations on
various areas, however, must have di ered onsiderably among one another. Their
keystone might have been the religious plane [Gardawski 1969: 19℄.
The Trz inie ultural model on its ideologi al level must have been open enough to be able to assimilate and reorganize su h environmentally, e onomi ally,
so ially and ulturally di erent areas as, e.g. Polesie and loess uplands of Maªopolska. An important e e t of reevaluation of the rules that ontrolled the life in the
Mierzanowi e ulture was breaking the tenden ies that were most important for this
ulture, i.e. autarki al tenden ies of the stabilized mi roregions. The Mierzanowi e
ultural experiment that was based on the extreme adaptation of the so io-e onomi
model to the anthropogeni ally onsiderably transformed environment of the loess
uplands ended as it was bound by the traditions of the formal ideology of herdsmen
at the time of the de line of the Neolithi .
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CONCLUSIONS
To sum up the above remarks I would like to draw attention to several questions
of a more general signi an e. In light of the sequen e of the events reported here,
and dis ussed more extensively in a book [Kadrow 1995, f. also Kadrow 1994℄ it
seems inadequate to sear h for only one fa tor (e onomi , limati , politi al et .)
responsible for the variety of the on rete realizations of the so io- ultural pro ess.
The analysis of auses and results over a period of time reveals most often a set of
mutual in uen es of a whole entanglement of fa tors, one of whi h | at a spe i
time and under spe i onditions | played the most important role, and then |
due to the development of events | gave way to another (Fig. 2). At the same time
the most fundamental fa tor of the dynami s of the so io- ultural systems should be
onsidered rea tions of individuals to their varied e onomi and politi al interests
[Lea h 1940: 62℄. They were revealed with greatest strength at riti al moments that
were aused by various fa tors, both of an internal and external hara ter.
At the turn of the Neolithi and the Bronze Age the role of the so alled external in uen es was merely restri ted to a few moments during whi h they not so
mu h determined the auses of hanges as these were inside the de nite so io- ultural systems, but they rather determined the shape of the emerging new models of
these systems. In one of the ases dis ussed the in uen e of a small group of the
so alled pan-European horizon (Corded Ware ulture) under extremely favorable
onditions of the already o urring environmental and e onomi transformations
within the Funnel Beaker ulture population appeared, however, to be de isive.
The ultural model of the Corded Ware ulture dominated indivisibly in Maªopolska. On the other hand, the in uen e of the penetration by the Bell Beaker ulture
population of the areas dis ussed here on the appearan e of the Mierzanowi e ulture may be de ned as an a idental one. The dynami s of various internal pro esses
that o urred at the jun tion of the Cra ow-Sandomierz group population and the
traditional Corded Ware ulture trend was so great that one external impulse or
another would surely lead to the reorientation of the dire tion of ultural evolution
in Maªopolska. As ompared to the share of Bell Beaker ulture elements in the rise
of the Uneti e ulture ir le or the so alled Ble hkreiskultur their signi an e in the
formation and further development of the Epi orded Cirkum-Carpathian Culture
Cir le was onsiderably smaller.
However, in both so di erent ases it is diÆ ult to speak of mass migrations
and repla ement of one population | in the physi al sense | by a totally new
one. It was di erent in ase of spreading of the Mierzanowi e ulture onto the
areas that had not been previously inhabited by the Funnel Beaker ulture and the
Corded Ware ulture populations. The rise of the Nitra and Kost'any groups may
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F i g . 2. The s heme of evolution of so io- ultural pro esses on the loess uplands of Maªopolska; A1
| Funnel Beaker ulture in the Brono i e I-III phases, A2 | groups of the Funnel Beaker ulture
farmers in phases Brono i e III-V, A3 | groups of the Funnel Beaker ulture breeders in phases
Brono i e III-V, A4 | groups of the Funnel Beaker ulture farmers at the de line of this ulture, B1
| the pan-European Corded Ware ulture horizon, B2 | the Central European Corded Ware ulture
horizon, B3 | the Corded Ware ulture Cra ow-Sandomierz group, B4 | Corded Ware ulture groups
that ontinued "old Corded Ware" traditions, C | small groups of the Bell Beaker ulture population,
D1 | proto-Mierzanowie e phase of the Mierzanowi e ulture, D2 | the early and lassi phase of
Mierzanowi e ulture, D3 | the late phase of Mierzanowi e ulture, E | the Strzy»ów ulture, F |
 eti e ulture | horizon of the "prin e's"
in uen es from the beginnings of the lassi phase of the Un
graves", G | in uen es of the Fuzesabony and Veterow ultures, H | the Trz inie ulture, GAC |
Globular Amphora ulture; ontinuous lines | physi al parti ipation of the population of one of the
ultural groups in the formation of a subsequent group, broken lines | ultural in uen es. On the right
hand side of the diagram the sele tion of the most important fa tors that onditioned so io- ultural and
e onomi evolution. On the opposite side alibrated radio arbon time s ale of events.
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still be best explained in terms of migration of de nite groups of people from the
territory of Maªopolska that settled totally new, foreign ultural environments South
of the Carpathian Mountains. In both ases the fa tor that was favorable for those
migrations was the demographi in rease in Maªopolska. Their reasons are to be
looked for somewhere else.
However, this is a subje t for another work.

Translated by Andrzej Pietrzak
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The rising of produ ing e onomy was the main fa tor of the ommon progress. It proved to the reation of the rst states in the valleys of rivers in the Near
East, then on the more wide territories. Produ tive for es of the agri ultural and
sto k-breeding so ieties were not enough developed to housekeeping of spe ialized agri ultural or sto k-breeding bran h of produ tion. Only omplex e onomy
was possible. Nomadism appeared as a result of e onomi al di erentiation on the
outlying areas of states and adaptation to environment.
Exploitation of the steppe areas by nomads at rst give more e onomi effe ts than agri ultural e onomy. Prerequisite of su ess of nomadism was existen e
of wide areas with good grass, water, small forests suitable for mobil sto k-breeding. Climate hanges in the beginning of the Subboreal period lead to the extension of the steppe areas in the southern part of Ukraine and all Eurasian steppe
zone.
With the appearan e of the wheel transport and horse domesti ation appeared
the possibility to rule more large herds, in reased the mobility of the steppe population. Work of the herdsman be ame easily than work of the farmer. The important
fa tors were availability of yurt (nomad tent), whi h gave the possibility for nomadism [Artamonov 1947; Vaynshteyn 1971 and other℄. A ording to A. Khazanov
instead yurt may be used tent and striups were not so important [Khazanov 1975;
Cradin 1992: 46℄.
The nomadi so ieties were dependent on farmers, be ause they have not developed raft and produ tion of agri ulture. So nomadism appeared as satellite of
the agri ulture. In apable for the further development it belonged to the type of
stagnated so ieties and a ording to A. Toynbee it has fate to disappear with rising
of apitalism [Toynbee 1934: 21).
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Ukrainian steppes have good onditions for the development of sto k-breeding.
Valleys of the large rivers, su h as Dnieper, Danube, Dniester and Southern Bug
were suitable for whole-year grazing of herds. The appearan e of the four-wheeled ox-drawn vehi le and hariot solved transport problems for the Cata omb
population. This population, may been onne ted by its origin with Near East, had
developed pra ti al knowledge of the sto k-breeding. Sto k-breeding e onomy and
early- lass tendentions in the so ial organization were the main fa tors, whi h determined the spe ial features of the Cata omb ulture so iety.
Analysis of re ords give the possibility to assert that nomadi stru ture of life
was not alien to the many groups of the Cata omb population, espe ially to the
highest so ial strata of so iety. Investigation of the nomadi population life pro ess
is very hard, espe ially only with using of ar haeologi al materials from the rare
settlements, hara ter of whi h is unknown (were it long-lasting settlement or season
aravan site). Now we have some materials from su h settlements, but it is not
enough.
All it must been a ounted during the reading of our arti le, devoted to the
re onstru tion of the e onomy and so ial organization of the Cata omb so iety.
It was so iety, whi h reated original type of half-nomadi e onomy, when the
one part of population in the long-lasting settlements ensured another people with
produ tion of raft and agri ulture. Another part of population | onne ted with
sto k-breeding migrated with herds some part of the year. This type of the e onomy
re eived in literature name "trans-humans" [Adrianov 1985℄.

1.

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOURCES

To re eive a good re onstru tion in prehistory you must have a good re ords.
Any ex eption to the rule is the Cata omb ulture. We shall use only sele ted part
of the ar haeologi al sour es, espe ially of Cata omb graves. The sele tive method
is some statisti al observation in order to re eive representative result [Druzhynin
1970: 7℄. In ar haeologi al resear h all re ords, whi h we have, in other hand,
are the sele tion from all existed remains [Bunyatyan 1982: 80℄. So we an say
that it is a idental sele tion. Ar haeology have only fragmentary material for the
so iologi al re onstru tions. It is why we must have di erent ar haeologi al sour es.
The main of them are data from the emeteries, settlements and aravan sites.
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1.1.

BURIAL MONUMENTS

Criterion to the sele tion of burials was the omplex of indi ations, whi h
determined its Cata omb origin, two of them: 1. ata omb grave; 2. position of
de eased.
More than 1200 burials from the territory of the Southern Bug, Northern Crimea, Lower Dnieper, North of Azov region, Orel-Samara region, Lower Don and
Northern Donets were used for the statisti s al ulations. Preddonets, Donets, Srednedonets, Many h and the Ingul type burials were distinguished here by spe ialists.
All the on lusions, onne ted with the ethni and so ial stru ture of Cata omb
population of the Northern Ponti area are on the base of this sele tion.
We must note that there are many ground emeteries in Northern Ponti region,
only on Lower Dnieper near 30. But they all were not ex avated.

1.1.1.

CATACOMB HERD

Bones of animals were in 15,6% of graves [Pustovalov 1992a: 125℄: sheep |
4,8%; horse | 1,6%, ow | 5,4%, indeterminated bones | 3,8%.

1.1.2.

CRAFT SPECIALIZATION.

A. Burials of metalworkers
Most full des ription of raftsman's burials is in the arti le by A. Ne hytailo
and A. Kubyshev. Today we know more than 20 omplexes in whi h were artifa ts,
onne ted with metalwork [Ne hytailo, Kubyshev 1991: 6-21℄:
1. Pavlovka (Nikolaev region) mound 27, grave 20: burial hamber oval in plan,
with ir ular entran e well, inhumation in supine position. In burial were: two lay
tayeres, one of them with ornament, stone anvil, shell "Unio" and one pot (Fig. 1).
2. Novokrivorozhski GOK (Dnipropetrovsk region), quarry 3 | from destroyed
mound | we have one ornamented lay tayere (now in museum of Krivoy Rog).
3. Kamenka (Dnipropetrowsk region), mound 2, grave 7: burial hamber oval
in plan, inhumation of adult man in supine position with SE orientation. Near the
left femur was lay oni tayere, h=5,6 m, diam. 2,2-3,4 m. On the sternum of
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F i g . 1. Complex of founder from the Pavlovka, mound 27, grave 20.

de eased was red o hre paint. To the right of inhumation | skull of a hild (Fig.
2: 1-2).
4. Velika Krini a (Zaporozhye region), mound 4, grave 7: lay asting spoon,
triangular in plan with droplets of bronze slag; two stone tools, shell "Unio" and
plate of wild boar fang.
5. Vasilivka (Zaporozhye region), mound 1, ata omb 20 (ex avated by A.G. Pleshivenko in 1989): two lay tayeres, two lay asting spoons, stone anvil and other
arti les.
6. Pervomayevka (Kherson region), mound group 1, mound 2, ata omb 1. The
burial hamber oval in plan, entran e well ir ular in plan, inhumation in supine
position, with SE orientation. In burial were: asting spoon with tra es of bronze
two lay tayeres, one of them | ornamented, lay mould for trapezial in plan ingot,
repeatedly used, pot, sandstone abrasive, stone pestle and anvil, int s rapper.
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F i g . 2. Complex of founder from: 1-2 | Kamenka, mound 2, grave 7; 3-26 | Gromovka, mound 1,
grave 7.
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7. Kairy (Kherson region), in burial: two asting spoons, mould for ingot, stone
anvil and other tools.
8. Gromovka (Kherson region), mound 1, grave 7. Burial hamber oval in plan,
entran e well ir ular in plan, inhumation in supine position, orientation to N. In
grave were 25 di erent tools. They were to the right of de eased, from humerus
to femur (Fig. 2: 3). Among the nds were: (a) the lay asting spoon with haft
(Fig. 2: 4), 4,5x9 m, d. 2,5 m, l.of the haft | 3 m, ubi apa ity | 18 m (142,7
g of bronze); (b) two oni lay tayeres; their height | 5,4-5,6 m, diam. of holes
from 2 | 2,2 to 0,6 m; the olour of the tayeres is grey; lay with admixture of
the ne sand, grey in ross-se tion; tayeres were with the tra es of s ale on surfa e
(Fig. 2: 5-6); ( ) anvil from the metamorphi limestone, oni al in form, height |
3,5 m; top of the anvil ir ular in plan, diam.4,5 m, with the plain surfa e (Fig.
2: 7); (d) broken sandstone abrasive, with tra es of long-time using, re tangular in
plan, 13,5 m long, 3,3 m wide, thi kness | from 1 to 2 m (Fig. 2: 8); (e) four
int arrowheads, triangular in plan with not hes in founding, height from 2,5 to 4
m (Fig. 2: 9-11); (f) none int akes without retou h (Fig. 2: 12-20); (g) two bone
awls from bead bones, 8,5 and 10 m long, end of one broken o (Fig. 2: 21-22);
(h) antler pressure aking tool, fragmented, 11 m long, ir ular in ross-se tion,
diam. 1,2 m (Fig. 2: 23); (i) broken plate from wild boar fang (Fig. 2: 24); (j) bone
ring for ar her, diam. 2,4 m, th. 0,5 m (Fig. 2: 25); (k) four shells "Unio" (Fig. 2:
26).
9. Voskresenka (Kherson region), mound group 1, mound 3, grave 3. Burial
hamber oval in plan, inhumation with NE orientation. Near the left foot was lay
asting spoon and tayere, near the right foot | stone pestle. Under the skeletal
remains here were white de ay, under the skull and in the north part of hamber |
tra es of o hre paint (Fig. 3: 1-4). The lay asting spoon or ru ible had form of
oval-triangular up with deep spout and small thi k haft (Fig. 3: 2). On the surfa e
| tra es of halk and droplets of oxidized bronze. Cru ible was grey, lay with fain
sand. Its volume | 65 m, probable weight of metal 515,4 g. Clay tayere oni al in
form, h = 4,5 m; diam. of the hole | from 2 to 0,8 m (Fig. 3: 3). Stone pestle
| trun ated one in form, h = 13,3 m, d = 4,5-5,5 m (Fig. 3: 4).
10. Kalinovka (Kherson region), mound 1, grave 4. Burial hamber oval in plan,
exed inhumation on left side, SE orientation, one hand under the fa e, another
| on the pelvis. In the grave were: broken tayere, sheep astragali, leaf-like int
arrowhead | h = 6 m. Clay tayere had form of trun ated one, h = 4 m, d/of
hole/ = 1,6-0,5 m (Fig. 3: 5).
11. Mala Ternivka (Zaporozhye region), mound 2, grave 2. Burial hamber oval
in plan, ir ular well, inhumation in supine position, with S-SE orientation. To the
right of the skull and near the pelvis | spot of red paint. In the SW orner of the
hamber were: six di erent lay ru ibles or asting spoons, two oni tayeres, eight
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F i g . 3. Complex of founder from: 1-4 | Voskresenka, mound 3, grave 3; 5 | Kalinovka, mound 1,
grave 4; 6 | Mala Ternivka, mound 2, grave 7.

moulds for 13 tetrahedral or pyramidal ingots, pie es of halk and green lay, horn
of the animal (Fig. 3: 7) [Kubyshev, Chernyakov 1985℄.
12. Davydivka (Kherson region), mound 1, grave 5. Burial hamber oval in
plan, ir ular, inhumation on the right side, exed. In the burial were: two bronze
leaf-like knives, awl with wooden haft, bone pressure aking tool, three arts from
boar fangs, two int arrowheads, three abrasive and fragment of one pot.
13. Novoye (Kherson region), in ata omb grave | one broken lay tayere.
14. Krasnovka (Crimea), mound 36, grave 20. Cata omb grave, inhumation
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exed on the ba k. Near | asting spoon, two tayeres, lay moulds for axe and
oval ingots, stone anvil and abrasive.
15. Prishib (Lugansk region), mound 1, grave 9. One ornamented lay tayere,
trun ated one in form, moulds for pyramidal ingot and shaft-hole axe; part of the
pot and int ake.
16. Lugansk (Lugansk region), mound 3, grave 16, ata omb oval in plan. In
burial were: up- ru ible with spout, oval in plan, two lay ra kled tayeres, lay
mould for axe of Kolontayev-type, shell "Unio", shoulder-blade of a sheep with
tra es of working, pot.
17. Shakhtarsk (Donetsk region), mound 2, grave 5. Chamber oval in plan,
inhumation exed on the right side with SE orientation. In SE part of the burial
hamber was nd one lay ru ible half-round up, h = 4,5 m, d = 22,3 m,
thi kness of walls | 1,5 m (Fig. 4: 1-3).
18. Kramatorsk (Donetsk region), ata omb grave ex avated in 1938. Clay ruible, and mould with lay ore for shaft-hole axe were nd there. Cru ible lay up
with spout, 9 x 10,8 m, h = 4 m (Fig. 4: 5-13).
19. Pokrovka (Donetsk region) | burial with two exed inhumations. With
them were nd: lay ru ible, asting spoon, three tayeres, mould of axe, stone
tools, pie es of halk and lay, pots (Fig. 5).
20. Novoalekseyevka (Donetsk region) | in ata omb burial were two tayeres,
three moulds for ingots, lay models of ingots, pot (Fig. 6).
21. Lakedemonowka (Rostov region), mound group 1, mound 1, grave 12. In
hamber with divided skeleton were lay ru ible | ra kled half-round up, d =
14,2 m, deep | 1,8 m, thi kness = 1 m.
22. Varenovka (Rostov region), mound 4, grave 5. Flexed inhumation in right
side. In burial was nd part of the ru ible. It was a up (diam. 22,0 m, deep |
2 m, thi kness of walls = 2,2 m) with slag on the surfa e and har oal inside. In
grave also were stone ma e, pot and pie e of red paint.
23. Korotayevo (Rostov region), in ata omb grave, exed in the right side
inhumation, orientation to S. Near the skull was nd ornamented pot. In the legs
was ru ible | a ra kled up with slag on the surfa e.
B. Burials of weapon-makers
Besides the graves with the bronze asting and metalwork arti les there are
burials with instruments for other rafts, among them of weapon-makers.
1. Vladimirovka (Kherson region), in oval hamber with ir ular well were
skeletons of the adult man and a hild. Near the man were the bowl and little
bundle of arrows with int arrowheads. Near his head was the wooden box with
tools. In this box were: bone and wood pressures, ve abrasive, two int heads
to dart, 33 int arti les ( akes, s rappers, ores); shafts of arrows, shell, tooth of
animal, bronze nail, two bone tools.
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F i g . 4. Complex of founder from: 1-3 | Shakhtarsk, mound 2, grave 5; 4 | Zaporozhye, settlement
Durna Skela; 5-13 | Kramatorsk.
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F i g . 5. Complex of founder from Pokrovka, mound 4, grave 3.
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F i g . 6. Complex of founder from Novoalekseyevka, mound 1, grave 6.
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2. Ternivka (Zaporozhye region), mound 2, grave 9. In ata omb grave were
nd some abrasive for shaft-produ ing, semi- nished int arrowheads, abrasive,
stone fabri ator, ring for ar her, many int arti les (pressure aking tools, ore,
burins); ir ular pebble.
We have ten su h omplexes in our sele tion.
C. Burial of weavers
There are some burials with weaver's instruments. It is grave from Yuryevka
(Zaporozhye region) with bone stakes from weaving loom. Another burial with su h
bone stakes was ex avated in the grave 15 of mound 7 near Barvinovka (Zaporozhye
region) [Otros henko et al. 1987℄. At rst burials with su h stakes were sele ted by
I. Sharafutdinova in the region of the Southern Bug [Sharafutdinova 1977: 94-95℄
(Fig. 7: 11-13). Also burials with remains of ombs are interpreted as graves of
the weavers. Su h omplex was dis overed by I. Pislary near Govorukha (Donetsk
region) | in mound 7, burial 2 [Pislary 1982: 71-73℄ (Fig. 7: 1-10). Graves of weavers
are also in the Orel-Samara region and on the right bank of the Dnieper.
D. Burials of painters
There are some burials with tools and attributes of the painters, for example:
Naberezhnoye (Donetsk region), mound 1, grave 8. Burial hamber oval in plan,
inhumation, near the legs of de eased were found: stone mortar with tra es of red
paint and pestle, two bone tools [Sanzharow 1989: 104℄ (Fig. 8). Pestle was produ ed
from rose pebble (Fig. 8: 3). A ording to Sanzharov it was the burial of the painter
[Sanzharov 1989: 106℄. Another burial was near Zamozhnoye (Zaporozhye region)
in mound 6, grave 3. In hamber was found ir ular wooden box with red paint and
wooden and skin tools | also may be for painting [Otros henko, Pustovalov 1981:
67-70℄.
D. Burials of priests (?)
There are some burials with the musi al instruments. In 0,4-0,6% of graves of
the "Eastern" funerary ustom ( exed inhumation) was found bone utes. In grave
35 from the mound 3 near Vinogradnoye (Nikolaev region; Ingul ulture) was found
the bone pipe, whi h was near the skin bag. It may been remains of bagpipe. Besides
bagpipe in burial were wooden box with lay material for skull portraits, shell and
wooden tools. It was the lay model of the de eased fa e (Fig. 9). Similar goods
were in mound 6 near Barvinovka (Zaporozhye region). Burial hamber oval in plan,
ir ular well, inhumation in spin position. Skeleton was without the third vertebrae.
It means, that skull after the death was taken o from the skeleton. To the left
of de eased were the pile of yellow-o hred lay for skull portraits, shells and bone
tools, one of them with the sharp point, another with spade end. All the tools may
be were in the skin bag. Su h burials may been the graves of priests of di erent
ranks (Fig. 10).
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F i g . 7. 1-10 |

omplex from Govorukha, mound VII, grave 2; 11-13 | from Barvinovka; 13 | a skull

with trepanation from Azov region.
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F i g . 8. Complex of the "painter" from Naberezhnoye, mound 1, grave 8.

E. Burials of warriors
Near the 10% from Cata omb graves were the burials with the weapons. It
were burials of warriors [Klo hko, Pustovalov 1992: 118-141℄.
F. Burials with vehi les
More than 20 graves with di erent means of onveyan e are known in Northern Ponti area. There were vehi les with two or four wheels | Marievka (Zaporozhye region), mound 11, grave 27; Bolotnoye, mound 14, grave 28 [Cherednihenko, Pustovalov 1991a: 206-216℄. In some burials were only parts from vehi les
and hariots, espe ially wheels [Novikova, Shilov 1989; Otrosh henko, Pustovalov
1991b℄. Analysis of wheels and vehi les onstru tions give us possibility to on lude
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F i g . 9. Vinogradnoye, mound 3, grave 35; burial with a bag-pipe: 1 | box, 2 | abrasive, 3 | yellow
substan e, 4 | Unio, 5 | Cardium, 6 | wooden

ap, 7 | bone pipe.
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F i g . 10. Complex from Barvinovka, mound 6, burial 13.

that for its produ ing were ne essary good knowledge in te hnology and te hni
(Fig. 11).
G. Medi ine
Analysis of anthropologi al sour es give us interesting information about the
Cata omb people. In 9% of burials were skulls with tra es of su essful trepanation
(Fig. 7: 13).
S. Kruts wrote about the high skill of do tors, whi h used spe ial instruments |
int and bronze knives and blades for operations, medi inal herbs for anaesthesia
and treatment [Kruts 1984: 95℄. It was the high per entage among the Cata omb
population with aries | near 20%, more than in Yamnaya or Srubnaya ultures
| 5% [Kruts 1984: 96℄. In the beginning of XX entury in Russia similar di eren e
was between the population of large ities and villages.
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F i g . 11. Chariot and vehi le from : 1 | Marievka, mound 11, grave 27; 2 | Vidnozeno; 3 | wheel
from Bolotnoye.
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F i g . 12. Settlements of the Cata omb Unity at the Northern Ponti

1.2.

area.

THE EVERYDAY LIFE MONUMENTS OF THE CATACOMB UNITY ON THE
TERRITORY OF THE NORTHERN PONTIC REGION

During the last 20-30 years the main attention of ar haeologists was onne ted
with investigations of mounds and burials of bronze age in steppe region. Ex avations of settlements and amp-sites were very rare. The s ienti re onstru tions of
Bronze Age history formed mostly on the information from the burial omplexes.
Main ultures of this period were named "Cata omb", "Yamnaya" (or Pit Graves)
after the types of burial hambers. Su h view on prehistory of Northern Ponti zone
was one-sided. After the ex avations of Mikhailovka settlement any everyday life
monuments were investigated in the wide areas. Some ex avations were arried by
V. Nikitin, N. Olenkovski and S. Pustovalov some years ago [Nikitin 1989, 1991;
Olenkovski, Pustovalov 1993℄.
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The main investigations were in the Dnieper valley (espe ially on the banks of
Kakhovka Sea), Southern Bug and Northern Sivash Littoral (Fig. 12). Geologi al
onditions in valley of Molo hna river are bad. Level of the water in ontemporary
rivers is more than 4000 years ago. Many settlements are overed by the large
layer of soil. So to nd any everyday monuments is very hard problem. Only some
ar haeologists | as O. Bodyansky or D. Telegin had a good fortune and found
the steppe settlements. Y. Boldin dis overed some monuments in Seragoz ravine
[Boldin 1980℄.
There are 245 di erent everyday life monuments on the territory of the Northern Ponti . Among them 111 from Southern Bug [Nikitin 1991: 35℄, 129 | from
Lower Dnieper, Sivash and Azov regions [Olenkovski, Pustovalov 1993℄, 5 | from
the region of the Dnieper rapids [Shaposhnikova, Brat henko 1985℄.
Most of this monuments are sites without ar haeologi al layer and remains of
houses | they are interesting only as fa t of presen e of an ient population in this
region. There are 7 long | time settlements on Southern Bug and its tributaries, 11
| on the Lower Dnieper. Other monuments | 91 are tent sites. A ording to V.
Nikitin they were sites of nomads in spring | summer | autumn period, so- alled
"letovka" [Nikitin 1991: 36℄.
Letovka-type settlements were situated in di erent pla es | on the banks
of rivers, lagoons, steppe rivers valleys, in opened steppes. On the left bank of
Dnieper and Sivash region most of sites were near the sour es of water. Letovka-type settlements are without or with small ar haeologi al layer (to 0,2 m), they
had square from some sq.m to 100 sq.m. The surfa e nds are to some hundreds
of fragmented pottery and int arti les. Complex of pottery show us that here were
represented di erent groups of Cata omb population. On letovka near Pes hanovka
was pottery only of Ingul ulture.
It is very diÆ ult to sele t the long-lasting settlements from the letovka-type.
Sometimes it was di eren e in ar haeologi al layer | on settlements layer is more
powerful. But in Subboreal period the soil layer raised very slowly. There are three
investigated settlements of this period: Matveyevka-1, Mikhailovka and on isle of
Bayda.

1.2.1.

MATVEYEVKA-1

Settlement Matveyevka-1 is situated on the third terra e of the Southern Bug
river, in 6 km from the Nikolayev. Area of the settlement ex avated in 1975-1982
is 3000 sq.m. Thi kness of ar haeologi al layer in di erent pla es was from 0,2
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D

F i g . 13. Settlement Matveyevka-1: 1 | general situation, 2 | plan of site.
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E

F i g . 14. Matveyevka-1: int, stone and bone tools from the site.
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to 0,6 m. Here were dis overed 3 buildings, 8 pits, remains of drainage system
(Fig. 13).
Building 1 was in the north part of the settlement. The stone foundation 20x12
m, orientation N-S was preserved. Foundation was ere ted from two ourses of
limestone slabs with lay and rushed stone inside. Walls of the building were from
sun-dried bri ks. Remains of walls preserved as the lay layer 2-3 m wide near the
foundation. Exit from the building was in the S side. To the right and to the left
from exit were dis overed drainage tren hes oval in plan, may be from tents or
some light houses (Fig. 13).
Building 2 was preserved in the form of the stone foundation of similar onstru tion, 33x17 m with N-S orientation, square | 320 sq.m. Clay walls were plastered by the layer of silt with shells. The southern part of the building was divided
by the stone masonry. On the square of the building were dis overed 8 groups of
stones, may been onne ted with wood pillars whi h supported the roof. Near the
entral group were stone pestle and hammer, near the eastern wall | a pot. In 2
m to NE side of the foundation was dis overed the stone fen e of limestone slabs
0,6x0,9 m. After the fen e was dis overed drainage(?) tren h 1,8-2,6 m wide with
depth 0,2 m (Fig. 13).
Building 3. With limestone foundation 16,2x12,6 m, N-S orientation, square-215 sq.m. In the entral part was dis overed the group of stones whi h supported
the entral pillar. In SE part of the building was the hearth | pot of ra kled
soil 1,0x1,2 m. Near one side of hearth was small semi- ir ular tren h (Fig. 13).
Tren hes near the buildings were used for the drainage of the rain water, other
were onne ted with the light tents.
A ording to V. Nikitin all buildings from Matveyevka-1 were en losures and
sheep-folds for winter period [Nikitin 1989: 147℄. Su h type of temporary settlements
may be named "zimnik".
There are near 500 arti les in olle tion of int tools. Most of them are di erent
s rappers, there are some push-planes on akes and hisels (Fig. 14). Were found
two int leaf-like dart-heads (h = 9,5 m), with broken shafts (Fig. 14: 7-8). The
stone tools were abrasive, pestles, querns, di erent hammers and axes (Fig. 14:
22,16,18). Bone tools were rare | some awls, polisher, push-planes, astragali with
hole, spindle whorls, haft for int s rapper (Fig. 14: 14,23-27).
Bones of domesti animals from Matveyevka-1 belonged to attle (61,3%),
sheep-goat (28,3%), horse (6,5%), pig (1,3%). Similar herd was on the Cata omb
time settlements in Crimea and Lower Don region.
A ording to V. Nikitin Matveyevka-1 an be dated ba k to the end of the 17th
entury b [Nikitin 1991: 148℄. V. Nikitin regards that in the late-Cata omb period
in reased the part of the agri ulture in e onomy of the steppe population, whi h we
1

1

At Author's desire in the arti le of S.Z. Pustovalov dates are

alibrated (BC) and un alibrated (b ).

F
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F i g . 15. Settlement Mikhailovka, the general plan of the upper layer.

an see on example of the Matveyevka-1. A

ording to our opinion Matveyevka-1

was the season settlement of the nomads, where they lived only in winter.

1.2.2.

MIKHAILOVKA

Mikhailovka (Novovoron ov distri t, Kherson region) is a multilayer settlement

of the Copper and Early Bronze Age. In the upper layer were dis overed materials of

G
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F i g . 16. Mikhailovka, plan of the SW hill, the upper layer: 1 | stone foundations of the houses, 2 |
wall, 3 | semi-dug-out, 4 | postholes.

the late Yamnaya and Cata omb ulture [Lagodovska, Shaposhnikova, Makarevi h
1962℄. It was the period of the oexisten e of two groups of the an ient population
in this area.

Mikhailovka settlement was lo ated on the right bank of Dnieper on three hills,
two of them were surrounded by the deep ravines and valley of the Pidpilna river
and the third was onne ted with the plateau. The

entral hill was defended by the

stone walls. Here were two lines of defen e whi h in luded two or more stone walls
and moats (Fig. 15).

On the entral hill were investigated two types of buildings | pit | dwellings
and houses with the stone foundation (15x4,5m). One stone wall defended the SW
hill of the Mikhailovka settlement. On this hill were dis overed smaller houses |
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F i g . 17. Mikhailovka: bronze artifa ts.

I

F i g . 18. Mikhailovka, stone hammer-axes and stone tools.
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F i g . 19. Mikhailovka: 1-19 | int tools; 20-33 | bone and antler tools.
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from 10 to 36 sq.m ( omplexes I-II). Complex III was the largest | to 160 sq.m,
with dwelling house and en losure. Complex IV was near the wall, square to 30 m.
On the SW hill were two pit dwellings: 9,8x5 m and 4x1,5 m, depth | from 0,15 to
0,3 m, oval in plan. Walls of the buildings were ere ted on the stone foundation of
lay with using of the wood onstru tions (Fig. 16).
There were 26 bronze obje ts: 3 daggers, 3 knives, at axe, 19 awls and parts
of the two-end forks [Otros henko, Pustovalov 1991b℄. From the upper layer ame
one part of the lay tayere and 260 lay spindle whorls (Fig. 17).
Among the int tools | di erent s rappers, hisels, arrowheads, knives, heads of darts, dagger. The stone tools were also numerous: abrasive, anvils, hisels,
hammers, pestles, querns, hoes. Were found some stone armament | hammer-axes
(14) and two ma es. Among the bone arti les were hoes, awls, polishers, harpoons,
et . (Fig. 18-19).
Domesti ated animals (89,3%):
attle (Bos taurus L.)
44,2%
sheep and goat (ovis aries L. and Capra hir us L.)
32,7%
horse (Equus sp.)
17,8%
pig (Sus s rofa dom.L.)
2,2%
dog (Canis familiaris L.)
3,1%
Wild animals | to 10,7% of the all bones.
Investigators regard that in the period of the upper layer of the Mikhailovka
settlement important pla e in the e onomy belonged to the ploughing agri ulture.
Besides the sto k-breeding and agri ulture population of the Mikhailovka settlement
were busy in shing, gathering and hunting.

1.2.3.

THE BAYDA-ISLE FORTRESS

Bayda-isle fortress is situated on the isle of Mala Khortitsa (or Bayda), on
the Dnieper (Zaporozhye). The isle is 520 m long and 180 m wide, with the high
(12-14 m in the N and 3-4 m in the S side) stone banks. In the past island was
onne ted with the right bank of the river (Fig. 20). On the highest part of Bayda
were forti ations of 1736 and remains of the shipyard. First investigations were
arried here by R. Yura in 1968, when the Cata omb materials were dis overed
[Yura 1969℄. After 20 years V. Ilyinski dis overed Cata omb layer near the 18th
entury fortress and some | on it territory [Ilyinski 1989℄. It means that settlement
of the Cata omb ulture was larger than the fortress of 18th entury.
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A

F i g . 20. Bayda-isle fortress, the general plan.

The Cata omb fortress had a stone walls, remains of whi h were dis overed
during the ex avations [Ilyinski, Pustovalov 1992℄. Stone walls and fazes surrounded
the territory at E and W sides. The rst moat had 5 m wide and 1,8-2 m depth. In
7 m to N was the se ond moat | wide 4,4 and depth 1,5-1,7 m. On the bottom of
the moat were found fragments of the Cata omb pottery. To the N from the se ond
moat was riveted bank: h = 1,6 m, wide = 4 m. On the top of the bank were remains
of the stone wall | obstru tion with h = 1,5 m, and 3,5 m wide. Under the wall
were the Cata omb ulture pottery. To the N from this bank was investigated the
next moat, 1,3 m wide and 1,0 m depth. On the bottom of the moat were the lay
layers, may been onne ted with the daub of the se ond bank. There were found
also triangular int arrowheads and int dart heads with broken points.
The se ond bank had the tra es of the three building periods. At rst the height
of the bank was 1,0-1,1 m and 1,6 m wide. Than, in the se ond period it be ame
3,5 m wide with height 1,3-1,4 m. In the third period this bank in reased to 4,5 m
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wide and 2,3 m height (3,3 m with the moat). On the top of the hill in this period
appeared the stone wall | wide of the foundation 1,5-2,0 m. In the entral part
was the itadel, surrounded from three sides by the stone walls. Wide of the stone
obstru tions | 3,5 m, h = 0,7 m. Between and under the stones were dis overed
fragments of the Cata omb pottery.
On the territory of settlement were buildings with the stone foundations. The
large territory of the settlement was en losure for attle. It is hard now to say, was
it long-lasting settlement or "winter" | type site.

2.

THE ENVIRONMENT IN THE NORTHERN PONTIC REGION:
2750{2000 BC

2.1.

THE MODERN MODEL

The modern environmental situation is the result of the long time evolution.
This situation may be a model for the re onstru tion of the environment in the
times of the Cata omb ulture. The steppe zone of Ukraine oin ided with the
region of the Cata omb unity of the Early Bronze Age. From W to E this zone
is near 1000 km long and from 100 km (in the west) to 300 km (in the east)
wide. Total square of it is near 240000 sq.km. There are some di erent areas in
this zone. Area of deserted steppes is in the Sivash region (north and south). The
area of the dry sod- ereal steppes have boards on line Berdansk-Tokmak-Nikopol-Kryvyi Rig-Voznesensk-Tiraspol-Reni. Partigrass-sod- ereal and partigrass steppe
area with the north board on line Kharkov-Kremen hug-Pervomaysk-Tiraspol. The
grassland's ereal-partigrass steppe with forest on the left bank of Dnieper, with the
north board on line Kursk-Kiev and some isles on the right bank [Geographi heskiy
atlas 1984: 108℄ (Fig. 21).
Ukrainian steppes have the at relief [Marini h 1985℄. There are some parts
of this plain. The SW, entral and North Crimea areas ould been in luded to
the North Bla k Sea Lowland, whi h in the eastern part passed to the Azov Sea
Lowland. In the N part of the steppes is the board of the Dnieper Lowland and
the S part of the Dnieper Hills. In the NW zone of steppes partly in luded south
of Podolian an Central Moldova Hills. In E there are Donets and Azov Hills with
mounds of rystallin ro ks. In Crimea there are a Taranhkut Hill and the plain of
Ker h Peninsula with the mud vol anoes.
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F i g . 21. Map of e ologi al zones in Ukraine: 1 | deserted steppe, 2 | dry steppe, 3 | real steppe,
4 | forest-steppe.

The important in uen e on steppe lands apes have the stone ro ks, at rst of
the Ukrainian Crystallin Shield (on Dnieper, Southern Bug and other rivers). In the
valley of the Mokra Volnovakha there are bares of the Devon sandstones, limestone,
shales and vol anites. There are Palaeogeni marl, limestones, sandstones and lay
in the N part of the North Bla k Sea Lowland, on the boards of the Donets hill, in
the plains of Dniester and Donets and in SW of the Ker h Peninsula. The Neogeni
deposits bare in the river valleys: limestones, sandstones, lay. So all steppes were
ensured by the building materials.
Water is very important for the e onomy of steppes. The year level of pre ipitation is near 400 mm but evaporation is 650 mm in the N part and 800 mm in
S part of steppes [Mordkovi h 1982: 27℄. All steppe rivers are feeble, ex ept Danube, Prut, Southern Bug, Ingul, Dnieper with Ingulets, Bazavluk, Orel, Samara,
Vov ha, Konka, Molo hna and Kalmius. There are lakes of liman-type | Dnieper,
Bug, Molo hansk and others. The underground water is onne ted with "pody"
and "sau ers" of the gla ier or mixed origin, mainly in Sivash region. They are
Mikhailovka pod (Zaporozhye region), Bla k Valley, The Green, Askania-Nova,
Sivash (Kherson region) and others. In su h pla es the ground water is near surfa e, some lakes preserved until the se ond half of summer. The most part of the
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water is high mineralized | to 50 gr/l by sulfate, hloride-sulfate or hloride salts
[Marini h 1985: 124℄.
The pre ipitation are 412 mm in West and 325 mm in south of steppes, 430
mm in the north and 150 mm in south [Mordkovi h 1982: 51℄. From 75% no 80% of
the pre ipitation are in spring or in summer and qui kly evaporated. The main part
in the vegetation of the steppe grass played the winter 40-90 mm of pre ipitation.
The middle air temperature in January is +9 C and +23 C in July [Mordkovi h
1982: 25-26℄.
To 90% of the steppe soils are the simple lay hernozems, formed on loess
with 6-9% of humus. Chestnut olored soils are in Sivash region, in Donbass region
| detritus hernozems. Thi kness of hernozems is to 40-50 m. The amount of
green tomass is: on grassland steppes | 2300 kg/ha, in steppes | 2300 kg/ha,
droughty steppes | 1200 kg/ha, dry steppes | 700 kg/ha and deserted steppes |
100 kg/ha. The saline lands are typi al for the steppe lands apes. In the north part
they are in lowlands, at the south | on plateau.
There are more than 200 lasses of grass in steppes. In the north areas to 25
lasses/sq.m, enter | 18/20 lasses, south | 9-12 lasses. Besides ereals there are
many owers, e.g. tulips, adonis, goose onion. In north areas there are "bayrak"
forests, in south trees are only on the banks of the rivers.
There are su h wild animals in steppes: wild boar, wolf, roe deer, hare, di erent
rodents, many birds, serpents.

2.2.

ENVIRONMENT OF THE CATACOMB PERIOD

Period of the existen e of the Cata omb Unity is dated from 2750 BC to
2150/2000 BC ( onventional dates | 2200{1800/1700 b ) [Brat henko 1989b℄. It
was the period of the beginning and middle of Subboreal period.
G. Shve arried out investigations of limate situation in steppes, based on
eviden e of the water level of Dnieper and its orrelation with sedimentation (27m)
in the lake Sakskoye in Crimea. It give a possibility for the re onstru tion of the
steppe limate from a 2800 BC (2249 b ) with high pre ision [Shve 1978℄. At
the period between 2900{2350 BC (2300{1900 b ) limate was humid, from 2150
to 2000 BC (1800{1700 b ) it be ame dry. The level of water in Dnieper between
2150{2000 BC (1800{1700 b ) was lowest.
Palinologi al investigations, arried by K. Kremenetski on the strati ated se tions of the bogs in Moldova and Ukraine gave similar pi ture. The period of
bad onditions was between 2750{2000 BC (2200{1700 b ) [Kremenetski 1991: 57℄.
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Climate be ame more ontinental, pre ipitation were shortened on 50 mm [Kremenetski 1991: 143℄. Di eren e between dates of G. Shve and K. Kremenetski
onne ted with low pre ision in dating of the bogs se tions.
The fa t of the aridisation of limate at the early Subboreal re eived wide admission [Khotinski 1982: 123-127℄. The se ond half of the 3rd millennium BC (the
end of the 3rd | beginning of the 2nd millennium b ) was the period of the large
hanges in medium ow | from 1,15 to 0,86! The urrent situation in steppes is
in a ordan e with 1,0 of medium ow. So, we an to al ulate pre ipitation in
Cata omb ulture period | from its beginning to the end, be ause the medium
ow is in dependen e of pre ipitation.

TABLE 1. Pre ipitation in steppe areas.
areas
grassland
year pre ipitation, mm

450

real
380

droughty
330

dry

deserted

280

150

We see, that the di eren e between all areas is near 15% [Mordkovi h 1982:
27℄. There are four areas from ve whi h are in table 1 in the territory of Ukraine.
All areas at the beginning of the Cata omb period were moved to S on one
zone. Main territory was under grassland, partigrass | ereal or ereal | partigrass
steppes with forests and was similar to the forest-steppe region. In the middle of
period we see the urrent situation, only were more forests. In the end of the
Cata omb period limate be ame more ontinental, pre ipitation redu ed. Board
of the dry steppes be ame on line Berdiansk | Krivoy Rog | Tiraspol, in Crimea
| at foothills. Dry steppes repla ed area of the real steppes and last | area of the
forest-steppe. That is why the Cata omb ulture appeared at the north regions |
near Kiev [Klo hko, Ry hkov 1989: 60-65℄. Main pre ipitation arrived in the rst
half of summer, and after any rains were during 1-2 months. Middle temperature
of winter | to -0,6 C, of summer +23,2 C. Dry winds ontinued for ve days, often
dusty tempests were in period from April to November (one time in 3-5 years).
There were 23 su h storms during the last 100 years. Winter is unstable with the
snow period to 14 days [Shve 1978: 17℄.
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We an suppose, that at the se ond half of the existen e of Cata omb Unity
limate situation be ame unfavorable for herdsman population of the open steppes. Most of population on entrated in the valleys of the large rivers. The Ingul
tribes moved to the banks of the rivers and restri ted here aboriginal population
[Pustovalov 1991a: 104-122℄.

3.

THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE DEMOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE OF
THE CATACOMB POPULATION IN THE NORTHERN PONTIC AREA

The demographi investigations are the important part of the histori al reonstru tions, based on the ar haeologi al re ords. Man is the main omponent
of so iety. Without the knowledge about the number of population at the appointed time in the appointed period it is diÆ ult to arry out investigations of the
an ient e onomy | how many were produ ed, what was for onsumption, what
was for reserve, what for ex hange, et . Number of population give the possibility
to determine, if are known the whole group of the fa tors the e onomi potential
of so iety, military potential, size of the di erent so ial groups of the population,
et . The demographi data help to on retize the form of the ethni al unity or the
family-marriage relations.
Spe ialists o ering di erent methods or the groups of methods for the re onstru tion of the an ient population size. The rst group is retrospe tive | from
the known number of present population to al ulate the previous situation. This
method is available to the population that have settled, but not for the nomadi
groups.
Other method is palaeoe onomi al. The size of the an ient population al ulated on the data about the size of the food produ tion in the investigated area by
the some e onomi al system. This method give to ar haeologist the gures of the
maximum population size, if are known the size of the land development. But the
last is very diÆ ult.
The third method based on study of the an ient emeteries and settlements. It
an give the most real palaeodemographi al pi ture. But only for the investigated
areas. The North Bla k Sea steppes orresponded to this onditions.
Most of the methods, used by the ar haeologists based on the materials onne ted with the settled populations | their settlements and emeteries [Bibikov 1965,
1971; Masson 1976; Hassan 1981; Shmagliy 1986; Kolesnikov 1993 and other℄. At the
same time examples of the su h methods, onne ted with the nomads and nomadi
ultures are rare [Romanova 1986; Gey 1990; Gavriluk 1994℄.
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The palaeodemographi al investigations based on the data of the mound emeteries are very diÆ ult. At rst it is unknown the total number of the mounds. That
is why all the re onstru tions an give only approximately size of an ient population.
Before the al ulations we must note su h three assumptions:
1. on entration of mounds is onne ted with pla es of residen e of the nomadi
population;
2. all adult male population were buried in mounds, be ause it were on the higher
level of the so ial system;
3. there is some orrelation between the di erent sex-age groups in every population.
Our method of the palaeodemographi al analysis onsists of two independent
parts. At rst we al ulate the total number of mounds and graves, then | the size
of population. Then, on the base of the sex-age pyramid of the Cata omb Unity we
must answer, all the people were buried in mounds or not.
On the map of the ve Ukrainian regions (s ale 1:100000) | Dnepropetrovsk,
Zaporozhye, Kherson, Nikolaev and Crimea there are 11900 mounds | but it
is only part of the total amount. Only in two regions: Kherson and Zaporozhye
ar haeologists al ulated 4457 and 5878 mounds orrespondingly. It an give us
per ent of mounds, whi h are on the geographi al map. Then we an al ulate the
total number of the steppe mounds in ve regions as A. Gey done it [Gey 1990℄. But
many mounds were destroyed by ploughing. For example, at the beginning of our
entury on the Khortitsa-isle were 129 mounds, now are only 29 [Kaza hok 1991℄.
On the eld near Yekaterinivka (Zaporozhye region) were 500 mounds, now are
near 20. On the air photographs of the Solokha mound group we see 75 mounds,
on the eld | only 23. On the right bank of the Molo hna river preserved only
25% of the mounds. Disappeared near 75% of all mounds, whi h were in steppes.
We an say, that the total amount of mounds were near 139 000.
The medium average of the burials in mound is 5-7. For example, during 5
years (1973{1977) were investigated 1189 mounds with 6614 graves [Bunyatyan et
al. 1989: 5℄. During 1983{1988 in the steppe regions were investigated 918 mounds
with 5298 burials. The medium average of graves is 6,7. Total number of graves in
all mounds (139 000) may be near 780 000.
A ording to investigations, arried out by the Zaporozhye expedition ataomb graves were 21,5% of total size. So, in 780 000 graves were 167 700 ata omb units. A ording to our al ulations in one grave were medium 1,22 of
de ease, so the size of buried an in rease to 204 600. It is the general Cataomb emetery. The medium age of the Cata omb population was 27 years [Kruts
1984℄. Using the formula for the demographi al ulations [Kuzmina 1974℄ we
an al ulate the medium size of the Cata omb Unity at the Northern Ponti
area:
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204600 (people) × 27 (years)
= 14000 people2
400 (years)
The rst data about the population size of the Cata omb Unity we an he k
by the analysis of the sex-age pyramides. But anthropologi al sour es annot be
used for our purposes, be ause they were under the in uen e of the su h fa tor,
as safety of the hild bones [Kruts 1984: Fig.11℄. The total number of the hild and
adoles ent burials is near 8,7%, whi h is lower than in the modern so iety. On the
top of the pyramid anthropology give us the more real pi ture. But the number of
the adult men is twi e and elders | four times more than of the women. Some
investigators regard this a situation as obje tive (A. Kisliy). They analyzed the data
of the Cata omb and Yamnaya ultures and re eived the similar result. A. Kisliy
writes that the most of the women died after the rst hildbirth in adoles ent age
[Kisliy 1990: 124℄. But if we suppose that all the adoles ent burials were women, it
annot solve the problem, be ause they are only 3,1-5,9% of all de eased.
There is a similar pi ture for the Kivutkalninsk emetery in the Balti region
[Denisova, Graudone, Gravere 1985: 140℄. Investigators onne ted it with the ustom a ording to whi h all women were buried on the family emeteries in the
another pla es. But all the women from the tribe, whi h buried their people on the
Kivutkalninsk emetery in su h a ase also been buried at his family emetery. If
we have another pi ture, it is wrong.
The re onstru tion of the Cata omb sex-age pyramid may have another explanation. We know about the existen e of the initiation ustoms. All members of
so iety, who did not passed this pro edure of so ialization, buried in another pla es
with another eremonies. For example, in India it was the ustom of the "se ond-birth" a ording to whi h hildren be ame the real members of so iety only in
some age [Bongard-Levin, Ilzin 1985: 170℄. We may have the same pi ture. May be
all the uninitiated Cata omb people were not buried in mounds, but in the another
pla es | on the trees, in water, remated, buried in the burial ground. We have near
30 ground emeteries of the Cata omb period on the Lower Dnieper [Olenkovski,
Pustovalov 1993℄.
The adult burials formed 69,5 % and hild | 22% a ording to our al ulations
[Pustovalov 1992a: 121℄. We an to ompare our re onstru tions with the modern
so ieties with the similar system of e onomy, in Asia or Afri a, for example with the
Zimbabwe [Demogra heskiy slovar: 142℄. The sex-age pyramid of Zimbabwe is the
young population with the high number of hildren | to 38,7%. Su h a situation
is in other ountries | Afghanistan, Libya, Sudan, et . (Fig. 22: 1).
2

400 years | the minimum period of the existen e of the Cata omb Unity, un alibrated dating; for alendar
years results are di erent [Editor's omment℄
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F i g . 22. The population pyramid: 1 | model (Zimbabwe), 2 | Cata omb Unity; a { de eased, b {
living, 3 |

orrelation between Zimbabwe and Cata omb Unity.
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To ompare it with the Cata omb pyramid we must to transmit it from the
pyramid of de eased to the pyramid of living. We an use the simple formulae [Gey
1990: 87℄. Results we show on the pi ture (Fig. 22: 2). As we an see, histograms of
the adult population are similar (Fig. 22: 3). At the same time number of hildren
in Cata omb part are low. So we an assert that in mounds was buried only some
part of hildren.
Now we an to put the size of the Cata omb population in the a ordan e with
the our model. The number of adult men and elders in the Cata omb Unity must
be 47,3%, as in our model. Total population so must be:
11163 (people) × 100%
= 23600 people
47, 3%
The Cata omb ulture for the some time oexisted with Yamnaya ulture in
steppes of the Northern Ponti area and the last was the part of the one with Cata omb ethno-politi al system. In similar way we an re eive the number of the
Yamnaya ulture population | near 28000 people. Near 40% of their burials are
ontemporary with Cata omb [Shaposhnikova, Fomenko, Dovzhenko 1986: 55-60℄.
So the number of the Yamnaya ulture population, ontemporary with Cata omb
were near 11200 people. The total size of the steppe population in this period
was 35000 people. Our previous al ulations were onne ted only with the some
part of the whole territories, when the monuments of this two steppe ultures
were dis overed. They also were in Kirovograd, Donetsk, Odessa regions of the
Ukraine and in Moldova. A ordingly the size of population in rease to 57000 people.
The population density of the Cata omb Unity was 1 people for 4,64 sq. km.
From the anthropologi al sour es we know, that the minimal area for nomadism is
3 sq.km. It was the medium density. Cal ulations of the population density in the
syntheti squares give more di erent pi ture (Fig. 23).
The size and density of the population were losely onne ted with the amount
of water in regions. In Crimea, some distri ts of Kherson and Zaporozhye regions
it were 3-7 people on 100 sq.km. The highest density were on the right bank of
Dnieper | 50 people on 100 sq.km, in foothills of Crimea and Sivash region |
49/31 people on 100 sq.km. Other regions, when the population density were higher
than medium were Orel-Samara, territory between Southern Bug and Ingul, middle
part of Molo hna river. All this regions were onne ted with the mounds of the
Cata omb aristo ra y [Pustovalov 1990b℄.
A ording the al ulations of N. Gavriluk the size of steppe population at
the Northern Ponti area in the Iron Age was not more than 95000 people. His
al ulations based on the data of the e ologi al produ tivity of steppes [Gavriluk
1989: 24℄.
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F i g . 23. Population density of the Cata omb Unity, people/ square km.

Having the re onstru tion of the Cata omb Unity population we an al ulate
the size of the di erent strata of so iety and professional groups, et . For example
the burials of warriors are in 10-12% of all graves. So, the total number of the
Cata omb warriors was near 5000-7000 people. In the large battles took part all
adult men | near 14000-17000 people. The number of raftsmen were near 1000
people, most of them produ ed armament, to 30% | onne ted with metalwork.
Other professions were singular.
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4.

THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE HUSBANDRY SYSTEM

AND THE WAY OF LIFE OF THE CATACOMB POPULATION
IN THE NORTHERN PONTIC AREA

4.1.

THE FOOD PRODUCTION

The quantity of sour es for su h re onstru tion is not large. All the ex avated
settlements were des ribed in the part 2 | the upper layer of Mikhailovka, Bayda-isle, Matveyevka-1. Part of the Cata omb settlements, whi h were on the banks of
the rivers now is under the water. This re onstru tion should been veri ated by
the future investigations.
The e onomy and husbandry of the steppe so ieties in the Bronze Age were
omplex [Masson 1964, 1967℄. The husbandry of the Cata omb Unity were omplex also [Popova 1955: 154℄. O. Shaposhnikova noted, that at the Lower Dnieper
husbandry was based on the nearhome attle-breeding supplemented by agri ulture
and at the Northern Donets region | based on the semi-nomadi herds-breeding.
For the upper layer of Mikhailovka was supposed the existen e of the semi-nomadi herds-breeding. Most of population had the settled way of life, lesser moved
with herds during the whole year [Lagodovska, Shaposhnikova, Makarevi h 1962:
178℄.
All three settlements were onne ted with the di erent groups of the Cataomb population. All groups have di erent husbandry. So the re onstru tion of
the "Cata omb husbandry" is impossible. It is more expedien y to de ne the husbandry of the di erent groups of population, whi h formed the omplex Cata omb
so iety.
Most of the late-Yamnaya and Cata omb (of the "Eastern" funerary ustom)
burials are onne ted with the river valleys [Otrosh henko, Boltrik 1982: 38-46℄.
The most of the Ingul Cata ombs are on plateau. We an suppose, that Yamnaya
and Eastern Cata omb population were more settled, than Ingul population, whi h
lived in the open steppe territories. The large quantity of attle on Matveyevka-1 an
Mikhailovka is the eviden e of the herdsmen attle-breeding rather than nomadism.
The mobile way of life was present in Cata omb e onomy.
It is known from the histori al re ords that the work of the herdsman was
more prestige, than the work of farmer in the nomadi so iety. The poor herdsman,
who be ame farmer if it was possible returned to previous way of life [Markov
1976: 160℄. The higher layer at the so ial system of the North Bla k Sea Littoral in
the Early Bronze Age belonged to the Ingul tribes, the middle | for the Eastern
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Cata omb tribes, and lower for the Yamnaya ulture tribes [Pustovalov 1991a℄. We
see the orrelation between the pla e of Ingul population in the so ial and husbandry
systems.
The Matveyevka-1 settlement is the typi al "zimnik", when attle were in winter. The large forti ations of the Bayda-isle and Mikhailovka at rstly defended
herd, not people. So the mobile sto k-breeding was the part of husbandry systems
of all three groups of population. But the number of people, onne ted with it was
di erent. The mobile way of life was typi al more to the Ingul population than
to Yamnaya ulture tribes. The quantity of the animal bones in Cata omb burials
were onne ted with ideology. In graves from Orel-Samara region were: 38% attle,
38,7% | horse, 18,3% | sheep bones [Kovalova 1983: 54℄. For our data attle and
sheep are in equal quantity in graves with the low per ent of horse [Pustovalov
1992a: 125℄.
We have some eviden e about the Cata omb agri ulture. Cereals were dis overed in burials [Korpusova et al. 1978; Kovalova 1983: 57℄. There were dis overed
some wooden ploughs in burials [Bidzilya, Yakovenko 1973: 146-152℄. The pi ture of
the spike is on the stone hammer-axes from the Cata omb burials [Sharafutdinova
1980: 60-70℄. Ornamentation of the Cata omb pottery regarded as the omplex
astronomi al alendar, onne ted with the agri ultural husbandry system [Chmykhov 1991℄.
The mobile sto k-breeding is onne ted with appointed ways of the nomad
migrations. This ways are marked by the letovka-type and zimnik-type settlements.
The time and the duration of moving is dependent from the size of herd and
amount of grass on the pasture. In the histori al times the dire tion of moving in
the Northern Ponti area was meridional | from south to north in summer and
from north to south in winter [Kirikov 1986: 8℄.
For the Cata omb period we an restore su h way of moving. In winter most
of the population living in the valleys of the large rivers (Dnieper, Southern Bug,
Dniester). In spring after rains herds moved on the open steppe areas. In summer
all herds on entrated near the sour es of water in steppes on the letovka-type
settlements. In autumn after rains herds moving to the open steppe areas, before
the Winter period they return to the zimnik-type settlements to the river valleys
(Fig. 12).
All the large settlements were near the river valleys (Mikhailovka, Matveyevka-1, Bayda, Konstantinovka-1, Chervona Ukraina, Tashino, Peresadovka-II, Novopavlovka-I, Krivorizke-II, Leontievka) or not far from the plateau (Pes hanovka). All
tent-sites and letovka-type settlements are in the open steppes, as in Alioshki Sands
or the Seragozy gorge. Here the large settlement Novoukrainka was near the water
| "pod", all the tent-sites were near the beginning of the gorge (Fig. 12). This is
in orresponden e with the demographi al ulations.
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This mobile system was used by all groups of the Cata omb Unity population.
At the beginning of it existen e herds were at the open steppes during the whole
summer, but after the hange of the limate this period be ame short.
The palaeodemographi re onstru tions give the possibility to al ulate the size
of the Cata omb herds | for 60 000 of people. It is known, that at the beginning
of our entury in Mongolia for one man were 17,8 heads of attle [Mayski 1921: 67,
124℄. In Kasakhstan were 5 horses, 4 ows, 10 rams, 2 amels on one yurt [Markov
1976: 203℄. So it were near one million of attle on the pasture-grounds at the
Cata omb period. We must note, that one time for 10-12 years just took away to
50% of herds. It for one hand prote ted the pasture-grounds from degradation, on
other hand withstood the growth of population.
One-dire ted husbandry systems are unstable. That is why the Cata omb population have other sour es of the food produ tion | agri ulture, shing, hunting.

4.2.

CRAFT AND TRADE

The level of development of Cata omb so iety was marked by the burials of
the raftsmen [Chernykh 1966; Berezanskaya 1978; Berezanskaya, Kravets 1989;
Ne hytailo, Kubyshev 1991℄. Traditionally raft was investigated in the te hnologi al
way. But it is ne essary to study relations between the produ er and onsumer. The
raft in nomadi so ieties was onne ted with the military interests and prestige
requirements of the nobility [Kradin 1992: 73℄. It was the rst form of raft-work
on the order. This working hypothesis was tested by the arried so ial delineation
of the Cata omb so iety [Pustovalov 1992a℄.
The main features of the Cata omb nobility were besides the expenditure of
labor on the building of burials large number of the raft produ tion | armament, metal, mummi ation, painting of the hamber bottom, hariot or vehi le
(or their part). In the burial ustom re e ted all professions, onne ted with the
interests of the Cata omb nobility [Pustovalov 1990b℄. At rst it were gunsmiths,
founders, wheelwrighters. Here we see the full omplex of instruments and intermediate produ tion. The territorial pla ing burials show us the territorial division of
work [Ne hytailo, Kubyshev 1991℄. So it was the situation, when was the onsumer,
whi h supported raft and produ er, who manufa tured ne essary things. In the
nomadi so ieties this pro ess was un nished.
The representatives of the di erent professions had di erent positions in the
so ial system. The gunsmiths, founders and wheelwrighters have high positions |
till the se ond rank of nobility [Pustovalov 1990b℄. Other raftsmen were among
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the ordinary population. In other hand the burials of nobility with di erent tools
are the eviden e of patronage of nobility over this professions as it was in an ient
Egypt.
The burials of the representatives of the di erent professions on entrated in
the di erent territories | it was the division of labor. Sometimes it was onne ted
with the nature resour es. In the Ingul region was the stone for the battle hammer-axes, most of founders were in Donetsk region, near the opper deposits.
It is very diÆ ult to do any re onstru tion of trade on the ar haeologi al sour es. For the Cata omb period we have a great number of the Cau asian metal
or imitations of it. We have the asting moulds for the bronze ingots from the
Cata omb burial near Mala Ternivka. The form and weight of ingots are similar
to weight and oin systems of Mesopotamia [Kubyshev, Chernyakov 1985: 39-54℄.
There are imports from Egypt in Cata omb graves [Safronov 1983℄.

4.3.

CONCLUSIONS

The husbandry and e onomy of the Cata omb population had a omplex hara ter, with interethni al and inter ommunal division of labor and predominan e
of the sto k-breeding, whi h be ame more moving after the hanging of limate
situation. It was supplemented by the agri ulture, hunting and shing. This type of
husbandry we an determine as the horizontal trans-humans.

5.

THE CATACOMB ETHNO-SOCIAL ORGANISM OF THE NORTHERN
PONTIC AREA

It is known, that mankind developing in the boards of the separate ommunities,
nations, ountries, states, et . The general existing as a total ombination of the
separate, individual, as the development of the di erent so ius. For it studying
Y. Semenov proposed to use a ategory "the so ial organism" | "SO" [Semenov
1966℄. SO is the separate so iety with the independent so ioe onomi and politi al
development, whi h oin ided with the ethni unities. Today it is an axiom that SO
is the base for the formation of ethnos [Kubbel 1988: 171℄.
For the transitional period from the primitive so iety to state all spe ialists paid
attention on the great signi an e of the so io-politi al and e onomi al relations,
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realized in SO [Bromley 1983: 34℄. For the transitional period to state the ethni
unity must oin ide with SO and have the form of the Ethno-So ial Organism |
ESO.
The spe ial investigation of the ethni stru ture of the Cata omb population
at the territory of Ukraine show existen e of two large ethni al groups, whi h were
losely onne ted one with another. They were: Western or Ingul and Eastern or
Donetsk ethni al massives. The third omponent of this system was the population
of the Yamnaya ulture. All it give us the possibility to voi e su h a hypothesis: the
unity of the Ingul burial ustom re e ted in the ideology of this population existen e
of the united ESO. Borders of the Ingul ESO were: at east | to Taganrog [Ilyukov,
Kazakova 1988℄, at north east | on the banks of Orel, at north | to the Kiev
region (but mainly at Kirovograd region), at west | on the Prut river, at south
| to the Azov and North Bla k Sea Littoral and the Crimea foothills [Kovalova
1983; Klo hko, Ry hkov 1989; Derga hev 1986℄. It were 700-750 km from west to
east and 300-350 km from north to south. Only the omplex ESO had possibility to
ontrol su h large areas.
The foundation of the every ESO onsists of three subsystems: e onomi al,
so io-politi al and ultural [Pavlenko 1989: 55℄. Be ause the last subsystem we have
as the ethni al unity we shall study the other two.
ESO is the transitional period to state formed the so io-e onomi enter and
agri ultural periphery. In enter on entrated administration with the ruler in on
head. The power be ame hereditary. In the nomadi or herdsmen so iety enter
were the headquarter of the ruler, administration | lose relatives and tribe members. All they be ame nobility. Power of the su h system based on the phenomenon
of the power-property, a ording to whi h rulers had right and possibility to manage
all the ommon sour es [Vasilyev 1982: 60-99℄. The interior stru ture of ESO based
on the family and tribal prin iples [Bunyatyan 1985: 21-43℄. Every subsystem had its
own so io-e onomi al system and onne ted with enter only by the none onomi al
methods. Besides the regions of mining the level of prosperity determined by the
dedu tions for enter, some part played the professional di eren es.
Redistribution as the way of onsuming appeared at the end of the primitive
period. In states of the An ient East, whi h appeared on the base of irrigation
this system rea hed the higher level of its development. But among the nomads
or farmers of the middle stret h this system had a small signi an e, be ause here
the ommon property on land oexisted with the individual work in sto k-breeding
whi h led to the privatization of attle and so ial di erentiation [Bunyatyan 1985℄.
Redistribution in the nomadi so ieties re eived the total hara ter only in the war
period or after the gathering of tribute or taxes from the dependent population.
The last was the stable sour e of the surplus produ t. At all ases it were after the
war and strengthened the war upper rust. The war fa tor of the state appearan e
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F i g . 24. Molo hansk temple, the rst period (re onstru tion).

F i g . 25. Molo hansk temple, the se ond period (re onstru tion).

played the large role in so ieties of the Frontier Asia and the Northern Ponti area
[Melikishvili 1985: 3-34℄.
The end of the primitivity was a ompanied by the appearan e of the rst
forms of the exploitation. The earliest form of it was interethni al, be ause the
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F i g . 26. Molo hansk temple, the third period (re onstru tion).

exploitation of the own tribe was banned by the religious notions. When one ethnos onquered another appeared the tribute relations [Khazanov 1979: 125-177℄.
Sometimes it led to establishing of the stri t estate- aste system. It was the singular
way of the state origin in onditions when the produ tion for es were undeveloped.
It was the way of the Cata omb so iety at the Northern Ponti area [Pustovalov
1991a: 104-122℄.
It turns out that the distribution of the so ial groups of Ingul and Donetsk
population is in de nite onne tion. On the Northern Ponti area at the more
late period was absent the nobility of the Donetsk (Eastern) population. At the
same time were Ingul nobility. It means that this two groups were in relations of
domination-subordination. The third omponent of this system was the population
of the Yamnaya ulture, whi h at the late period almost had not burials of the
nobility [Dovzhenko, Ry hkov 1988: 14-27℄.
Analysis of the ethnotypology showed availability of the other features of aste
systems and rules of transition from one aste to another [Pustovalov 1991a: 114-116℄. Su h features as the spe ial graves | multi-Cata omb hambers, olle tive
burials, ri h hild burials are the eviden e of the heredity of power in this so iety.
The main part of su h burials on entrated in the middle of the Molo hna river
region.
Here were the large temple [Pustovalov 1993: 23-34℄. It was the platform with
30000 m ubi apa ity of stone and ground, whi h used for a long period of time
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(Fig. 24-26). For our opinion Molo hansk temple was the main temple for the whole
Bla k Sea Littoral. This san tuary was the enter of the magni ent eremonies
whi h gathered many people. The purpose of this elebrations was to support the
ideologi al inviolable and divine hara ter of the birth of the ruler's power in the
Cata omb so iety.
Not far from the Molo hansk temple is situated the Stone Grave | san tuary
whi h was used in the Bronze Age and other periods. Its pla e of situation give us
the possibility to suppose that it was temple of the Eastern Cata omb and Yamnaya
ulture population.
The Molo hansk temple was situated on the dominated height, but the Stone
Tomb in the river valley. So the region of the Molo hna river was the so ial and
ult enter.
There are many burials of the well-to-do Ingul population near Molo hna.
There are twi e more burials with armament and enotaphs here. It is the eviden e
that this population supported their prosperity by the war a tions [Klo hko, Pustovalov 1992℄. This people took part in war a tions and were the pier of the ruling
lique | so they re eived some part of the war booty.
The burials of the gunsmiths and founders also on entrated near the Molohansk enter [Ne hytailo 1991℄. Con entration of raftsmen here is the eviden e
in favor of the united ESO.
In the some period Ingul tribes spread to east and north-east in Donetsk region
[Sanzharov 1991℄. A ording to our data this territory was dependent from the North
Bla k Sea Unity (burials of the Eastern population be ame poor). Su h interesting in
the new territories was onne ted with the opper and salt deposits. It is known that
bronze was the strategi produ tion for the early states. They organized expeditions
and waged wars for raw materials. We have any dire t eviden e that the mining
of the opper deposits in Donbass started at the Early Bronze Age. But many
burials of the founders were investigated in this region. In the Late Bronze Age
Donbass be ame the important enter of the bronze metallurgy and metalwork
[Berezanskaya, Kravets 1989: 156n.℄.
The higher level of prosperity in North Crimea and Sivash region based on
war a tions. Population of the Ingul region trained in mining. On the left bank
of Ingulets and on Saksagan were the diabase stone. This stone was used for
produ tion of the battle hammer-axes, whi h were dis overed on the whole Cata omb territory and abroad. As it supposed S. Berezanskaya and S. Lyashko here
was the enter whi h produ ed the stone armament [Berezanskaya, Lyashko 1989:
21-22℄. The Kriviy-Rog deposits of the o hre paint also were worked at this period.
Ar haeologi al materials of the Cata omb Unity and other sour es give us the
eviden e that on the territory of the North Bla k Sea Littoral reated the om-
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plex ESO | The North Bla k Sea Ethno-Politi al Unity (NBSEPU). One of the
reasons of it appearan e was the aridization of limate and ne essity of the hard
reglamentation of husbandry and so ial life. The hierar hy of the so ial enters appeared. Main among them was Molo hna enter, sub entres were near Ingul and
near Sivash. On the territory of the Molo hna enter (10-15 km) were the most
of Ingul higher nobility burials, the largest and ri hest graves, two largest temples
| Molo hansk and the Stone Grave. To south and north from the Molo hansk
enter were the enters of metalwork whi h worked for the Ingul nobility. Near
lived warriors of the di erent arm of the servi e | ar hers, spearmen, harioteers.
Army formed on the base of the ethni al division when the most prestige servi es
belonged to the Ingul warriors. Other formed from the Eastern and Yamnaya ulture population. With the development of war a tions this tradition was violated
[Klo hko, Pustovalov 1992: 139℄.
The further investigations will dis overy the new so ial enters. They may be in
Orel region and on Lower Dniester ( on entration of the multi- hamber burials).
But the most of the Cata omb graves on the periphery are the burials of the ordinary
population.
Our investigations give us the possibility to assert that in the Cata omb Unity
of the Northern Ponti area established the estate- aste system with the domination
of the Ingul population, whi h advan ed rulers, priests, warriors | all administration, religious and military leaders. This tribes had the supreme power over the
Eastern Cata omb and remains of the Yamnaya ulture population. The ethnial features a quired the so ial ontent. At the same time all the ethni al groups
had own omplex estate system. Religion and ustoms of the Ingul population beame popular and prestige among other groups. That is why the latest Yamnaya
ulture nobility on Molo hna had the features of the Ingul rulers [Rassamakin
1989: 82-84℄.
The large territory of the Cata omb NBSEPU indi ated the low level of the
produ tive for es. The existen e of Ingul nobility need large areas and sour es. This
areas ontrolled by the board population and professional warriors, or emergen y
volunteer orps if it was ne essary. On opinion of L.Kubbel professional warriors
ghted not only against the external enemies but the oppressed people [Kubbel
1987: 3-12℄, whi h was ne essary for the aste system. The aste system preserved
the features of all ethni groups whi h were in the Cata omb NBSEPU. That is why
all the integrational ethni pro esses still un nished, but the politi al unity have the
ommon features re e ted in the burial ustoms. That is why we an all (from the
ethnopoliti al point of view) all the abandoned by this population monuments "The
North Bla k Sea Littoral Cata omb ulture". From this ulture we an sele t the
Ingul, Eastern-Cata omb and Yamnaya ulture ethni al omponents with di erent
origin.
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Con lusion about the existen e of the
area settled many

omplex ESO in the Northern Ponti

ontradi tions and disparities in the investigation of the histori al

pro ess in this region and give possibility revise not only the so iologi al notions
about it from the point of view of the state origin, but the study and interpretation
of sour es.
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Vi tor I. Klo hko

THE METALLURGY OF THE PASTORAL SOCIETIES IN
THE LIGHT OF COPPER AND BRONZE PROCESSING IN
THE NORTHERN PONTIC STEPPE | FOREST-STEPPE
ZONE: 4500{2350 BC

Metallurgi produ tion is one of the most te hni ally omplex kinds of human
produ tive a tivities of early ages. Its development and fun tioning required a large
amount of te hni al and nature knowledge and skills. It involved spe ial requirements to the so ial stru ture and the level of development of an ient so ieties'
produ tive for es, while being a strong stimulus for their development. Te hni al
knowledge and skills ne essary for dealing with investigation and exploration of ore
materials; primary, for smelting metals from ores; obtaining arti ial alloys with
required features; bla ksmith's nishing of items, and foundry a ounted for high
degree of spe ialization and ould develop only if raftsmen were not involved in
any other kind of produ tive a tivities. Obviously, this only represented a trend,
whi h did not ause omplete isolation of artisans-metallurgists from so ial and
household olle tive work in ommunities they lived in and worked for.
On the early stage, in the Eneolithi and the Early Bronze Age, metallurgy
developed relatively slowly and unevenly. Metal items, espe ially tools, gradually
supplanted items made of stone and bone. In a number of regions, espe ially those
remote from an ient enters of ivilization, and possessing no ore supplies of their
own, metal items had remained rare for a long time, and their quantity depended
on intensive trade relations and the s ope of metallurgi produ tion of neighboring
peoples a ting as their trade partners. Pro esses of dissemination of knowledge in
metallurgy during an ient times were onsiderably in uen ed by rather low amounts
of natural opper ores, ompli ated te hnology of opper smelting, and spe i features of bla ksmith's opper nishing. During the Eneolithi and the Early Bronze
Age, East European peoples adopted metalwork skills in an almost ready form, as
a part of the ethno- ultural pro ess, from their neighbors | peoples of the Balkans and the Cau asus whi h stood on higher stage of development. Knowledge in
metallurgy ould only be spread by small groups of artisans who transferred their
knowledge to their pupils in the pro ess of immediate produ tive a tivity.
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Uneven ore supplies in di erent regions stimulated development of inter-tribe
relations and ex hange. Dissemination of the most advan ed te hni al knowledge
and skills also was an important ultural and integrative fa tor in development of
the human so iety. These fa ts allow to regard metallurgi al produ tion as one of
the most important and revealing kinds of human handi rafts in an ient times.

1.

RESEARCH PROBLEMS

Metallurgi al produ tion of the Eneolithi and the Early Bronze Age has been
in the spotlight of attention of ar haeologists for quite a long time; and the s ien e
has made substantial progress sin e then.
A.M. Tallgren [Tallgren 1926℄, a Finnish ar haeologist, ompiled the rst register of metal items and moulds dis overed on the territory of Eastern Europe.
Meanwhile, V.A. Gorodtsov [Gorodtsov 1928℄ referred a number of bronze items
found in the north of the Bla k Sea region to legendary Cimmerians, thus having
established e orts aimed at ultural asso iation and dating fortuitous nds of metal
items of the Bronze Age.
First e orts of ondu ting systemati resear h of an ient metallurgy with the
help of methods typi al for nature s ien es were made by a group led by V.V. Danilevski at the Institute of Histori Te hnology GAIMK in Leningrad (1933). However,
in 1935 this resear h work was interrupted by repressions. Only 12 years later A.
Yessen, one of very few resear hers who survived the repressions, addressed the
topi of metallurgy again. In his book [Yessen 1947℄ he analyzed prerequisites for
the Greek olonization, and sele ted metal items as examples to onsider a wide
range of issues onne ted with relations between the Northern Ponti region and
the Cau asus, the Balkans, and the Asia Minor during the Bronze Age. In that work,
hoards of bronze items were rst used as dire t pie es of eviden e of relations between the an ient people that lived on the territory of Ukraine with the Balkans (the
Sh hetkovo and the Kozorezovo hoards), and the Cau asus (the Beryslav hoard).
However, we believe that work ontained a number of erroneous provisions whi h
to a large extend de ned further development of resear h in the eld of an ient
metallurgy in Ukraine. Among them were theses about la k of lo al sour es of raw
materials, and imported hara ter of majority of metal items of the Northern Ponti
region. Taken for granted, and developed by further resear hers, those theses a ounted for the fa t that the Ukrainian territory was traditional regarded as a market
for metal goods manufa tured in neighboring regions. The role of lo al tribes was
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diminished to manufa turing, with the help of imported, "adopted" samples, of metal items of imported raw material (a ording to A. Yessen, from the Balkans and
the Cau asus; and then, in the opinion of E. Chernykh, from the Carpathians and
the Urals). A. Yessen was the rst to introdu e the notion of the " metalwork enter
of the Northern Bla k Sea region". By this notion, A. Yessen grouped metal items
of the Late Bronze Age, found on the territory of the Northern Ponti region and
undertook a omplex study with regard to their types, hronology, and, to a ertain
extend, te hnology. Later, E. Chernykh developed this notion.
Next years brought a ompletely new stage in the an ient metallurgy studies.
During that period nature s ien e methods | parti ularly that of spe tral analysis
| were rst applied to an ient metal items [Chernykh 1963℄. In the rst of his major
works, E. Chernykh used statisti results of spe tral analysis of a large number of
metal items used by tribes of the Tripolye, the Eneolithi Chapli emetery, as well as
the Yamnaya, the Cata omb, and the Middle Dnieper ultures. That work dealt with
the issues of sour es of raw materials, alloys, dire tions and hara teristi features
of metal and metal item imports in Eastern Europe in the 4th | 2nd millennia BC
[Chernykh 1966℄. Spe ial attention should be paid to a hypothesis about the origin
of the metal found in the Chapli emetery (the oldest steppe metal known by that
time) whi h was believed to have been brought from opper-bearing sandstone of
the Bakhmut hollow in the Donetsk region. Regretfully, later the Author gave up
this assumption. Some provisions of that resear h are still valid; some have been
developed and enlarged upon in further investigations ondu ted by E. Chernykh
himself and other resear hers.
In 1970 E. Chernykh began to re-orient from resear h work in the domain of
metallurgy and metalwork of parti ular ar haeologi al ultures [Chernykh 1970℄.
Advo ating singling out an ient metal as a subje t for independent resear h, he
ame to distinguishing between spe i "metalwork enters". He introdu ed the
notion of histori -metallurgi al subdivisions whi h he des ribed as "regions of similar metal produ tion and metalwork performed by professional raftsmen". A ording to E. Chernykh, those enters were always limited by hronologi al and
geographi al frameworks, and beard some steady hara teristi features: 1) a sele tion of ategories of types of items; 2) te hnologi al ways of produ tion; and
3) a ombination of hemi al and metallurgi al opper groups [Chernykh 1976:
167℄. Consequently, a notion of "metallurgi al zone" was suggested | a system
of related metallurgy and metalwork enters, also tting into ertain geographi al
and hronologi al frameworks | of a higher level of histori al and metallurgi al
division.
The approa h enabled the author, using maximum of fa ilities provided by
the spe tral analysis laboratory of the Institute of Ar haeology at the A ademy of
S ien e of the USSR, to analyze a great number of opper and bronze items, as well
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as single out general stages of development of metallurgi al produ tion in Eastern
Europe in 4500{2350 BC. However, that approa h featured a number of drawba ks.
Having limited himself to the statement that a enter represented an "ar haeologial ulture fa tion" [Chernykh 1976: 167℄, the author a tually eliminated for himself
the ne essity to determine ultural aÆliation of both individual metal items, and
often even of omplete metalwork enters. That trend appeared most obviously in
his later paper [Chernykh 1976℄. All of the Late Bronze Age metalwork enters
he distinguished in Ukraine were not related to spe i ar haeologi al ultures.
Having on ned himself to spe tral analyses and form-and-type graphs, using no
metallographi resear h and moulds, the author a tually negle ted issues of te hnology, time and pla e of produ tion, as well as ultural aÆliation of both individual
items, and types of items. Metallurgi al produ tion, investigated as abstra t groups
of metal and types of items, turned out to be a "thing in itself".
The results obtained in the ourse of that resear h are very diÆ ult to use in
on rete histori al investigation for hara terizing produ tion of individual peoples,
as well as for re onstru ting a general histori pro ess in Ukraine during the Late
Bronze Age.
Some methods of interpreting spe tral analyses results also arise obje tion.
Some te hniques are applied to study of both groups of metallurgi ally "pure" opper and arti ial alloys, without taking into onsideration mi ro-admixtures brought
in the ourse of fusion. The resear h does not in lude study of sour es of parti ular
alloy omponents and issues of origin and development of spe i alloy re ipes.
Hen e, sour es of raw materials for arti ial alloys are looked for in nature, resulting in laiming on existing of so- alled "Volga-Urals" and "Volga-Kama" metal
groups in Ukraine. Meanwhile, these "groups" a tually represent multi omponent
stibium-arsenious and stibium-arseni -Sn alloys. In other words, an alloy re ipe was
identi ed with the raw material sour e, regarded in a simpli ed manner, whi h
is evident in an example of imported Cau asian opper and arsenious bronze |
the oldest kind of arti ial alloys. Raw material sour es are traditionally looked
for outside the territory in question, Ukraine; ignoring geologi al resear h results
obtained by Ukrainian spe ialists. Notwithstanding the fa t that | a ording to
the author | the largest of determined Late Bronze Age metal groups on the
Ukrainian territory, the right-bank and the left-bank groups, have no de nite sour es of raw material, a on lusion was made about prevailing import of opper
to Ukraine about 2500 BC, leading to a statement about "metalwork", and not
"metallurgy".
The aforementioned is important not only for investigating an ient metallurgy
on the territory of Ukraine, but also be ause on lusions made by E. Chernykh are
rather often used by other resear hers as arguments for all kinds of "in uen es",
"borrowing", "imports", "invasions", and "expansions", that is, in the ourse of
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re onstru tion of histori pro esses. Highly generalized des ription of material, low
quality (or often la k of) pi tures did not allow readers to judge on the author's
ideas and, to a large extent, devaluated the great amount of fa ts olle ted by
E. Chernykh.
Ne essity of orrelating metalwork enters with ar haeologi al ultures and
onsidering metal items while hara terizing the Late Bronze Age ar haeologi al
ultures were stressed by V. Bo hkarev [Bo hkarev 1990℄.
Resear h ondu ted by E. Chernykh was substantially expanded and developed
by S. Korenevski in the eld of the Yamnaya and the Cata omb ultures [Korenevski
1974, 1976, 1978℄. Using the same methods as E. Chernykh, S. Korenevski did
not separate materials from ar haeologi al ultures. Having a omplished thorough
histori al analysis and investigated individual ategories of metal items (axes and
knives), the author ame to interesting on lusions about dynami s of dissemination
of Cau asian-type shapes of metal items in the steppe; the time of emergen e
of lo al produ tion, at rst after Cau asian models, and later a quiring spe i
steppe features. Also of interest are observations about the use of metallurgi ally
"pure" opper and arsenious bronzes by steppe metallurgists, di erent in sele tion
of mi ro-admixtures from the Cau asian alloys. One of the most an ient types of
metal so keted axes in Eastern Europe, the so- alled Banabyuk-type axes were
distinguished for the rst time [Korenevski 1974℄.
The resear h ondu ted by N. V. Ryndina an be regarded as an example of
su essful appli ation of nature s ien e te hniques. Using results of metallographi al and spe trum analyses, she re eived a broad and obje tive pi ture of metal
produ tion of the Tripolye ulture tribes [Ryndina 1971℄, as well as of metallurgy
and metalwork of the Corded Ware ulture of the Carpathian region, the Podolia
and the Volhynia [Ryndina 1980℄.
The Tripolye ulture is the most an ient of all presently known "metal-bearing"
ultures in the right-bank Ukraine. The resear h ondu ted by N. V. Ryndina proved that emerging of metal-pro essing skills in this omparatively developed state
was onne ted with dissemination of the Balkan-Danube Eneolithi ultures to this
territory | the Tripolye ulture being their Eastern ank | possessing by that time
a rather highly-developed metal-pro essing te hnologies. Although N. V. Ryndina
slightly overestimated the level of organization of produ tion in the early Tripolye,
and for that was riti ized by S. S. Berezanskaya [Berezanskaya 1980℄ who proved
it was inappropriate to speak about produ tion enters in the early Tripolye on
the basis of the materials available, the Tripolye ulture did play a unique role in
disseminating knowledge of metallurgy on the Ukrainian territory.
Resear h of metals of the Corded Ware ulture of the Carpathian Mountains,
the Podolia and the Volhynia ondu ted by N. V. Ryndina [Ryndina 1980℄ demonstrated a spe ial importan e of lo al opper ore deposits (primarily, the Velykiy
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Midsk in the Volhynia). This opper was used in major part of the investigated
material. Also of value are su h established fa ts as usage of high-quality Sn-bronze
of the CT-groups (Carpathian-Transilvanian, a ording to E.N. Chernykh, whi h he
distinguished on the basis of the Late Bronze Age materials of the south-western
part of the USSR). As long ago as a 2500 BC, foundry workers of the Corded
Ware ulture on the Ukrainian territory demonstrated omplete similarity of lo al
bla ksmith's te hniques with the Tripolye methods of metalwork, whi h suggested
relations with western metallurgy enters.
This olle tive study aims at distinguishing new stages of development of metallurgi al produ tion in Ukraine in the Eneolithi and the Bronze Age.
Presently there is a ertain dis repan y between the periodization a epted
in ar haeology and the periodization of the Early Metal Age on the territory of
the USSR suggested by E. N. Chernykh. With regard to the tasks of this resear h,
the periodization used here is based upon a s heme suggested by E. N. Chernykh
[Chernykh 1978b℄ who distinguished three major stages of development of an ient
metallurgy on the territory of the USSR.
Stage 1 | the Eneolithi . During that period, rst metal items appeared in
ultures of the Ukrainian South, and domesti metallurgi al and metalwork produ tion began. Chronologi ally, the rst stage is limited by a 4500{3150 BC. The
rst "metal-bearing" ultures in Ukraine in luded the Tripolye, monuments of the
se ond stage of the Dnieper-Donets ulture (the Nikolsk emetery) and the Novodanilovka-type monuments.
Stage 2, phase 1 | the Early Bronze Age. It was hara terized by emergen e of
the Cir umponti metallurgi al zone, wide spread of rst arti ial alloys, arsenious
bronzes, and foundry te hnique using ompound moulds. Dated a 3150-2750/2350
BC, it in luded the Usatovo, the So evka, the Yamnaya, and the Kemi-Oba ultures
and monument groups.
Stage 2, phase 2 | the Middle Bronze Age, hara terized, on one hand, by the
highest rise in produ tion, based on the Early Bronze te hniques and traditions, and,
on the other hand, by emergen e of new te hnologies whi h gained the lead during
the Late Bronze Age. It is dated a 2750/2350-1950 BC and in ludes the Corded
Ware ulture, the Cata omb ulture and the Mnogovalikova Pottery ulture.
Stage 3 | the Late Bronze Age. This was the period of preferable usage of
quality Sn-bronzes and a te hnique of forging a "blind" so ket into a highly-produ tive stone form. It is dated a 1950{1000/900 BC and in ludes the Otomani, the
Komarovo, the East Trz inie , the Srubnaya, the Sabatinovka, the Stanovo (Su iu-de-Sus), the Gava-Goligrady, the Vysotskaya, the Belogrudovo, the Bondarikha,
and the Belozerka ultures.
This study deals with only those ultures and monument groups whi h are
represented by the dis overed metal items and eviden e of metalwork.
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Sour es for investigating metallurgi al produ tion in lude individual nds of
metal items, hoards of metal items, tra es of metal produ tion in settlements: slags,
metal drops, bla ksmith's and ore-grinding instruments, moulds; the so- alled "smelting-houses" | large olle tions of stone moulds typi al for the Late Bronze Age;
burial interments of foundry artisans, an ient ore ex avation sites.
Probably, metal items are given major attention both in spe ial investigations
devoted to an ient metallurgy and metalwork in Ukraine, and in resear h works
devoted to ultures, monument groups, and individual omplexes. This is the best-investigated ategory of sour es.
The oldest hoard of metal items dis overed in Ukraine is the early Tripolye
Karbuna hoard, whi h onsists of 444 opper items [Sergeyev 1963℄. Hoards of the
Early Bronze Age in Ukraine are unknown; there are also several hoards dated
ba k to the Middle Bronze Age, in luding the Kiev [Movsha 1957℄, the Stublo
[Antoniewi z 1929℄, the Starobykovo, the Borodino [Krivtsova-Grakova 1949℄, the
Ulyanovka, and the Rybakovka hoards [Chernyakov 1985℄.
Tra es of metallurgi al produ tion in settlements are dis overed more rarely
and in lude slags, metal drops, di erent instruments onne ted with metallurgy and
metalwork, moulds, ru ibles, asting ladles, and smelting furna es. In our view,
rarity of those nds is a ounted for by spe i features of metallurgi al produ tion
whi h made it ne essary for produ tive omplexes to be drawn outside the settlement. This phenomenon is also onne ted with la k of appropriate sear hing te hniques and general low level of development of the Eneolithi and the Bronze Age
settlement ar haeology in Ukraine, as well as extremely limited investigated areas.
All burial interments of foundry raftsmen in the Ukrainian territory are dated
ba k to the Early and Middle Bronze Age. The oldest of them are those in the
Makeyevka tumulus [Kovaleva, Volkoboy 1977℄ and the Samara island [Kovaleva
1979℄. Majority of the burial interments belong to the Cata omb ulture, proving
both the omparatively high so ial status of metallurgists in the Cata omb so iety,
and relatively high level of development of foundry skills among the Cata omb
tribes.
Most of resear hers are unanimous in their opinion about the Ukrainian opper
ore resour es. A ording to E.N. Chernykh, the ore base of the Northern Ponti
region and the Azov Sea region is poor and limited to s ar e deposits of opper sandstones of the Donets basin [Chernykh 1976: 14℄. Resear h ondu ted by
S.I. Tatarinov dis overed a large number of ex avations dating ba k to the Late
Bronze Age in the Bakhmut hollow deposits, and found tra es of forging in immediate proximity to the ex avations, and huts of ore miners of the Srubnaya and
the Bondarikha ultures [Tatarinov 1977℄. Investigation done by S.S. Berezanskaya
in the domain of the Late Bronze Age settlements | and primarily of the Usovo
lake | allowed her to make a re onstru tion of ore ex avation and produ tion
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of bronze items by the Srubnaya ulture tribes of the Donets basin [Berezanskaya
1980, 1990℄.
Spe trum analyses of the Donets ores showed lose relationship to the so- alled "pure" opper group from monuments of the Yamnaya, the Cata omb and
the Kemi-Oba ultures [Chernykh 1976: 16℄. Although ases of exploration of the
Bakhmut hollow deposits of that period have not been dis overed yet, s ar e resear hed areas of ex avation, and probability that tra es of earlier ex avations ould
be eliminated by later open pits suggest their existen e.
As one of the major ore sour es for metallurgists of the Corded Ware ulture
of Western Ukraine, N.V. Ryndina points out to a opper deposit dis overed by
S. Malkowski in 1928{1930 near village Velykiy Midsk, the Sarny distri t of the Rivne
region [Ryndina 1980: 33℄. S. Malkowski's works ontains information about an ient
ex avations near Velykiy Midsk, represented by narrow orridor tren hes, in lling
masses of whi h he found drilled stone axes and an ient erami s [Malkowski 1931a,
1931b℄. Spe trum analyses results enabled N.V. Ryndina to speak about spe ial
role of Velykiy Midsk opper in total amount of metal of the Western Ukrainian
Corded Ware ulture. This opper a ounts for about two thirds of nds in luded
in olle tions of the Sub-Carpathian ulture and the Po hapy-type monuments, as
well as half of studied items of the Gorodsk-Zdolbitsa ulture [Ryndina 1980: 35℄.
It is unlikely that su h a small deposit ould provide for stable opper supply to
su h a large region for a relatively long time. However, the fa ts dis overed by
N.V. Ryndina are of great importan e, sin e they suggest that metallurgists of the
Corded Ware ulture largely used their own lo al metal (not ne essarily from Velykiy
Midsk, but also from many other similar deposits).
Sear h for opper supplies for an ient produ tion, ondu ted by E.N. Chernykh, was on entrated on major deposits whi h have preserved their industrial
value until now. However, interests of an ient ore miners most probably were different from interests and tasks of modern industrial omplexes. Thus, in an ient
Anatolia in the Early Bronze Age, small ore supplies, partly dis overed only during thorough investigation performed by experts in an ient metallurgy, were found
alongside with opper deposits [de Jesus 1978℄. Similar observations were made
by Y.S. Grishin on Kazakh materials. He stated that some minor deposits whi h
presently have no industrial value, appeared to be fully ex avated in an ient times
[Grishin 1980b: 49℄. Furthermore, during the oldest period, easy-to-noti e, easy-to
rea h, and easy-to-smelt ores were used rst. Those ores omprised the upper oxidized " ap" of opper ore deposits [Grishin 1980b: 38℄, whi h makes more diÆ ult
both to nd these deposits in the ourse of modern geologi al resear h, and to
sear h for an ient sour es of raw material.
As appears from the fore ast evaluation of the territory of Ukraine done by
geologists, the region is rather ri h in small deposits and ore displays, as well as
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in several large industrial deposits [Metallogenia 1974℄. Although the Ukrainian
territory is equal to Anatolia in amounts of ri h opper ores, very few spe ialized
studies of an ient ex avations have been ondu ted in Ukraine. S ar e resear h in
this eld presently allows only to mark suspe ted sour es of individual Bronze Age
ultures in Ukraine, with the hope that in future the ountry will be able to allo ate
ne essary funds and nd s ientists to provide for an adequate level of resear h
of the issue. A ording to available geologi al resear h results, Ukrainian territory
annot be onsidered poor in arsenium and tin | ores whi h were used in an ient
times for obtaining arti ial alloys. These ores were dis overed in the Donets basin,
in the Azov Sea region, the Dnieper basin, the Bug basin, the Volhynia, and the
Carpathians [Metallogenia 1974℄. Vitruvius Pollion, a Roman author (I entury BC)
wrote that a "Sandraka" mineral had been ex avated in many pla es, but the best
deposits were found at the Pont, in the vi inity of the Gipanisa river [Latyshev 1949:
213℄. "Sandraka" means realgar or sulphurous arsenium.

2.

METALLURGICAL PRODUCTION OF ENEOLITHIC TRIBES

The oldest metal items in Ukraine are dated ba k to the Eneolithi , a 4500 BC.
In the Carpathian area, the Prut basin, and the Dniester basin rst series of
metal nds belong to monuments of stages A and B of the Tripolye ulture. Due
these nds, E.N. Chernykh distinguished the early Tripolye metalwork enter, whi h
he regarded as the farthest eastern site in the system of the Eneolithi Balkan-Carpathian metallurgi al zone, whi h in its turn had been formed under the original
impulse from the Asia Minor [Chernykh 1978b: 58-59℄.
As proved by the resear h performed by N.V. Ryndina, the oldest in Eastern
Europe Tripolye metalwork produ tion went a long way in its development, traditionally divided into several stages orresponding with the Tripolye periodization
worked out by T.S. Passek [Ryndina 1971℄.

2.1.

EARLY AND MIDDLE TRIPOLYE

The Tripolye A. This period is represented mainly by opper de orations: beads,
pipe-shaped beads, bra elets, lothes pendants, and amulets. Metal tools are rare;
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F i g . 1. Metal arti les of the Tripolye

ulture (after N.V. Ryndina). 1 | Tripolye A, 2 | Tripolye B.
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they in lude awls, shing hooks, single nds of axes and hisels (Fig. 1: 1). During
that period metals underwent only bla ksmith's work. As shown by metallographi
studies performed by N.V. Ryndina, the Tripolye bla ksmiths had perfe tly mastered
su h operations as drawing, laminating, bending, utting, pressing, perforating, sewing, welding, turning, grinding, polishing, hot and old smithery with intermediate
heating and annealing pro edures [Ryndina 1971: 136-137℄. Manufa tured things
di er from those produ ed by Balkan artisans both in te hnology and type.
Stru tural analysis of hemi al and metallurgi al features of the Balkan metal
olle tions, done by E.N. Chernykh, dis overed rather lose relation of the Tripolye metal (the Karbuna hoard and other Tripolye A and B monuments) to the
Gumelnita enter. A ording to the author, the Early Tripolye bla ksmiths and foundry workers obtained metal mainly from Bulgarian sour es [Chernykh 1978b:
88℄.
Con lusions made by N.V. Ryndina were questioned by S.S. Berezanskaya who
stated that the majority of metal items were re eived by the Tripolye people as
ready-made goods by means of ex hange [Berezanskaya 1980: 245℄. However, new
investigations of the Gumenita material by N.V. Ryndina on rmed her preliminary observations of spe i features in the te hnique used by the early Tripolye
artisans, and of its ar hai hara ter ompared to the Gumelnita ulture [Ryndina,
Orlovskaya 1978: 298℄.
During that period, new metal tools appeared, in luding at
axes, axe-hammers, new types of ornaments | pins, temple rings, nger-rings, and
round-wire rings. Some kinds of goods known from the early Tripolye remained:
awls, shing hooks, bra elets, beads, pipe-shaped beads (Fig. 1: 2).
As earlier, the majority of items were manufa tured by lo al raftsmen. Only
axe-hammers of the "Vydra" type an be regarded as imported [Ryndina 1971: 137℄.
A ording to N.V. Ryndina's observations, at that stage the Tripolye metallurgi al produ tion ontinued bla ksmith's traditions of the previous period and
mastered new te hniques: gure smithery in spe ial anvils and moulding | rst
to open moulds, and later also to folding moulds. Also, strengthening riveting of
working tool heads was introdu ed. Tra es of produ tion of that period were dis overed in Khabaneshti, Polivanov Yar, Novi Ruseshty, and Ariusht settlements
[Ryndina 1971: 137-138℄. No moulds of that period have been found yet, and assumptions about how they were used and what their pe uliar features were are
based on N.V. Ryndina's observations of some items' surfa es and typi al metal
stru ture. Those moulds were made of lay; open, two-fold or three-fold moulds
with implanted for obtaining so kets were found [Ryndina, Orlovskaya 1978: 296℄.
Hen e, a ording to ontemporary views, metallurgi al knowledge appeared on
the Ukrainian territory in ready and relatively developed form, and was brought by
the Balkan migrants who had reated the Tripolye ulture.
The Tripolye B.
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In N.V. Ryndina's view, "the early-Tripolye items were made of imported metal
within a produ tion region with ommon te hni al traditions, la king in its own
resour e base" [Ryndina 1971: 89℄. This opinion is based on an assumption that the
Dniester basin opper sandstones ontained low per entage of opper and no native
opper. Moreover, this is reportedly proved by spe trum analyses results whi h show
relation of the Tripolye opper to the metal of the Karanovo IV | Gumelnita enter
in Southern Bulgaria [Chernykh 1978b: 59℄. However, in this ase | as well as in all
other e orts to interpret spe trum analyses results in order to dis over ore sour es
| we an speak about statisti al relation, and not about identity. Furthermore, only
major deposits known to the author were onsidered as possible ex avation enters.
Without arguing against the possibility of metal import from the Balkans by
the Tripolye tribes, it should be noted that the argument about la k of opper in the
river Dniester basin was refuted by a re ent dis overy of a major opper sandstone
deposit ontaining high per entage of opper, in luding nature opper [Khrush hev,
Galitski 1983℄. No tra es prehistori ex avations in that pla e have been found yet,
sin e there has been no resear h organized.

2.2.

METALLURGY OF THE ENEOLITHIC STEPPE POPULATION

Less profound resear h of this period has been done so far. The earliest steppe
metal items were found in the Nikolsk emetery of the Dnieper-Donets ulture.
Those were primitive hammered things: a ring (Fig. 2: 1), opper ylinder pipe-shaped beads and a golden pendant made of a thin plate [Telegin 1985a: 160℄.
D.Y. Telegin syn hronizes the II stage of the Dnieper-Donets ulture (to whi h
the Nikolsk emetery also belongs) with the early-to-middle Tripolye period [Telegin
1985a: 170℄. Maximum simpli ity of forms and te hniques of these items make it
more diÆ ult to answer the question of their origin; if those were imported items
obtained from the Tripolye raftsmen, the latter should not have been proud of
their quality, as by that time a mu h higher te hni al level had been a hieved. Most
probably, those were the rst pie es of eviden e of the Northern Ponti steppe tribes'
a quaintan e with the Balkan metallurgi al traditions resulting from onta ts with
the Tripolye tribes.
The Novodanilovka-type emeteries are dated ba k to the 2nd half of 5th
millennium BC [Telegin 1985b: 311-320℄, and represent the rst "metal-bearing"
steppe monument group, whi h provided a relatively large number of metal items.
Among them were string opper bra elets (the Mariupol, the Petro-Svistunovo, the
Novodanilovka, and the Chapli emeteries). All in all, eleven bra elets were found.
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F i g . 2. 1 | the Nikolsk emetery; 2 | the Novodanilovka-type monuments (after D.Y. Telegin); 3 |
the Tsviklovtsi hoard; 4 | the So evka-type monuments (after E.N. Chernykh); 5 | the Usatovo-type
monuments (after E.N. Chernykh).
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Nine of them were made of a round metal bar, wound in 1,5-4 rounds. Some of
the bra elets had thi kened ends. One bra elet was made of a re tangular bar (the
Chapli emetery). Rounded barna le-type onvexo- on ave pendants were found
in the Chapli emetery and in a ruined burial interment near village Vepryk in the
Poltava region. Also found were small ring-like pipe-shaped beads, long pipe-shaped
beads rolled of sheet opper, bent rampon-shaped plates used for de orating a
head-dress [Telegin 1985b: 316℄ (Fig. 2: 2).
D.Y. Telegin points out to la k of known dire t analogies to the whole omplex
of opper de orations of the Novodanilovka monuments in the Tripolye. Although
string bra elets, opper pipe-shaped beads and ring-shaped pendants are rather
ommon in the Tripolye omplexes, barna le-shaped de orations, made of gold,
were found only in the Varna ne ropolis, while a number of items in this ne ropolis
are unique [Telegin 1985b: 316-317℄, and most probably, they suggest early stages of
lo al produ tion formed under the in uen e of the Tripolye and dire tly the Balkan
metallurgi al traditions. E.N. Chernykh mentioned the same phenomenon, while
stressing that, in his view, all items found in the Novodanilovka (the Middle Dnieper
or the Dnieper-Donets, a ording to E.N. Chernykh) monuments, pra ti ally always
were identi al to the Early-Tripolye nds both in their hemi al omposition, and
in types of some de orations, whi h suggested the in uen e of the Tripolye raft on
development of metalwork among their steppe neighbors [Chernykh 1978b: 59℄.
An interesting idea was expressed by V. Zbenovi h, who supposed that people
of the Sredny Stog ulture (meaning the aforementioned Novodanilovka monuments
des ribed by D.Y. Telegin) not only organized lo al produ tion of opper goods of
the metal obtained from the Tripolye tribes, but also disseminated it further east,
up to the forest-and-steppe zone of the river Volga basin [Zbenovi h 1985: 7℄.
In our opinion, the issue of origin of the Novodanilovka metal appears rather questionable. In 1966, E.N. Chernykh de ned the Chapli emetery metal as
opper originating from the Bakhmut opper ore deposit lo ated in the Donets
river basin [Chernykh 1966: 67℄. Later on, after re eiving samples of the Bakhmut
ore, he gave up this analogy [Chernykh 1976: 15-16℄, and on ned himself to the
statement that "s ar e opper found in these (Novodanilovka-type) monuments is
almost always identi al to the Early-Tripolye metal both in its hemi al omposition
and types of some de orations [Chernykh 1978a: 59℄, whi h probably should mean
unquestionable proof for the Balkan origin of this metal".
In the area o upied by the Novodanilovka-type monuments, there are some
more possible opper sour es besides the Bakhmut deposit: the metallogeni region
of the river Dnieper basin, in luding possible territories of the Alexandrovsk, the
Vysokopolie, the Verkhovtsevo-Chertomlyk, the Sura, the Konka-Belozerka, and the
Pokrovsk-Devladovo subzones; and the Azov Sea metallogeni region [Metallogenia
1974: 490-492℄.
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2.3.

CONCLUSIONS

Hen e, presently available materials allow to make the following on lusions:
opper metallurgy appeared on the territory of Ukraine in a ready, relatively developed form about 4500 BC, and was brought by the Tripolye tribes; the Balkans
were the sour e region for this movement.

3.

METALLURGICAL PRODUCTION IN THE EARLY BRONZE AGE

The Early Bronze Age lasted from the end of 4th millennium BC to the beginning of 2nd half of 3rd millennium BC and in luded the late Tripolye, the Yamnaya
and the Kemi-Oba ultures.

3.1.

THE LATE TRIPOLYE

The late Tripolye is presently divided into a number of lo al groups: the Koshilovtsy, the Tomashevka, the Zhvanets; monuments of the Kolomyish hyna, the
Chapayevka, the Lukashi, the So evka, the Gorodsk-Kasperovka, and the Usatovo
types [Movsha 1985a: 226℄.
Relatively large series of nds belong to only two groups: the Sophievka and the
Usatovo; spe ial studies in luded only these monument groups. A ording to those
materials, E.N.Chernykh distinguished the Sophievka and the Usatovo metalwork
enters [Chernykh 1978a: 64-65℄.
The So evka lo al group of the late Tripolye o urred on the territory of the left- and right-banks of the Middle Dnieper basin. Most of metal items were found in emeteries: awls, at axes, hat hets, long leaf-shaped hafted and haftless knives (So evka), diamond-shaped darts, long subtriangular-shaped daggers with triangular handles with holes or inlays for rivets (Krasniy Khutor), lamellar bra elets with sharpened ends, ylinder pipe-shaped beads, interlo king rings (Fig. 2: 4) [Movsha 1985a:
248℄. So evka artisans ontinued to use the full range of the earlier Tripolye bla ksmith's methods, developed some of them, for instan e, lamination and utting, and
widely used the te hnique of asting into folding moulds [Ryndina 1971: 138-139℄.
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So evka artisans used arti ial alloys | arsenious bronzes | rarely; items
made of metallurgi ally "pure" opper prevailed. E.N. Chernykh onne ted its origin
to some "presently unde ned region of the Balkan-Carpathians" [Chernykh 1970:
26℄. Meanwhile, opper sandstones of the deposits lying in the Skvyra metallogeni
area of the Ukrainian Crystalline Shield an be onsidered as an alternative sour e
[Metallogenia 1974: 488℄.
The Usatovo lo al group (ar haeologi al ulture?) o upied the steppe zone
of the north-western Ponti region, from the Lower Danube to the Southern Bug
river. In the Usatovo settlement, a erami ru ible was found; 67 metal items
in luding at axes, hisels, knives, awl, 14 daggers, spiral temple rings and pipe-shaped beads were dis overed in the graves. Nine metal items were found in Mayaki;
bone-handled daggers were found in the barrows near village Nerushay and village
Ogorodnoye [Movsha 1985a: 251℄ (Fig. 2: 5).
Having a omplished metallographi testing of the Tripolye metal, L.V. Konkova observed at least three te hnologi al traditions o urring in the group. One of
them is obviously related to the general tenden y of development of the Tripolye
metalwork and new methods of bla ksmith's pro essing used in the early Tripolye items. This group of items also in ludes at axes used as wedges, awls, beads,
pendants, et .
The se ond group bears eviden e of ertain te hni al re ession ompared to
the developed Tripolye metalwork skills, and probably is onne ted with a tivities
of steppe raftsmen. Main forms of metal items, new for the Tripolye, in lude large
hisels with four-fa et Cau asian-type heads, and handled daggers.
Big Usatovo daggers omprise the third group of items whi h are totally different in their te hnologi al hara teristi s ( ast in a folding mould of high-quality
As-bronze, arsenium surfa e plating) from other Usatovo items and were imported
from Anatolia [Konkova 1979: 176℄.
In Usatovo, although a variety of bla ksmith's methods worked out during the
previous period, remained, goods made of the oldest arti ial alloys, As-bronzes,
be ame widely spread, rst items made of Sn-bronze appeared, and the te hnique
of asting into various folding moulds be ame ommon on the Ukrainian territory
for the rst time. No moulds have been found so far in the Usatovo monuments,
and ideas of their usage and onstru tion have been obtained of the basis of metallographi analyses.
The Gorodsk-Kasperovka group metalwork is represented by the Tsviklovtsi hoard in luding 68 metal items: 2 bra elets, 31 pipe-shaped beads, and 35 regular
beads (Fig. 2: 3) [Movsha 1985a: 239℄, made in a traditional Tripolye bla ksmith's
te hnique of "pure" opper and arsenious bronze [Ryndina 1971: 139-140℄.
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3.2.

STEPPE TRIBES

Metalwork of steppe tribes of the Early Bronze Age is studied to a less degree
than the Tripolye metalwork.
An assumption that the Novodanilovka metallurgi al traditions ontinued in
the steppe, is supported by moulds for asting axes found in post-Mariupol graves
of foundry workers near village Velyka Makeyevka, the Dnepropetrovsk region, barrow group XII, barrow 2, burial interment 10 [Kovaleva et al. 1977: 20-22, Tables
XV, XVI/, as well as the Samara island near Sokolovo, Novomoskovsk distri t of the
Dnepropetrovsk region, tumulus 1, burial interment 6 [Kovaleva 1979: 64, Fig.6℄.
These are the most an ient burial interments of foundry raftsmen on the East European territory. The moulds dis overed there were analogous to the most an ient
of presently known axe moulds found in the Kura-Arax monuments of the Cau asus
[Martirosyan 1964: 25-28, Fig. 1: 3; Kushnareva, Chubinishvili 1970: Fig. 40: 4, 5,
9; Mun hayev 1975: Fig.30, 4-6℄, and in the Ezero and Nova Zagora Early Bronze
settlements (Bulgaria) [Chernykh 1978a: Table 20: 6-8; 21: 10℄. Su h moulds were
used for asting a series of axes found in the Middle Dnieper region (the so- alled
"Banabyuk" axes) [Korenevski 1974: 27℄. Similar axes were found near villages: Grehaniki (the Poltava region), Grishintsi (the Kanev distri t), Gnidino (the Poltava
region) [Korenevski 1974: Fig. 9: 5, 10℄, Zvenigorodka (the Cherkassy region; Fig.
3: 1-5). The only tested axe from this series of nds was made of metallurgi ally
"pure" opper (Gre haniki).
Moulds found in the foundry workers' graves near Velyka Makeyevka and Sokolovo point out to lo al produ tion of su h axes (whi h are suggested further to
be referred to as 'Sokolovo-type axes'). The nearest ore base for su h produ tion
(judging from lo ations of the mould nds) ould be deposits and ore displays of
the Dnieper metallogeni area and, rst of all, the Orekhovo-Pavlograd zone [Metallogenia 1974: 490-491℄.
Later, during the early Yamnaya period, a new produ tion was developed whi h
provided some Maykop-type versions of Cau asian axes and Group 1 and Group 4
knives [Korenevski 1978℄. Metal omposition, di erent from the Cau asian, as well
as some di eren es in forms of items allow to speak about some steppe metallurgy
of that period. However, la k of eviden e is an argument against aÆliating this type
of metalwork with the Yamnaya tribes.
The Kemi-Oba metalwork is more re ognized. The Kemi-Oba ulture o upied
the steppe Crimea and Lower Dnieper regions. Most of resear hers tend to distinguish a ertain spe ial role played by Cau asian tribes in forming this ulture [Sh hepinski 1985: 331-336℄. Metal arti les of this ulture are represented by awls, tangled
knives, hat hets, hisels, an axe, and a "fork" (Dolynka) [Sh hepinski 1985: 335℄
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F i g . 3. Moulds and axes from the Dnieper basin (the Sokolovo type). 1 | a mould, a asting ladle and
a re onstru tion of an axe from the grave near Velyka Makeyevka; 2 | a mould and a re onstru tion
of an axe from the grave near Sokolovo; 3 | Zvenigrodka; 4 | Gre haniki; 5 | Gnidino.
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F i g . 4. 1 | the Kemi-Oba

ulture; 2 | the Mikhailovka settlement; 3 |

ladles from the Cata omb graves found near Lugansk and Mala Ternovka.

asting moulds, nozzles and
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(Fig. 4: 1). Although all these items bear onsiderable resemblan e to those of the
North Cau asus (the Novosvobodnaya samples), a substantial number of tools manufa tured of metallurgi ally "pure" opper of a non-Cau asian origin suggest existen e of lo al | and rather developed | produ tion, whi h E.N. Chernykh believed possible to single out as an independent metalwork enter [Chernykh 1978b: 63℄.
The Kemi-Oba foundry workers probably re eived their arsenious bronzes from
the Cau asus. As probable sour es of "pure" opper, E.N. Chernykh suggested
opper sandstones of the river Donets basin [Chernykh 1978b: 64℄. Judging from the
territory overed by the Kemi-Oba monuments, these sour es also might have been
deposits and ore displays of the Kryvoy Rog-Kremen hug zone of the Ukrainian
Crystalline Shield [Metallogenia 1974: 489℄.

3.3.

CONCLUSIONS

Hen e, during the Early Bronze Age, two "spheres of in uen e" of two major ontemporary metallurgi al areas, the Cau asus and the Balkan-Carpathians,
be ame established on the Ukrainian territory [Chernykh 1978a: 279℄. The late
Tripolye tribes ontinued to use many of Eneolithi bla ksmith's traditions and
mastered new te hniques in luding omplex asting into ompound moulds and arti ial alloys. Although having established lo al produ tion, the steppe metallurgists
ontinued to use and develop Cau asian traditions.
Up to the most re ent times, opinions about the role of Cau asian metallurgy
and its impa t on the northern regions di ered onsiderably from the present view
[Chernykh 1966, 1978 a℄, and were understood as export of ready-made goods from
the Cau asus to the steppe and further north. Latest investigations of the steppe
metal by S.N. Korenevski [Korenevski 1974, 1976, 1978℄ and the Balkan metal by
E.N. Chernykh [Chernykh 1978b℄ determined that imports were not the major fa tor
in dissemination of the Early Bronze Age metallurgy and metalwork skills on the
territory of Ukraine. Prin ipally important was spread of spe ial knowledge, most
probably, by groups of professional metallurgists and bla ksmiths.
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4.

METALLURGICAL PRODUCTION OF THE MIDDLE BRONZE AGE

The Middle Bronze Age, dated a 3150{1950 BC in luded ultures of the
Cata omb histori and ultural area, the Corded Ware ultural-and-histori entity,
and the Mnogovalikova Pottery ulture.
Earlier part of this period is hara terized by the highest rise in produ tion
based on the Early Bronze te hnologi al methods and traditions. By the end of
this period, new te hniques had been developed whi h gained the leading position
during the Late Bronze Age.

4.1.

CORDED WARE CULTURE

The pla e of the Tripolye on the map of Ukraine was taken by the Corded Ware
ulture. Studies of metal arti les of the Carpathian region, the Gorodsk-Zdolbitsa
and the Strzy»ów ultures of the Ukrainian Carpathian region, the Podolia, and
the Volhynia allowed to obtain a vivid impression about the produ tion, whi h the
author suggested to regard as an individual metallurgi al enter overing all of the
aforementioned ultures [Ryndina 1980℄.
A representative series of metal arti les, found in monuments of the Corded Ware ulture of the Western Ukraine and studied by N.V. Ryndina, in ludes
the following items: round bar torques, round wire narrow-ended bra elets, spiral
ear-rings, willow leaf-shaped temple rings, lamellar nger-rings, spe ta les-shaped
pendants, spiral pipe-shaped beads, a lan et-shaped arrow-head, wedge-shaped axes
with edged side fa ets, daggers with leaf-like blades and holes for fastening handles
to their semi-oval blade bases; a bitless shing hook (Fig. 5: 1). Prevailing in this
group were de orations ommon for the All-European Corded Ware ulture lass
and syn hronous Carpathian ultures.
Spe trum-analyti al resear h showed that lo al artisans used Sn-bronzes, as well
as metallurgi ally "pure" opper and As-bronzes. Metallographi investigations dis overed that while having preserved the Tripolye bla ksmith's skills of pro essing
metallurgi ally "pure" opper and arsenious bronzes, the Corded Ware ulture artisans developed a high-te h ulture of Sn-bronze bla ksmith's pro essing. Sn-bronze
represented a new kind of arti ial alloys and demonstrated emergen e of the advan ed metallurgi al traditions that would gain the lead during the next epo h, in
the Late Bronze Age [Ryndina 1980℄.
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F i g . 5. 1 | Corded Ware ulture of the Carpathians, the Podolia and the Volhynia (after N.V. Ryndina);
2 | the Middle Dnieper

ulture (after I.I. Artemenko); 3 | the Kiev hoard.
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As one of ore sour es of this metallurgi al enter, N.V. Ryndina spe i ed a
opper deposit found near Velykiy Midsk of the Sarny distri t, the Rivne region
[Ryndina 1980: 33℄. Probably, this produ tion ould have other ore sour es besides
the Carpathian reserves and the Midsk deposit mentioned by N.V. Ryndina: other
deposits of the Carpathian metallogeni zone, also able to supply arsenium, as
well as deposits and ore displays of the Volhynia-Podolia metallogeni zone. In
parti ular, this on erned a re ently dis overed Ukraine's largest opper ore deposit
[Khrush hev, Galitski 1983℄, and deposits of the Volhynia (in luding Velykiy Midsk)
and the Podolia metallogeni zones of the Ukrainian Crystalline Shield (the Podolia
zone ould also be a sour e of tin) [Metallogenia 1974: 481, 482, 486-487℄.
A large number of metal arti les were dis overed in the Middle Dnieper Corded Ware ulture. Those were awls (Khodosovi hi, Strelitsa), knives (Khodosovihi, Strelitsa), a "Kolontayevka"-type axe, another axe imitating boat-shaped stone
axes; an axe made of arsenious bronze (Khodosovi hi), temple rings (Dolinka, Khodosovi hi, Proletariat), diadems, torques, bra elets, pipe-shaped beads (Strelitsa),
so keted spear-heads (Strelitsa, Khodosovi hi), a round pendant with an aperture
in the middle (Ivakhny) [Artemenko 1985: 367-368℄ (Fig. 5: 2). Most of the items
were made of arsenious bronze or metallurgi ally "pure" opper; two arti les | a
knife and a bra elet | were made of Sn-bronze [Artemenko 1985: 368℄. A hoard of
opper (?) de orations found in Kiev also belongs to the Middle Dnieper ulture. It
in luded a diadem, a moon-shaped pendant and three willow leaf-like temple rings
[Movsha 1957℄ (Fig. 5: 3).
Probably, a hoard found in Starobykovo of the Chernigiv region, erroneously
lassed among eviden e of the Srubnaya ulture [Chernykh 1976; Les ov 1981℄,
belongs to the Middle Bronze Age (Fig. 6: 1). The knife and the hat het found
there were identi al to analogous Middle Bronze Age implements found in Bulgaria. Daggers (N-6-type knives), analogous to the Starobykovo dagger, were found in Ezero, Yambol, the Berekety ne ropolis [Chernykh 1978b: Tables 29, 6-9℄.
Hat hets (TD-32-type hat hets- hisels), very similar to the Starobykovo ones were
found in Beloslav, and in the Emenska Peshtera hoard [Chernykh 1978b: Tables
27, 4, 5℄. Similarities to the Starobykovo si kles are unknown; they are the most
an ient metal si kles dis overed on the territory of Ukraine up to the present. The
metal omposition of the hoard, metallurgi ally "pure" opper, is rather losely
related to analogous metal group of the Middle Dnieper ulture. Presen e of 1%
of opper in one of the si kles is not unusual for the Corded Ware ulture metal
implements.
A series of a idental nds of hammered luggless elts (type K-2, a ording
to E.N. Chernykh) on the right-side Middle Dnieper region an be onditionally
lassed as belonging to the Middle Bronze Age. Part of them were made of Sn-bronze, while others were made of "pure" opper (Fig. 6: 2).
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F i g . 6. 1 | the Starobykovo hoard; 2 | hammered
Mnogovalikova Pottery

elts from the Middle Dnieper basin; 3 | the

ulture; 4 | the Borodino hoard.
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Deposits of the Skvyra metallogeni zone of the Ukrainian Crystalline Shield
an be regarded as probable sour es of ore for the Middle Dnieper ulture [Metallogenia 1974: 488℄.
So keted spear-heads alongside with the use of Sn-bronzes are an innovation
of the Corded Ware metallurgists. Spear-heads from the Strelitsa and the Khodosovi hi emeteries are the most an ient ast so keted spear-heads ever dis overed in
Europe. A ording to E.N. Chernykh, asting implements with a so- alled "blind"
so ket, together with prevailing use of Sn-bronzes, are hara teristi features of a
new stage in the development of metallurgy in Europe, the Late Bronze Age. In
Eastern Europe, these te hnologi al pe uliarities were rst manifested in metallurgy of the Corded Ware tribes in Ukraine, during the Middle Bronze Age. Most
 eti e ulture metallurgy.
probably, they appeared under the in uen e of the Un

4.2.

CATACOMB CULTURE

During the Middle Bronze Age, the Yamnaya histori - ultural entity was substituted by the Cata omb histori - ultural entity whi h o upied vast territories of
the steppe and forest-steppe zones of the North-Ponti region, stret hing from the
Volga river and the Cau asus foothills to the Lower Danube [Brat henko, Shaposhnikova 1985℄.
E.N. Chernykh suggested that the Cata omb produ tion should have been onsidered as a "rather powerful" metalwork enter [Chernykh 1978b: 67℄.
Singling out of the Cata omb histori - ultural entity [Brat henko, Shaposhnikova 1985℄ urged for a new approa h to the distinguished metalwork enter and
re onsidering of its relations with individual ultures of the Cata omb histori - ultural entity. A.L. Ne hytailo suggested uniting three metalwork enters | the Donetsk, the Azov-Crimean and the Lower Dnieper | within a framework of a single
Cata omb metalwork enter [Ne hytailo 1988℄. However, a detailed des ription of
these enters has not been ompiled yet, and resear hers have to on ne themselves to general lassi ations by ultures and separate ategories of metal arti les.
Among the Cata omb ultures spread on the Ukrainian territory, the Donets, the
Dnieper-Azov, and the Ingul ultures have been studied to the best extent.
The Donets Cata omb
ulture. The bulk of metal items found in burial interments of this ulture onsists of knives and four-fa et bars (awls). Most of the
knives have long leaf-shaped or pentagonal blades (widened in the upper part).
Fewer are knives with wide triangular or leaf-shaped blades. During the late period, knives with abruptly widened ame-shaped upper part, often with a rest at
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F i g . 7. 1 | the Donetsk Cata omb ulture; 2 | the Ingul Cata omb ulture (after S.N. Brat henko).
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the blade's base, be ame more ommon. Short wedge-shaped hat hets, hannelled
hisels, narrow hisels, forks-hooks, so keted axes distinguished themselves among
other bronze implements. Axe shapes also an be judged about by moulds found
in burial interments of foundry workers. Up to now, about ten su h graves have
been dis overed in this ulture [Ne hytailo 1988℄. The most numerous groups of
de orations in lude 1,5-2-turned bronze temple rings, spirals, rings, barrel-shaped
and bi oni al beads, various pendants, lugged medallions. Also, there were silver
beads, rings and bronze sta -like pins [Brat henko, Shaposhnikova 1985: 411℄ (Fig.
7: 1).
The Dnieper-Azov Cata omb ulture. Metal artifa ts are rare in graves of this
ulture. Among them are knives, bars (awls), bronze temple rings and pendants
[Brat henko, Shaposhnikova 1985: 415℄. It is also ne essary to mention numerous
"Kostroma-type" and "Kolontayevka-type" bronze axes found a identally in the
Lower Dnieper region [Korenevski 1976℄. Burial interments of foundry artisans of
this ulture point out to existen e of a lo al metalwork enter [Ne hytailo 1988℄
(Fig. 4: 3).
The Ingul ulture. Metal arti les are very rare in burial interments of this ulture.
Among them are several double-edged knives, a single-edged knife, bars (awls).
De orations in lude a pendant nished with a spiral ornament, and disk-shaped
lugged medallions [Brat henko, Shaposhnikova 1985: 417℄ (Fig. 7: 2).
Materials of other groups of the Cata omb monuments have not been systemized yet and ould not be used in this paper.
Most of resear hers in the domain of the Cata omb ulture based their assumptions on on lusions drawn by E.N. Chernykh [Chernykh 1966℄. Their gist is
the following: the bulk of metal arti les found in the Cata omb monuments were
imported from the Cau asus; although the steppe population obviously knew metalwork, it produ ed pra ti ally no lo al forms of items, but opied Cau asian models,
and made their items mainly of metal imported from the Cau asus. However, new
materials and investigations by S.N. Korenevski and E.N. Chernykh proved those
ideas to be too outdated. A large number of foundry workers' burial interments of
the Cata omb ulture, dis overed up to now | mu h more than in other European
ultures of this period | point out to a relatively high level of development of
foundry among the Cata omb tribes. Resear h done by S.N. Korenevski showed
that absolute majority of the Cata omb axes and knives found in the steppe zone
were made of a metal di erent from the Cau asian-type. This is true not only for
metallurgi ally "pure" opper group, whi h is de nitely not of Cau asian origin, but
also for arsenious bronzes whi h di ered from the Cau asian type in a omposition
of mi ro-admixtures. The study proved that the Cata omb raftsmen had not opied
Cau asian models, but had developed their own versions of the Cau asian types,
and even original metal arti les [Korenevski 1974, 1976, 1978℄.
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Investigations ondu ted by E.N. Chernykh showed that arsenious bronzes
whi h earlier had been regarded as spe i ally Cau asian metals, a tually were
the most an ient kind of arti ial alloys typi al for the whole Cir umponti metallurgi al zone of the Early and Middle Bronze Ages. Referring to that period, one
should speak not of dissemination of the Cau asian metallurgi al imports, but of
dissemination of the Cau asian metallurgi al traditions to the steppe, and of spread
of Cau asian original metallurgi al skills [Chernykh 1978b℄. All those data allow to
speak of metallurgy, and not simply of metalwork, among the Cata omb tribes.
The "non-Cau asian" origin of the bulk of the Cata omb metal suggests a
question of lo al sour es of raw material. A ording to geologi al data, amounts of
metal arti les in burial interments, and lo ation of foundry workers' graves, those
sour es ould most probably be deposits of the Donetsk metallogeni region whi h
presently is one of the most important ore bases of the republi [Metallogenia 1974:
485-486℄. Explorations of those deposits dating ba k to the Cata omb period either
have not been found yet ( onsidering more than limited areas overed by resear h
at an ient ore deposits of the Donets basin), or they were destroyed in the ourse
of later explorations by the Srubnaya and the S ythian tribes. For further Western
regions of the Cata omb ulture, ore bases ould be represented by deposits and ore
displays of the Kirovograd and the Azov Sea metallogeni regions of the Ukrainian
Crystalline Shield, as well as by deposits of sedimentary ase of the Shield in the
Bla k Sea region and the Azov Sea area [Metallogenia 1974: 488-492℄. As raw
material for obtaining arsenious bronzes, the Cata omb metallurgists ould have
use polymetal ores of the Donets basin, primarily of the Nagolno-Petrovka subzone
of the Donetsk metallogeni region [Metallogenia 1974: 485-486℄. Deposits of this
subzone bear tra es of an ient explorations (information by S.N. Brat henko).
La k of metallographi al investigations of the Cata omb metal makes it diÆ ult
to hara terize the te hni al level of produ tion of these tribes. However, onsidering numerous erami moulds found in burial interments of the Cata omb foundry
artisans, and visual observations of the arti les, one an aÆrm that during the period in question asting had been gaining importan e and gradually transformed
into the prin iple way of shaping metal items, while the role of bla ksmith's work
in produ tion of most types of tools and weapons had diminished to only strengthening smithery done on the blade. Meanwhile, a ri h variety of bla ksmith's skills
developed during the previous period ontinued to be used mainly in produ tion of
de orations.
Metalwork of the Yamnaya tribes of the early Cata omb period is represented
by materials dis overed in the upper layer of the Mikhailovka settlement. All in
all, 26 di erent metal arti les found there in luded awls, knives, a shaver, hisels, a
hat het, dart-heads (Fig. 4: 2). Metalwork implements: ore-grinding mortars, anvils,
hammers, whetstones, a nozzle [Lagodovska, Shaposhnikova, Makarevi h 1962℄ re-
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present important pie es of eviden e of produ tion. Similar tools appeared artisans'
graves of that period [Berezanskaya 1980: 246℄, whi h suggest relative prevalen e
of metallurgi al knowledge among lo al population.

4.3.

MNOGOVALIKOVA POTTERY CULTURE

At the end of the Middle Bronze Age in Ukraine, on the territories previously
overed by the Cata omb and partially the Corded Ware ulture, new monuments
appeared, pe uliar in erami s de orated with multi-rib and drawn ornaments |
the Mnogovalikova Pottery ulture monuments [Berezanskaya 1986℄. Metal arti les
of the Mnogovalikova Pottery ulture are represented mostly by the late-Cata omb
forms: knives, four-fa et and round bars (awls), and pipe-shaped beads. Impressions
about major implements an be made by arti les from the Skakun, the Kolontayevo,
the Rybakovka, and the Bandurka hoards, as well as numerous a idental nds. The
nds in luded axes, long hat hets, so keted hisels, and knives. All those items were
used in the Cata omb ultures [Chernykh 1966; Korenevski 1976℄ (Fig. 6: 3).
Metallurgi al and ultural traditions di erent from those of the Cata omb ultures, are represented by arti les of the Borodino hoard asso iated with the Mnogovalikova Pottery ulture [Berezanskaya 1986: 12℄. The Borodino (the Bessarabia)
hoard in luded 5 metal items: three spear-heads (of one of them only a so ket
remained), a dagger and a pin [Krivtsova-Grakova 1949℄ (Fig. 6: 4). One of the
spear-heads was very lose to fork-shaped heads of the Turbino emetery in the
Ural region both in its form and metal omposition [Chernykh 1976: 45℄, whi h
allowed to assume its imported origin. Other arti les (made, as well as the rst
one, of silver-based alloys) are unique in their forms, te hniques and de orations
(in the so- alled My enae style) and have no analogies among ontemporary East
European monuments. The fork-shaped head found in the Borodino hoard and
analogous to Seyma heads, and similarity in form of another spear-head to the
Seyma spear-head type allow to syn hronize this hoard with monuments of the
Eurasian Seyma-Turbino type [Chernykh, Kuzminykh 1987℄. Those artifa ts were
extremely important for dealing with the issue of emergen e of a new metallurgial tradition, whi h gained the East European lead during the Late Bronze Age.
Main features of this metallurgi al tradition in lude dissemination of Sn-bronzes
and te hniques of asting thin-sided so keted implements ( rst of all, spear- and
elt-heads). E.N. Chernykh and S.V. Kuzminykh onne ted this phenomenon with
emergen e of an "original Seyma-Turbino impulse" oming from the East, or more
exa tly, from the Altay [Chernykh, Kuzminykh 1987: 103℄. La k of any information
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about su h Altay enter makes it diÆ ult to onsider this hypothesis and questions
its demonstrability. Furthermore, the authors stressed on a typologi ally later hara ter of the Seyma bronzes dis overed to the East of the Ural ridge, ompared
to the East European nds. The origin of Sn-bronzes is unlikely to be found far
in the East, onsidering the fa t that su h alloys had been used in Anatolia and
the Balkans during the Early Bronze Age [Chernykh 1978b℄. During the late Middle- to early Late-Bronze Age, ast so keted implements be ame quite ommon
not only in Eastern Europe, but also in Central Europe where one annot allude
to the Seyma in uen e. As mentioned before, prototypes of the bulk of tools and
weapons, so keted spear- and elt-heads, have been found in East European Corded Ware ulture monuments | the fa t also pointing out to lo al origin of the
new metallurgi al tradition. The four metal arti les found in the Borodino hoard
were made a ording to a Seyma-type te hnique, but di erent in form, de or, and
in metal, whi h suggests another metallurgi al tradition that o urred in Eastern
Europe during the period in question, was te hnologi ally related to the Seyma
tradition, but belonged to a di erent ulture. We believe this is important for better
understanding of origins of the Late Bronze Age metallurgi al traditions in Ukraine, represented by the Krasniy Mayak, the Loboykovo, the Kardashinka, and the
Zavadovka metalwork enters [Chernykh 1976℄.

4.4.

CONCLUSIONS

During the Middle Bronze Age, as well as in the Early Bronze Age, two metallurgi al traditions | the Cau asian and the European (or Balkan) | ould be
observed on the territory of Ukraine. Tribes of the Cata omb and further of the
Mnogovalikova Pottery ultures ontinued to develop the Cau asian metallurgi al
tradition expressed in spe i forms of metal arti les, extensively used arsenious
bronzes, and a ri h variety of bla ksmith's methods. At an early stage of their development, Corded Ware tribes made implements typi al for the All-European Corded
Ware environment and used te hniques representative of the Balkan metallurgi al
traditions, although possessing some lo al features. However, the Corded Ware ulture metallurgy had gradually attained lo al pe uliar features whi h nally might
have developed into a new original te hnologi al tradition that de ned main trends
of the Late Bronze metallurgy in Ukraine.
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5.

MAIN STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGY AND
ORGANIZATION OF PRODUCTION

A ording to the generally a epted periodization of the Bronze Age, one an
distinguish three stages of development of metallurgi al te hnology.
1. The Eneolithi type is hara terized by emergen e of opper metallurgy brought to the territory of Ukraine in a rather developed form by the Tripolye tribes.
The Balkans were the sour e region of this movement. During that period, a ri h
variety of bla ksmith's methods were used: drawing, laminating, bending, utting,
pressing, polishing, and hot and old smithery with series of heating and annealing pro edures. At the end of that period, new te hniques were learned: gure
annealing in spe ial anvils and asting, rst into open moulds, and later, into losed folding moulds; also, enfor ement riveting of implements' heads be ame more
ommon.
E.N. Chernykh surmised existen e of lan organization of metallurgists in the
Balkan-Carpathian region of that time [Chernykh 1978a: 283℄.
Due to its te hnologi al pe uliarities, metallurgy ould never be a home raft
in the lassi al meaning of this notion. It is hard to imagine every individual family
resear hing and exploring ores, building melting furna es, making oal, skillfully
making furna e harge, and to expe t them to know and use onditions of temperature regimes, a urately melt metals, make and use moulds, and nally, and
produ e various arti les. All these fa tors were possible only on ondition of high
spe ialization and separation of miners and metallurgists from other members of
the ommunity. Probably, su h separation a ounts for relatively rare tra es of metalwork in Eneolithi settlements. Meanwhile, o urren e of ommon te hnologi al
skills, typi al forms of metal arti les and hoards of opper items found in the Tripolye settlements suggest existen e of artisans who worked by orders, that is, of a
relatively highly developed raft that had emerged with the Eneolithi .
2. Alongside with development of the Eneolithi bla ksmith's pro essing, the
Early Bronze Age featured wide-spread te hnique of asting into erami moulds.
First arti ial alloys, arsenious bronzes, be ame more ommon, as well as the oldest
arti les made of Sn-bronzes. Cau asian metallurgi al traditions disseminated on the
territory of Ukraine, primarily, in the Left-bank Ukraine, together with extensive
in uen e of the Balkan metallurgi al enters.
3. Although a variety of bla ksmith's methods were in use during the Middle
Bronze Age, asting had be ome espe ially important. During this period, a te hnologi ally high ulture ame into being: bla ksmith's pro essing of Sn-bronzes, a new
type of arti ial alloys whi h gradually supplanted metallurgi ally "pure" opper
and arsenious bronzes.
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During the Early and Middle Bronze Age, metallurgi al produ tion on the territory of Ukraine rose to a new higher te hnologi al level. Geography of produ tion
grew larger, new ultural di eren es appeared and developed, and were manifested
not only in types of metal arti les, but also in di erent te hniques, alloy re ipes, and
sour es of raw materials. Moreover, nds of burial interments of foundry artisans |
mainly in the steppe ultures | with spe i burial sto k in luding moulds, nozzles,
asting ladles point out to some regress in organization of produ tion , to transformation of the produ tion into a sort of a "family business", and higher degree of
integration of artisans into kin olle tives. Only at the end of that period ommodity
nature of metallurgi al produ tion regained its role. In parti ular, it was manifested
by emergen e of bronze hoards and moulds for weight ingots of metals dis overed
in a Cata omb burial interment near Malaya Ternovka of the Zaporozhye region
[Kubyshev, Chernyakov 1985℄. Su h ingots of the same weight ould only be used
for trade.
Hen e, the Early Bronze Age an be regarded as a beginning stage of ommodity produ tion of some bu oli so ieties represented by individual ar haeologi al
ultures [Klo hko 1994℄.
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THE WEAPONRY OF THE PASTORAL SOCIETIES IN THE
CONTEXT OF THE WEAPONRY OF THE STEPPE |
FOREST-STEPPE COMMUNITIES: 5000{2350 BC

Considering the urrent level of knowledge, it is hardly possible to de ne a urately enough the period when warfare emerged as a so ial life phenomenon in
Ukraine. The history of weaponry proves it originated form the Palaeolithi and the
Mesolithi hunting implements whi h had been the oldest tools used by the man and
had determined prin iple dire tions of human produ tive a tivities at early stages
of development of the so iety. Although those implements ould have been used
against human beings as well, it is inappropriate to speak about warfare of that
histori ally remote period.
Most probably, this so ial phenomenon emerged on the territory of Ukraine
during the Neolithi in the ourse of development of produ tive a tivities, together
with emergen e of ropping and attle-breeding a ompanied by mass migration
of population from Asia Minor and the Balkans, and struggle for fertile lands and
pastures. Mesolithi hunter tribes had been for ed out to Northern forests and
swamps. Various ar haeologi al monuments dis overed on the territory of Ukraine,
whi h belong to this period revealed arti les whi h ould be interpreted as the oldest
spe ial-purpose weaponry | ma es and di erent types of axe-hammers made of
rm kinds of stone, often of omplex, and sometimes even of sophisti ated forms,
polished, with a drilled aperture for fastening to a haft. These weapons are often
regarded as insignia of power whi h, however, does not ex lude, but rather on rms
their war ghting fun tion. Remarkably, all those arti les point out to emergen e
of a developed tradition of pro essing rm kinds of stone previously known only in
the Middle East.
In the following hara teristi s of the weaponry, the implements from the Neolithi and Eneolithi periods are dis ussed together be ause it appears impossible
to distinguish between them.
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1.

NEOLITHIC: 5000{3150 BC

1.1.

STEPPE TRIBES

Weaponry of the steppe population of that period is best represented by materials of the Dnieper-Donets and the Sredny Stog ultures [Telegin 1985a, 1985d℄.
Arrow-heads. Triangular
int arti les ground from both sides. Existed in two
versions: with a level base: Vovnigi, Stril ha Skela, the Mariupol emetery (Fig. 1:
11; 2: 4) and with a slightly on ave base Vovnigi, Dereivka (Fig. 1: 3,12,13).
Dart-heads. Flint arti les polished from two sides:
a) triangular level-base (Dereivka; Fig. 1: 9);
b) triangular short-tanged (the Nikolsk emetery, Alexandria; Fig. 1: 8). These
dart-heads an be regarded as prototypes for the Seyma arrow-heads of the
Bronze Age.
) Leaf-like long-tanged dart-heads: Petro-Svistunovo, prototypes of the Yamnaya
and the Cata omb ulture dart-heads.
Flat axes. Flint arti les represented by a polished double-fa ed axe whi h was
found in settlement Studenok 2 (Fig. 1: 1); a polished-bladed axe was found in the
Mariupol emetery (Fig. 2: 5,6); axes with polished blades and fa ets (Yama, the
Mariupol grave, Fig. 1: 10). Flat polished axes made of rm kinds of stone were
dis overed in the Nikolsk and the Yama graves (Fig. 1: 7).
Hammers. The so- alled "boats" an be onsidered as prototypes for ghting
hammers. These were arti les made of rm polished stone with a bored diametri al
gutter, for instan e, found in Vovnigi (Fig. 1: 4).
A developed, though a rather pe uliar type of a ghting axe was dis overed
in the Mariupol emetery (Fig. 2: 2). The sophisti ated-shaped arti le was made of
rm stone, was polished and had drilled haft hole in the middle part.
Ma es. A round attened artifa t with a " ollar" at the lower aperture was found in the Nikolsk emetery (Fig. 1: 5). Cru iform ma es displaying four knobs found in the Mariupol emetery (Fig. 2: 1; 2: 3) represent the oldest nds of ru iform
ma es whi h are regarded as prototypes for the Bronze-Age Borodino-type ma es.
Defensive armour. It is represented by nds in the Mariupol emetery. Most
probably, it was made of leather with plates made of polished boar fangs. The
defensive armour in luded helmets of two types: dome-like helmets found in graves
6, 30, 74, and 83, and soft helmets represented only by broad bone "diadems", found
in graves 50, 56, 86. Graves 6 and 30 revealed brest-plates | pe torals made of
broad plates [Makarenko 1933℄.

A

F i g . 1. The Dnieper-Donets
emetery. The Sredny Stog
Skela.
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ulture: 1 | Studenok-2; 2 | Oskol; 3-4 | Vovnigi; 5-7 | the Nikolsk

ulture: 8 | Alexandria; 9,12,13 | Dereivka; 10 | Yama; 11 | Stril ha
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B

F i g . 2. The Mariupol
5,6 | grave LI.

emetery: 1 | grave VIII; 2 | grave XXIV; 3 | grave XXXI; 4 | grave XXI;

1.2.

TRIPOLYE CULTURE

The Tripolye ulture is on of major Late Neolithi ultures of Europe whi h
overed vast territories of present-day Romania, Moldova and the forest-steppe
zone of the right-bank Ukraine. Periods A and B are dated ba k to Late Neolithi /Eneolithi [Bibikov, Zbenovi h 1985; Movsha 1985℄.
Arrow-heads are represented by triangular int double-fa ed level-based arti les
(Fig. 3: 9-10).
Dart-heads are represented by int double-fa ed level-based arti les, usually
triangular or leaf-shaped [Zbenovi h 1975: 34℄ (Fig. 3: 4-5).
Flat axes were polished shale, or more seldom, int weapons (Fig. 3: 7-8).
Axe-hammers in lude beak-hammers and rounded-butted axes. Beak-hammers
are artifa ts whi h feature elongated proportions with a long narrow fa e made of
rm kinds of stone and furnished with a drilled hole (Karbuna hoard, settlement
Okopy; Fig. 3: 11). Axe-hammers are also represented in the Karbuna hoard and in
Luka Vrublevetskaya (Fig. 3: 6). A opper axe-hammer was found in the Karbuna

C
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F i g . 3. The early and middle Tripolye ulture: 1-5 | Floresti; 6 | Luka Vrublevetskaya; 7-8 |
Bernashevka; 9 | Nezvisko; 10 | Vladimirovka; 11 | Okopy.

hoard. This artifa ts is a repli a of respe tive stone weapons. V.G. Zbenovi h lassed
some bone and stone arti les among weapons [Zbenovi h 1975℄. Beak-hammers
represent the most authenti arti les among them [Zbenovi h 1989: Fig. 43℄.
The Tripolye ulture is the most an ient among Eastern European ultures
whi h feature early stages of forti ations [Zbenovi h 1975℄. Lo al relief, in parti ular, plateau apes and terra es over river basins, surrounded by pre ipi es and
ravines, was used in ombination with smaller man-made tren hes and walls on the
oor-side (Trusheshty, Khabasheshty, Polivanov Yar, et .) [Zbenovi h 1975℄. V.A.
Kruts o ered a radi ally di erent approa h to forti ations found in major Late Tri-
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polye settlements whi h featured spe ial planning of outer rows of huts representing
houses-walls [Kruts 1990: 44℄.
It is diÆ ult, however, to onsider the prin iples of the Eneolithi military
organization and ta ti s on the basis of the materials presently available. Still, observations made by N.V. Ryndina and A.V. Engovatova at the Tripolye settlement
Drutsy 1 present a spe ial interest: the settlement displayed about 100 int arrow-heads. The settlement was lo ated on a high ape. Major nds of arrow-heads
were dis overed on the edges of all huts whi h suggested atta ks from the oor
side. The atta kers were people a quainted with the Tripolye arrow-making tradition [Ryndina, Engovatova 1990: 110℄. Therefore one may suggest that bow was
a ommon weapon used for storming forti ations. Relatively wide usage of at-fa ed beat weapons (for instan e, ma es and axe-hammers) allows to argue that
during the Eneolithi military a tion was aimed not only at physi al extermination
of the enemy, but also at stunning, presumably for taking him prisoner (Fig. 3: 6;
3: 11).
Materials of armaments revealed in the ourse of ex avations do not allow to
distinguish professional warriors of that period. The bulk of weapons of the period
is rather simple: a bow and arrows, spear-darts, axe-hammers or beak-hammers.
Eventually, the army was formed of ommunity men. Single, often unique weapons
like s epters, ma es or hammers made of rm kinds of stone, perfe tly polished,
often of sophisti ated shape, point out to emergen e of hiefdoms. There are no
obvious substantial di eren es in weaponry of major Late Neolithi ultures on
the Ukrainian territory, while there are some versions of te hnologi al and ultural
traditions with regard to stone pro essing. Military power of an individual so iety
of that period depended more on a number of warriors than on quality of weapons
and army organization.
Spe ial ni he was o upied by the Pit- and Comb Pottery ultures mostly of
the forest zone [Neprina 1985℄. These tribes were mostly involved in hunting and
possessed only hunting weapons.

2.

THE EARLY BRONZE AGE: 3150{2350 BC

At rst, dis overy of metallurgy did not have substantial impa t on the rate
of development of the histori pro ess. However, representing an element of the
te hnologi al pro ess, this feature re e ted qualitative hanges whi h had o urred
in the ontemporary so iety.
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2.1.

TRIPOLYE CULTURE

The Tripolye ulture ontinued to evolve in the right-bank Ukraine in early
times of this period. However, the late Tripolye monuments di ered from ea h other
to a larger extent than the early Tripolye sites whi h prompts resear hers to divide
them into lo al versions and even to raise the issue of individual ar haeologi al
ultures within the framework of the late Tripolye [Movsha 1985a℄.
Arti les of armaments are represented the most extensively in the monuments
of the Usatovo and the So evka late Tripolye lo al groups; these groups display the
most evident di eren es from the monuments of the previous period.

2.1.1.

THE USATOVO GROUP

It overed the territory of the steppe North-Western Ponti region.
Arrow-heads. Alongside with traditional Tripolye heads | triangular level-based arti les | the Usatovo settlement (Fig. 4: 7) revealed int arrow-heads made
in a new te hnique: on plates, with hopped-o edges. Some of the arrow-heads
have on ave bases (the Usatovo settlement; Fig. 4: 5); some, for instan e, found in
Usatovo, barrow 1, grave 13 (Fig. 4: 6) have level base, and some feature leaf-like
shape (Fig. 4: 8). Similar te hnique of making arrow-heads appeared during somewhat earlier period in Central Europe, in the Funnel Beaker ulture [Muller-Karpe
1974: Taf. 454℄.
Dart-heads. Flint triangular level-based dart-heads are analogous to dart-heads
typi al for the previous period and were found in Usatovo and Mayaki (Fig. 4: 4).
Flat axes. Those are represented by opper trapeziform arti les (the so- alled
" hisels" in Usatovo, barrow 1, grave 13, and barrow 1, grave 12 (Fig. 4: 1-2). During
that period, similar weapons were widespread in the Balkans and Asia Minor.
Daggers. They were hara terized by a narrow subtriangular blade and a hole
for fastening the dagger to a haft at the base. Two versions of daggers have been
distinguished: with a blade lens-shaped in se tion and with a rib. A dagger with a
lens-shaped blade se tion was found in Usatovo, barrow 1, grave 4 and had been
made of As-bronze (Fig. 4: 3). This type of daggers, widespread at the Balkans and
in Central Europe, is onsidered to be of the East Mediterranean origin and dates
a 3150 BC. Eventually, this type of metal daggers is the most an ient in Europe
[Goldmann 1981℄. Ribbed daggers | from Usatovo, barrow 1, grave 3 and grave 1
near Sukleya | were made of quality alloyed As-bronze and were arsenium-plated,
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D

F i g . 4. The Usatovo group:

1 | Usatovo, barrow 1/13; 2 | Usatovo,

barrow 1/12; 3 | Usatovo,

barrow 1/4; 4 | Mayaki; 5,7,8 | Usatovo, settlement; 6 | Usatovo, barrow 1/13; 9 | Usatovo, barrow
1/1; 10 | Usatovo, barrow 1/3; 11 | a barrow near Sukleya.
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whi h a ounts for their silver hue [Ryndina, Konkova 1982℄ (Fig. 4: 9-11). Due to
metal omposition and te hnology of making, the arti les may be lassed among
imports from Anatolia and dated a 3150 BC.
Therefore, unlike arti les of armament found in other Tripolye- ulture monuments, the Usatovo weapons display similarity to a substantial amount of the Balkan
and Anatolia elements. No stone axe-hammers were found in the Usatovo; though
there appeared metal weapons represented by at axes and daggers.

2.1.2.

THE SOFIEVKA GROUP

Monuments of this group are lo ated on the territory of the Kiev region. The
weaponry was dis overed in the So evka [Zakharuk 1952℄ and the Krasniy Khutor
[Danilenko 1956℄ graves.
Arrow-heads. The ex avation revealed triangular level-based (Fig. 5: 2-3) int
arrow-heads; arrow-heads resembling an isos eles triangle (Fig. 5: 6), and triangular
on ave-based arrow-heads made on plates (Fig. 5: 4-5). The two latter types are
new for the Tripolye ulture. Plate-based arrow-heads were mentioned above, while
isos eles triangle-shaped arrow-heads are ommon for the Central European Funnel
Beaker ulture. A opper ne leaf-shaped short-tanged arrow-head was found in
the Krasniy Khutor grave.
Dart-heads. A opper tanged head originates from the So evka grave (Fig. 5: 7).
Flat axes. The ulture revealed int at axes with grinded blades (Fig. 5: 1). A
opper axe from the So evka grave (Fig. 5: 8) is di erent from the Usatovo arti les
and features similarity to the Balkan axe- hisels [TD-16 | Chernykh 1978a℄.
Daggers. A dagger with holes used for riveting it to the "base" resembles the
Usatovo arti les (Fig. 5: 10), while daggers (or rather ghting knives) from the
So evka emetery | short-tanged, with a ne leaf-like blade (Fig. 5: 9) | are
similar to a dagger found in the Pusztaistvanhaza of the Bodrogkeresztur ulture
[Muller-Karpe 1974: Taf. 454℄.
Axe-hammers. Dis overed arti les were made of rm kinds of stone, had polished fa es and short proportions. Some of them had mushroom-shaped aps and
imitations of asting seams (Fig. 6). These axes approximate axe-hammers of the
Funnel Beaker ulture. Their origin be omes more lear if onsidered in omparison with the Tripolye axes from the settlement of Troyanov of the Zhitomir region
[Movsha 1985a: 237℄. The Troyanov axes represent typi al axe-hammers of the Funnel Beaker ulture: a ording to M. Zapoto ky, they refer to the types K VII and
K VIII, hara teristi of the Carpathian region [Zapoto ky 1989℄. The Troyanov
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F i g . 5. The So evka emeteries: 1.2-9 | So evka; 10 | Krasniy Khutor.

settlement also revealed a substantial amount of the Funnel Beaker ulture erami s whi h provides grounds for onsidering the impa t this ulture might have
had on the late Tripolye of the Volhynia and the Kiev regions. This impa t was
displayed in emergen e of the Central European and the Balkan types of weapons
and vast dissemination of axe-hammers made of rm kinds of stone. So evka-type
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F i g . 6. Axe-hammers from the So evka emeteries: 1,3,4 | So evka; 2 | Krasniy Khutor.

axe-hammers appear to belong to an earlier type than the Funnel Beaker ulture
axes and are loser to their possible metal prototypes | opper axe-hammers of
the Bodrogkeresztur ulture.
Graves of the late Tripolye So evka group represent, for the rst time, a omplete set of o ensive weapons in luding a bow, darts, an axe-hammer and a dagger,
whi h later be ame the prin iple sele tion of armament for the Cata omb and the
Corded Ware ultures. A large number of war-related arti les in the So evka graves
re e ts a high degree of militarization of the so iety, most probably involved in a
territorial expansion and permanent wars with their neighbors.
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ulture: 1 | Kolosovka; 2 | Suyemtsy; 3 | Chernavoda; 4 | Me-

zhire hye.

With regard to this aspe t, the So evka graves approximate some burial mounds
of the Middle Dnieper Corded Ware and the Cata omb ultures.

2.2.

GLOBULAR AMPHORA CULTURE

The late Tripolye of the right-bank Ukraine is immediately asso iated with
monuments of the Globular Amphora ulture, parti ularly of its eastern version
widespread on the territory of the Podolia and the Volhynia [Sveshnikov 1985℄.
Finds of weapons in these monuments are not numerous and in lude at int axes
pe uliar for their trapeziform on guration and arefully grinded fa es (Fig. 7: 1,3).
An axe-hammer from Suyemtsy refers to the round-butted Tripolye type (Fig. 7:
2). A spe i asymmetri leaf-shaped plate-based int arrow-head was found in the
Mezhire hye (Fig. 7: 4).
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2.3.

POST-MARIUPOL GRAVES

Notwithstanding a onsiderable number of monuments, weapons of the steppe
population of the Early Bronze Age are represented rather poorly.
Spe ial attention should be paid to nds of moulds for asting lugged axes
dis overed in "post-Mariupol" burial interments near the village of Mayevka of the
Dnepropetrovsk region; barrow group XII, barrow 2, grave 10 [Kovaleva et al. 1977:
20-22, Tables XV, XVI℄ and on the Samara island in the vi inity of the village of
Sokolovo, the Novomoskovsk distri t of the Dnepropetrovsk region; barrow 1, grave
6 [Kovaleva 1979: 64, Fig. 6℄. These graves of foundry artisans are the most an ient
in Eastern Europe [for more details on these graves, see an arti le of V.I. Klo hko
"The metallurgy..." in this volume℄.

2.4.

THE YAMNAYA CULTURE

Regardless of wide territories overed by this ulture and a substantial number
of monuments, the study of the ulture weapons leaves mu h to be desired. This is
due to la k of weapons in graves and insuÆ ient resear h of settlements. S ar e nds
of arti les of armaments in the graves often appear typi al for some other ulture.
This is espe ially true for the late Yamnaya monuments, all of whi h ontain the
Cata omb-type weapons. This phenomenon will be dis ussed further in this study,
while now the author suggests onsidering materials of the early Yamnaya period.
Dart-heads are represented by int double-fa ed long-tanged arti les with leaf-like blades, for instan e, like found in Antonovka, barrow 5, grave 7 and in Semenovka, barrow 2, grave 7 (Fig. 8: 1,3). This kind of dart-heads is ommon for the
majority of European ultures a 3150{2500 BC.
Heads with triangular blades and broad short tangs were dis overed in Starogorozheno, barrow 1, grave 17, and in Mikhailovka settlement (Fig. 8: 2). They
also o ur in the Corded Ware and the Cata omb ultures. A pointed leaf-shaped
dart-head from Mikhailovka settlement features a rather pe uliar sample.
Axe-hammers from Mikhailovka settlement represent repli a of the So evka
axes, di ering from the latter only in larger dimensions. Surprisingly big sizes of
Mikhailovka hammers make them unique among other similar Bronze-Age weapons. Most probably, those arti les were not intended for daily usage, but were
ult arti les instead.
Daggers. A int double-fa ed dagger found in Mikhailovka settlement represents a typi al item of the Corded Ware ulture.
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ulture: 1 | Antonovka, barrow 5/7; 2,4 | Starogorozheno, barrow 1/17; 3 |

Semenovka, barrow 2/7.

A bronze dagger from Starogorozheno, barrow 1, grave 17 (Fig. 8: 4) features
another unusual version of the Usatovo daggers. The latter had hafts made of
organi materials, while the Starogorozheno dagger was whole- ast and had a metal
haft

opying the form of a wooden or a bone haft in luding holes unne essary in

su h a

ase.
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2.5.

THE CATACOMB CULTURAL-HISTORIC ENTITY

The Yamnaya ultural-histori entity whi h had existed in the Ukrainian steppe
was superseded by the Cata omb entity. Su h a brief writing pie e is unable to
ontain the abundan e of arti les of armaments in the Cata omb burial mounds
of all ultures whi h belonged to this entity, as well as a substantial number of
su h graves investigated up to the present. Therefore, the Cata omb weaponry is
a subje t for dis ussion in a separate arti le [see an arti le by V.I. Klo hko and
S.Z. Pustovalov "The warfare. . . " in this volume℄.

2.6.

CORDED WARE CULTURES

On the vast territories of the right-bank Ukraine the Tripolye ulture was superseded by the Corded Ware ulture whi h was generally syn hronous with the
Cata omb ultures.

2.6.1.

CORDED WARE CULTURE IN THE AREAS OF CARPATHIANS,
THE PODOLIA AND THE VOLHYNIA

The Sub-Carpathian ulture, the Po hapy group of monuments, the Gorodsk-Zdolbitsa and the Strzy»ów Corded Ware ultures o upied the territories of the
Sub-Carpathian region, the Podolia and the Volhynia regions. Weaponry of these
ultures is rather similar and is onsidered in omplex.
Arrow-heads. Most ommon are int triangular appertured arti les with sharply
protruding alks found in Rokitnoye, Rusilov, Tor hin (Fig. 10: 8-9; 12: 4-5). The
se ond type of int arrow-heads typi al for these monuments represent triangular
level-based items, like those found in Klimovtsy (Fig. 10: 6). A metal lan et-shaped
head was found in the Po hapy burial mound, grave 3 [Ryndina 1980: Fig. 3: 12℄.
Dart-heads featured two major types: int items with short broad tangs and long
pointed (Rusilov, Zozov; Fig. 10: 13; 11: 2) and short leaf-like blades (Gorodok,
Ozliev; Fig. 11: 6; 12: 3).
Flat axes represent int double-fa ed nished arti les of two major types: trapezoid-shaped axes (Ostapie, Bali hi, Krilos, Gorodok, Lotatniki; Fig. 9: 4,11,12;
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ulture: 1-4 | Kavsko; 5 | Kul hitsy; 6,7,14,15 | Kolokolin; 8-11,16 |

Bali hi; 12 | Krilos; 13 | Lopatniki.

A

F i g . 10. The Podolia group of the Sub-Carpathian
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ulture: 1 | Ostapie; 2 | Tomashivtsy; 3 |

Verkhnaya Belka; 4 | Vorolivtsy; 5 | Berezhany; 6,7 | Klimovtsy; 8,9,13 | Rusilov; 10,11,15 |
Belogorka; 12 | Ka hanovka; 14 | Strygany (1-5 | the early stage, 6-15 | the late stage).
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F i g . 11. The Gorodsk-Zdolbitsa

ulture: 1,5 | Zdolbitsa; 2 | Zozov; 3,6 | Gorodok; 4 | Zozov-II.

10: 1; 11: 3), as well as rounded-based axes (Zozov II, Kolokolin, Podgaytsy; Fig.
11: 4; 12: 1-2). Some of the axes had polished blades.
Axe-hammers were made of rm kinds of stone and had polished fa es. Axe-hammers may be lassed into several types: rounded-butted (Kavsko, Vorolivtsy,
Berezhany, Malye Ilovi hi, Strygany, Zdolbitsa, Cherniakhov; Fig. 9: 1-3; 10: 3-5,14;
11: 1; 12: 6) whi h represented a developed Tripolye tradition and di ered from
previous forms by their shorter proportions. Flat-butted axe-hammers were found
in Belogorka, Lotatniki, Peredivanie (Fig. 9: 13). Prototypes of su h axes were dis overed in di erent layers of Ezero [Merpert (Ed.) 1979℄. Axe-hammers from
Tomavshitsy, Kolokolin, Bali hi, Yasenovka (Fig. 9: 15; 10: 2) belong to the F-type
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7,8 | the Stublo hoard.
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ulture: 1 | Podgaytsy; 2 | Dikov; 3,4 | Ozliev; 5 | Tor hin; 6 | Cherniakhov;
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axes of the Funnel Beaker ulture as de ned by M. Zapoto ky [1989℄. A hammer
found in Bali hi may be onsidered as a version of su h weaponry (Fig. 9: 9).
Mushroom-shape- apped axe-hammers whi h were ex avated in Bali hi, Kolokolin, and Serniki (Fig. 9: 7,16) belong to the K-type of the Funnel Beaker ulture,
a ording to M. Zapoto ky [1989℄.
Metal axes. Lugged axes were found among other arti les of the Stublo hoard
[Antoniewi z 1929: Abb.12℄. Both axes represent versions of the Kostroma-type axes
whi h are asso iated with the Ingul Cata omb ulture. By its elongated tubular butt,
one of them (Fig. 12: 7) resembles the Middle Bronze Age Balkan axes: T-16 and
T-18, a ording to E.N. Chernykh. The other has a pe uliar pole-axe-like fa e (Fig.
12: 8). The aforementioned di eren es between the Stublo axes suggest their lo al
produ tion by the Corded Ware ulture metallurgists. An axe from Dereviannoye
[Ryndina 1980: Fig. 1: 17℄ belongs to the Kolontayevka type hara teristi of the
Donetsk Cata omb ulture. However, axes of his type o ur rather often to the
West of the Dnieper as well.
Daggers. Flint leaf-like-bladed daggers, for instan e, those found in Zlo hev,
Zdolbitsa, Krasov (Fig. 11: 5) are rather typi al artifa ts of the European Corded
Ware ulture.
Bronze daggers from Rusilov; Serniki, barrow 1, and Vysotskoye, barrow 8,
with broad subtriangular blades and apertures for a haft to be fastened to a "base"
represent the Central European dagger type a 2500 BC.

2.6.2.

THE MIDDLE DNIEPER CULTURE

The Middle Dnieper ulture [Artemenko 1967, 1985℄ is represented by a large
number of weapons.
Arrow-heads. Flint triangular uted heads with broadly-positioned alks were
ex avated in Khodosovi hi, barrow 1, grave 1, and barrow 10; Strelitsa, grave 53 (Fig.
13; 14). Level-based arrow-heads found in Strelitsa, grave 53 ontinue traditions of
the Tripolye ulture. In grave 53 of the Strelitsa burial mound, an arrow-head of
equilateral triangular shape was found, whi h resembled arrow-heads ommon for
the Baden ulture. Flint tanged arrow-heads are represented by lan et-like arti les
found in Khodosovi hi, barrow 10, grave 1; Strelitsa, grave 53 (Fig. 14), and triangular short-tanged heads from Strelitsa, grave 25 and grave 53, and Khodosovi hi,
barrow 10, grave 1 (Fig. 14; 15).
Dart-heads. Typi al dart-heads were double-fa ed nished short-tanged arti les
(Fig. 15: 4). A metal dart-head with a triangular blade and a long tang was ex a-
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ulture: Khodosovi hi, barrow 11/1.
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ulture: I | Khodosovi hi, barrow 10/1; II | Strelitsa, grave 53.
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ulture: Strelitsa, grave 25.

vated from barrow 12, grave 1 of the Khodosovi hi

emetery [Artemenko 1967:

Fig. 18, 3℄.

Spear-heads. A

ast so keted head with a leaf-like blade and asymmetri al

positioned holes for fastening a shaft to the lower part of the so ket (Fig. 13:
8-9) was found in Khodosovi hi, barrow 11, grave 1 [Artemenko 1967: Fig. 47, 32℄.
It had been made of arsenious bronze. A ast

opper head with a holly-like blade,

open so ket and two apertures in the lower part of the so ket was found in Strelitsa,
grave 53 [Artemenko 1967: Fig. 27℄. A forged open-so keted head served as a model
for a

asting mould used for making this head (Fig. 14: II 19).

An arrow-head from Khodosovi hi is rather similar to a ast head with a broad
holly-like blade found in the village of Sukhiny of the Rzhish hev distri t as well as to
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a short-so keted head, ast | judging from its surfa e | in a erami mould whi h
had a narrow pointed leaf-shaped blade and was found in the vi inity of Pereyaslav-Khmelnytsky, a town in the Kiev region. Those were the most an ient among
metal so keted spear-heads known in Eastern Europe [Klo hko 1993℄, similar to
 eti e ulture spear-heads.
the Un
Flat axes. Ex avations in Ivankovi hi, Khodosovi hi, barrow 10, grave 1; and
barrow 11, grave 1, and Strelitsa, grave 53 (Fig. 13; 14) revealed int trapezoid axes.
Many of the axes had well-polished surfa es whi h might appear as a development
of the Globular Amphora ulture. Rounded-based axes were found in the gully
of Sergeyeva Griva, barrow 2, grave 1, and the Dednoye Lake, barrow 2, grave 1
[Artemenko 1967: Fig. 29℄.
Axe-hammers. This type of armaments was represented by rounded-butted axes
like those found in Burty, Zelenki, Gatnoye, and Stretovka (Fig. 16: 1,3-4). The
Middle Dnieper axes of this type were distinguished for their short proportions and
a rhomboid shape.
Axe-hammers from Zabara, Lipovets, Budkivka, and Khodosovi hi, barrow 10
and 11 (Fig. 13: 30; 14: I 12; 14: II 21; 16: 2) represent F-type artifa ts of the Funnel
Beaker ulture. A metal (bronze) opy of su h an axe was found in the Khodosovi hi
burial mound, barrow 11, grave 1 (Fig. 13: 21). The so- alled "boat-like" axes, for
instan e, like those found in Khirovka (Fig. 16: 5), may be regarded as a version
of this kind of axe-hammers. Their pe uliar feature was their pole-axe-like blade
typi al for the Balkan tradition [Merpert (Ed.) 1979℄. An axe-hammer from Strelitsa,
grave 53 (Fig. 14: II 21) features a at butt and also represent development of the
Balkan tradition. An axe-hammer ex avated in Dolinka of the Monastyrsh hina
distri t belongs to the Akkermen type of the Cata omb ulture.
A metal "Kolontayevka-type" axe found in the Khodosovi hi burial mound, barrow 10, grave 1 (Fig. 14: I 13) most probably was imported from the areas overed
with the Cata omb ulture.
A attened ma e was found in the Strelitsa burial mound, grave 25 (Fig. 15: 5).
Some of the Middle Dnieper burial mounds | like Khodosovi hi, barrow 10,
grave 1, and barrow 11, grave 1, as well as Strelitsa, grave 25 and 53 (Fig. 13; 14; 15)
| reveal several omponents of o ensive weaponry: arrows, a spear, axe-hammers,
a at axe; or a metal axe, axe-hammer, a at axe, and arrows; or arrows, darts,
and a ma e. Alongside with warrior burial mounds of the Cata omb ulture, these
represent the most an ient war burial mounds known in Eastern Europe.
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ulture: 1 | Zabara; 2 | Lipovets, barrow 266/5; 3,4 | Zelenka, barrow

343/5, 5 | Khirovka.

2.7.

The majority of weaponry of this
the Corded Ware

THE MNOGOVALIKOVA POTTERY CULTURE

ulture is represented by the Cata omb and

ultures artifa ts [Brat henko 1985: Fig. 123℄. Dis -shaped

-pie es asso iated with

heek-

hariots may be regarded as an improvement brought in

during that period.

The Borodino hoards the most distinguished among others due to a ri h sele tion of weapons whi h belong to the period. The Borodino hoard's asso iation
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with the Mnogovalikova Pottery ulture is proved by nds of Borodino-type stone
weapons in omplexes of this ulture.
Stone weapons of the Borodino hoard in luded ma es and axe-hammers.
Ma es. Several types of ma es may be distinguished among dis overed arti les:
globe-shaped ma es, attened-oval ma es with rims at the lower apertures, and four-knobbed pear-shaped ma es representing the Borodino type. Ma es of all those
types o urred in Cata omb monuments of the Northern Ponti region, and by
the end of Early Bronze Age had been established as lo al types. All the ma es
revealed in the hoard had been made of tal shale, a rather soft stone, plasti
enough to be easy to pro ess, but la king in strength as a weapon, whi h makes
their possible usage as arti les of armament rather dubious. Most probably, those
were de orative artifa ts. Intensive development of the tal shale deposits on the
southern edge of the Ukrainian rystallin shield began during the Late Bronze Age,
when tal shale was widely used for making asting moulds [Sharafutdinova 1985℄.
Axe-hammers. Three axe-hammers representing versions of the Akkerman axe-hammer type display a pe uliar mushroom-shaped ap. As mentioned hitherto, the
mushroom-shaped ap rst o urred in some types of the Balkan axes and axes of
the Funnel Beaker ulture. During the Cata omb period, this feature was displayed
on lo al-made axes. A tually, the Borodino type ombines features of two types
of the Cata omb axes: the Akkermen-type weapons and axe-hammers headed with
mushroom-shaped aps. The third axe is distinguished by its broad pole-axe-shaped
blade. All of the axes were made of Krivoy Rog nephrite. Metal weapons made
of silver are rather rare: three spear-heads (one represented only by a so ket), a
dagger and a pin.
Spear-heads. This kind of weapons is represented by a head with a broad pointed
leaf-shaped blade, a fork-shaped shaft, a long so ket de orated with a ast ornament
of triangles, three rims at the so ket base and a lug. It was made of a silver-based alloy; the ornament on the so ket was plated with gold. By its shape, this
spear-head is similar to fork-shaped heads found in the Seyma and the Torbino
emeteries [Chernykh 1976: 45℄. The other head displayed a pointed leaf-shaped
blade, a powerful rib rhomb-shaped in se tion, a long so ket strengthened by a
rim at the base with turned-down lugs with holes to be fastened to a shaft. This
spear-head was made of silver, the so ket was en rusted with gold and de orated
with a sinked ornament of zigzags, triangles and strokes. It is generally similar to the
Seyma spear-heads in form; however, they vary substantially in metal omposition as
well as ornamentation (both with regard to subje ts and ornamentation te hniques).
The spear head in question may be regarded as a prototype to the Golovurovo-type
spear-heads of the Sosnitsa ulture dated ba k to the Late Bronze Age. The third
spear-head is represented by a so ket (the blade perished), and it is similar in form
and metal omposition to the se ond head. However, its distinguishing features
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are absen e of lugs, presen e of penetrating apertures on the so ket, and sinking
ornament representing a "running spiral" and summit-up triangles.
This artifa t was made of silver and en rusted with gold. The blade
was ast in a folding mould with a funnel lo ated from the pointing side. After being
ast, the blade was forged, grinded, and three holes were perforated on the tang
for fastening a haft. By its form and type of haft fastening, this dagger is similar
to swords and daggers found in Cir le B of the shaft graves [Mylonas 1957℄ in
My enae, while di erent from the latter in ornamentation.
The Borodino hoard presents a new metallurgi al and weaponry tradition whi h
be ame dominating in Eastern Europe during the Late Bronze Age [for more detailed information, see arti le "The metallurgy..." by V.I. Klo hko in this volume℄.
A dagger.

3.

CHANGES OF AGRICULTURAL AND PASTORAL WEAPONRY
(NEOLITHIC | EARLY BRONZE AGE)

Materials of the Early Bronze Age ar haeologi al ultures whi h o urred on
the territory of Ukraine point out to substantial hanges in military raft during this
period. Metal weaponry emerged, and alongside with e orts to realize traditional
forms of stone weapons in metal, ontemporary artisans developed new spe i
metal types of weaponry: daggers and so keted spear-heads. New kinds of military
transportation means emerged, represented by four-wheel | and later also two-wheel | vehi les- hariots [Cheredni henko, Pustovalov 1991℄.
O urren e of a large number of weapons in burial mounds of this period
re e ts enhan ing in signi an e of wars in pastoral so ieties' life-styles, as well as
hanges in e onomi and so ial stru tures of the so ieties expressed in emergen e
of warriors and establishment of military aristo ra y.
Early stages of using a horse deserve spe ial onsideration. Many s holars refer emergen e of horse-ba k riding in Eastern Europe to the Sredny Stog ulture,
argumentating their assumptions by materials ex avated in the settlement of Dereivka dated ba k to the 4000 BC [Telegin 1986; Anthony, Telegin, Brown 1991℄.
D.W. Anthony dated early stages in using a horse for overing long distan es and
as a draught animal in harness to 3150{3000 BC [Anthony, Brown 1989℄. These
assumptions negle t the issues of di eren es between domesti ated and non-domesti ated equides. Two di erent issues are mixed in one: the issue of emergen e
of wheeled means of transportation and the issue early stages of using a harnessed horse, while results of spe ial investigations in history of development of horse
harness.
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A. Hausler pointed out that development of wheeled vehi les should not be
asso iated with the issue of using the horse harness, and aÆrmed that ar haeologi al
materials prove that only bull-drawn arriages had been used in the Neolithi and
the Early Bronze Age [Hausler 1992b℄.
E orts to single out bone heekpie es in the Early-Bronze Age materials have
led to misunderstandings. Hen e, I.F. Kovaleva distinguished the bone beak-hammers found in burial mounds of the Yamnaya ulture in the Dnepropetrovsk region
as " heekpie es" and interpreted these burial mounds as "riders' graves" [Kovaleva
1993℄.
On the basis of studies ondu ted by N.N. Cheredni henko [1987℄ and new
materials, one may distinguish the three prin iple stages of using a horse in the
Eurasian steppes.
1. First period an be dated to 4th-3rd millennia BC. The way of horse-ba k
riding during this period remains un lear, as no information is available ex ept the
fa t that by that time a horse had already been domesti ated.
One an only assume that herds of domesti ated horses were followed by mounted herdsmen. However, that did not mean wide-spread horse-ba k riding, and
moreover, that did not prove emergen e of avalry as a kind of armed for es. There
is also a possibility that during the period in question a horse was used in dis -wheeled art gear similarly to the way donkeys and onagres was used for arrying war
hariots in the An ient East. Obviously, this assumption is hard to prove, as well
as to negate. No authenti remainders of horse harness (that is, found on a horse's
bones), and no horse graves related to this period have been dis overed so far. If
horse harness was used during this period, most probably, it looked like a modern
halter or onagre gear ommon in the An ient East. In addition to su h a harness,
a ring was used, whi h had been run through the animal's nostrils. In the East this
kind of harness was in use until a new type of horse harness with heekpie es appeared there about mid-2nd millennium BC. Presumably, su h a harness was used
in the steppe before heekpie es were invented as long ago as in the rst half of
the 2nd millennium BC.
In general, this period should be de ned as a period of herdsmen, that is, the
period when horses were used by herdsmen in order to follow their grazing herds
of horses. For this purpose people ould domesti ate new-born foals and later use
them as means of transportation to follow their herds. Those domesti ated horses
ould have been harnessed with a primitive gear similar to a halter, with no bit or
heekpie es.
A mono-axle hariot found in the Cata omb burial mound in the vi inity of
village Marievka suggests that rst e orts to use a horse as a draught animal may be
dated by the middle of the 3rd millennium BC. However, it is important to note that
M.V. Gorelik's attempt [1985℄ to relate the origin of hariots only to the Middle
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East ontradi ts the ar haeologi al materials whi h proves that Middle Eastern-type
hariots (both bull-drawn four-wheeled vehi les on solid wheels and later versions
of horse-drawn hariots on two perforated wheels) emerged | a ording to new
information | in Eastern Europe about the end of 4th millennium BC. Early
stages of development of wheeled means of transportation, in luding hariots, on
the territory of Ukraine is dated ba k to that period.
2. Next period | 2nd millennium BC | di ers from the previous one by emerging of a soft-bit harness with bone heekpie es found in horse graves displaying
remainders of harness. During this period, a horse was used as a draught animal.
Horse-ba k riding ontinued to be of limited importan e and was spread mainly
among herdsmen. Emerging of avalry as a kind of military for e was pra ti ally
impossible with use of soft bit, as ne essary breaking-in ould be done only with metal bit. Therefore, the se ond period is distinguished as draught, or rather, hariot
stage of using a horse, and as a hariot stage of development of a steppe bridle.
3. The last stage ommen ed in the end of 2nd millennium BC to the early 1st
millennium BC with emergen e of metal bit, and has lasted till the present time.
During this period, horse-ba k riding has be ome as wide-spread as the use of
draught horses. Cavalry has developed into one of the main | and in some ases,
the prin iple | kind of for es. Emergen e of avalry was likely to be brought in
by e onomi reasons, sin e in the early 1st millennium BC steppe tribes passed on
from settled to nomadi attle-breeding, in whi h a horse was attributed a major
role.
The need to prote t huge herds and o ks, as well as the ne essity to assimilate
and apture new pastures, required an armed for e whi h ould be more mobile
than hariots, easy to equip and ould possess good ross- ountry abilities. In the
ontemporary onditions, avalry alone ould be su h a for e. From the Eurasian
steppes avalry disseminated to all other regions of the Old World as the main kind
of armed for es.
Although a horse ontinued to be used as a draught animal, this period may
be referred to as the period of horse-ba k riding. The period in question re e ts
a new stage in the development of a horse-bridle, sin e one may rightfully dis uss
emergen e of a bridle after invention of metal bit.

Translated by Inna Pidluska
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Notwithstanding relatively good knowledge of the Cata omb so iety, gained
by study of materials found in burial interments, no spe ial investigation aimed at
analyzing weaponry, military skills, and evaluation of politi al situation during the
Cata omb period has been a omplished so far. Nowadays, olle ted materials allow to undertake su h a study. This arti le aims at providing ethni and ultural
hara teristi s of weaponry of the Northern Ponti Cata omb entity; re onstru ting
weapons of some ategories of warriors, army organization in general, and signi an e of war for this so iety.
The Cata omb so iety of the Northern Ponti region appears as a omplex
so ial body formed under dominan e of the Ingul ethni omponent. Besides this
ethnos, the entity in luded the Eastern Cata omb population ( onventionally, Donets) whi h lived in this territory, as well as remainders of late Yamnaya groups
[Pustovalov 1990a, 1990 b℄. A politi al, e onomi , religious enter emerged within
the area of dissemination of this ethno-so ial entity, on the territory between the river Molo hna, the Sivash Lake region and the Krivoy Rog region. That was the pla e
where major institutions of the so iety were lo ated, in luding leaders' "headquarters", houses of nobility and warriors, prin iple san tuaries, metalwork enters and
o hre and stone supplies; also there were settlements, some of them forti ed [Pustovalov 1990 , 1991℄. The enter was surrounded by periphery populated mainly by
labor people. This periphery stret hed from the Prut river in the West almost to the
Don river in the East. The northern boundary lied on the onventional borderline
between the steppe and the forest-steppe.
Life and a tivities of this omplex body rested upon the early lass or aste system ommon for Indo-European peoples, the Cata omb so iety being one of them
[Abayev 1972: 26-37℄. The upper aste was the Ingul ethnos; the Eastern Cata omb
( onventionally, Donets) people omprised the middle aste, and remainders of the
Yamnaya tribes belonged to the lower aste. Ea h of the astes, or ethno-so ial gro-
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ups, featured onsiderable degree of aste inequality | more typi al for the Ingul
population than for the others. As ent to an upper aste was stri tly regulated and
possible only a ording to ertain rules (for men, mainly for war merits, for women
by marriage) [Pustovalov 1990b℄.
Features of the lass- aste system dis overed in the Cata omb so iety and the
revealed ethni hara teristi s allow omplex onsideration of the issues of army
organization and weaponry. Statisti s used in the arti le are based on a large number
of ata omb burial interments investigated on the territory of the Northern Ponti
region (over 1200 burial mounds, a ording to a ondition of fortuity). Data about
the Yamnaya burial interments are based on published information on the Southern
Bug river (931 graves) [Shaposhnikova, Fomenko, Dovzhenko 1986℄.

1.

CHARACTERISTICS AND DATING OF CATACOMB WEAPONRY

1.1.

THE INGUL CULTURE WEAPONRY

Bow and arrows. No bows have been found in the Ingul graves up to the present. Quiver sets were dis overed in the Kovalevka (group 8,1/15) and the Zamozhnoye (5/4-5) graves [Kovpanenko, Chernykh 1984; Otrosh henko, Pustovalov
1991a℄. S ar e nds of individual arrows were, most probably, eviden e of wounds.
Those were small deep- uted arrow-heads with a pointed leaf-shaped blade. In most
of the ases their alks were bevelled toward the shaft whi h a ounted for their
leaf-like shape, ommon for all arrows of the Cata omb period. This shape made
them di erent from sharp- alked triangular arrow heads of the Yamnaya and the
Corded Ware ultures. Examples of the Ingul arrows were found in the Zavod Vysokovoltnoy Apparatury, grave 19, and the Vinogradnoye, 32/10; 19/8 graves (Fig.
1: 9-15).
Darts. This kind of weaponry is very rare in the Ingul burial interments. An
example of a dart-head, a small pointed leaf-shaped int arti le with no learly
outlined tang was found in the barrow at Risovoye, 5/39b (Fig. 2: 7).
Sling. This kind of missile weaponry is represented by sling-stones found in
Zamozhnoye, 8/1; Tselinnoye, 1/25; and Filatovka, 12/2. Generally su h nds are
rather rare, as well as other kinds of missile weapons.
Axe-hammers. This is the most ommon ategory of nds in the Ingul warriors'
graves. This kind of weaponry is represented by types wide-spread in pra ti ally all
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A

F i g . 1. Axes and arrows of the Ingul

ulture: 1 | Zamozhnoye, 8/1; 2 | Rakhmanovka,

4/13; 3 |

YUGOK-65, 2/18; 4 | Shirokoye, 3/16; 5 | Zamozhnoye, 5/2; 6 | Zamozhnoye, 5/7; 7 | Vinogradnoye, 31/6; 8 | Orlianka, 3/9; 9-10 | ZVA, g.19; 11-13 | Vinogradnoye, 19/8; 14,15 | Vinogradnoye,
32/10.

B

F i g . 2. Axes and ma es of the Ingul
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ulture: 1 | Gorozhenko; 2 | Zamozhnoye, 2/9; 3 | Gr.6 km,

2/2; 4 | Martynovka, 1/7; 5 | Tselinnoye; 6 | Baratovka, 2/18; 7 | Risovoye, 5/39; 8 | Vinogradnoye,
3/36; 9 | Filatovka, 12/2; 10 | Men hikury, 1/29.
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European ght-axe ultures. However, a ording to typology of axe-hammers, the
Funnel Beaker ulture in its early Central European stages of development, was the
most similar to the Ingul ulture.
Although every item is unique, the Ingul axes an be lassed into two types: axe-hammers (AH) and axe-hammers with salient mushroom-shaped ap (AHS). Two
subtypes an be distinguished within the AH-type: elongated (AHE) and shorter
axe-hammers (AHSh). The AHE were found in the Zamozhnoye, 8/1; the YUGOK-65, 2/18; the Rakhmanovka, 4/13, and the Shirokoye, 3/6 graves. These arti les were
similar to axe-hammers of the Funnel Beaker ulture, as de ned by M. Zapoto ky
[Zapoto ky 1989: 95-103℄. AHSh are represented by nds in the graves of Zamozhnoye, 5/2; Gr.6 km., 2/2; Martynovka, 1/7; Tsylinnoye, 16/9; Baratovka, 2/28;
Vinogradnoye, 31/6; Orlianka, 3/9; Gorozheno; Zamozhnoye, 2/9, 5/7 (Fig. 1: 5-7;
2: 1-6). Axes of this subtype are similar in general form to the G-type axes of the
Funnel Beaker ulture, though trun ated proportions make them more lose to
axe-hammers of the Ukrainian Corded Ware ulture.
Axe-hammers of the AHS type also split into two subtypes: elongated (AHSE)
and shortened (AHSS) axes. The AHSE were found at the Zavod Vysokovoltnoy
Apparatury, Grave 19; Staroobgdanovka, 1/4; and Orlanka, 4/9; and the AHSS were
observed in Limantsy, 7/11 (Fig. 3: 1-4). By their general forms and mushroom-shaped aps, all of those axes were ommon to K-type axe-hammers of the Funnel
Beaker ulture of Central Europe [Zapoto ky 1989℄. However, the Ingul axes were
pe uliar for their high quality of surfa e nishing and rm fa ets outlining "shoulders" of the arti les.
Axes from Vinogradnoye, 33/4, and Zlatopol, 25/15 (Fig. 3: 5,6) belonged to
the types spe i for the Corded Ware ultures of Ukraine, and, most probably,
represent imports to the area.
Engraved ornamentation is another spe i feature of the Ingul- ulture axes,
espe ially of axe-hammers. All those axes were made of very rm kinds of stone,
porphyrite-diabase [Sharafutdinova 1980℄; despite the diÆ ulties in pro essing su h
rm stone, the arti les were de orated with very sophisti ated ornaments. Su h a
diÆ ult, almost jeweller's stone-pro essing te hnique is not typi al for the European
ultures. This fa t prompts to look for a solution in other regions. By the quality
of stone pro essing, the Ingul axes an be ompared only to known Anatolia axes
from Troy II and the Dorak grave (Fig. 4: 1-6) [Mellart 1966: Pl.XXII℄. Probably, it
was the Anatolia impa t that a ounted for emergen e of engraved ornaments on
the Ezero axes [Merpert (Ed.) 1979: Fig.104,105℄. All of those axes were made of
rm kinds of stone and are remarkably well-done. They were all axe-hammers, and
some of them had mushroom-like aps. N.Y. Merpert explained their emergen e
in Ezero by in uen es of the Funnel Beaker ulture [Merpert (Ed.) 1979: 170,
172℄. However, M. Zapoto ky pointed out that emergen e of the axe-hammers in

C

F i g . 3. Axes of the Ingul

ulture. Darts and arrows of the Donetsk
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ulture: 1 | ZVA, g. 19; 2 |

Starobogdanovka, 1/4; 3 | Orlanka, 4/9; 4 | Limantsy, 7/11; 5 | Zlatopol, 25/15; 6 | Vinogradnoye,
33/4; 7 | V.Belozerka, 4/4; 8 | Akkermen, 4/1; 9 | Novo hernomorye, 7/5; 10 | Zamozhnoye, 4/7;
11 | V.Tokmak, 2/13; 12,13 | Vinogradnoye, 24/22; 14,15 | Akkermen, 6/9.
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D

F i g . 4. Weapons from the Donetsk monuments and their analogies: 1-3 | the Dorak grave; 4-6 |
Troy II; 7 | Akkermen, 8/7; 8 | Staromikhailovka; 9| Zhdanov (Mariupol) museum; 10 | Lugansk;
11 | Kherson museum; 12 | Vinogradnoye, 24/22; 13 | Zlatopol, 7/20; 14 | Akkermen, 14/7; 15,16
| Riasnye Mogily, 5/17; 17 | Akkermen, 9/4-6; 18 | Lysiy Kurgan, 36; 19,20 | Frunze, 8/4
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the Funnel Beaker ulture had o urred under the Balkan and the Middle East
impa ts [Zapoto ky 1989: 101℄. Most probably, M. Zapoto ky was right. For us it is
important to know that during 4th millennium BC stone axe-hammers were wide-spread in the Balkans and Central Europe, and, that during that period prototypes
of the Ingul axes have been dis overed in the monuments of the Balkans and the
river Danube basin.
In the Ingul ulture, axes are represented by so keted elongated
(often bent in a si kle-like urve) broadened toward the blade arti les of the "Kostroma"-type, as des ribed by S.N. Korenevski [1976℄ who provided a rather reliable
de nition of them as belonging to the Cata omb period. The bulk of axes of this
type was dis overed in the Lower Dnieper basin: in the vi inity of Krivoy Rog, Tarasovka of the Yekaterinoslav distri t, Ulianovka, Elanets distri t of the Nikolayev
region (a hoard), Kamenko-Dneprovsky distri t of the Zaporozhye region, the Kirovograd region, Kapulovka of the Nikopol distri t, the ity of Krivoy Rog, Crimea,
Mikhailovka of the Khortitsa volost, Rybakovka of the Odessa region (a hoard)
[Korenevski 1976: 18-19℄, the ity of Kherson [Tallgren 1926: Fig.989℄, from a olle tion of A.Paul (No 41-45), from the Kherson region, a olle tion of Alexeyev (the
State Ermitage, 93/8), a hoard in the barrow near Alexandrovka in the Orel-Samara
river basin [Kovaleva 1981: Fig.5℄ (Fig. 5: 11-15). An elongated si kle-shaped fa e
di erentiates the "Kostroma"-type ghting axes from all other European axes of
the 2nd half of 4th millennium and the 1st half of 3rd millennium BC and has
similarities only among ghting axes originating from the Middle East. Meanwhile,
the so ket shape a ts as a di erentiating feature and proves these axes to be unique
arti les. In general, the origin of this type of axes remains rather vague. Finds of
axes of this type in hoards together with the "Kolontayevka"-type axes (see below)
suggest their rather long o-existen e in the Northern Ponti region.
This ategory of nds is not numerous in the Ingul monuments. A ruiform ma e was found in the barrow near Vinogradnoye, 3/36 (Fig. 2: 8). Globe-shaped ma es were dis overed in Filatovka, 12/2; Men hikury, 1/29; V.Tokmak, 1/9
(Fig. 2: 9,10). Ma es have never been found in omplex with axe-hammers. Cruiform ma es represent a relatively rare type whi h seldom o urred in Eastern
Europe beginning with the Eneolithi (the Mariupol emetery). Globe-shaped maes found in the Ingul monuments belong to ommon Central European types. They
are assumed to originate from the Middle East and disseminate in the Balkans and
adja ent East European regions sin e the 1st half of 4th millennium BC [Berounska
1987℄.
found in the ata ombs represented war implements
[Cheredni henko, Pustovalov 1991℄. Most probably, the Ingul burial ritual did not
require a whole hariot or a art to be put into the grave. However, entral parts
of wheels whi h were used as a door to lose the ell entran e, o ur rather often,
Metal axes.

Ma es.

Transportation vehi les
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E

F i g . 5. The Cata omb ma es and metal axes: 1 | Novo herkassk, 2/11; 2 | Pokrovskoye, 205/6; 3
| Kudinov, 1/9; 4 | V.Tokmak, 2/13; 5 | Voroshilovgrad (Lugansk); 6 | Kramatorsk; 7,9 | the
Kolontayevka hoard; 8,10 | the Skakun hoard; 11 | the Kirovograd region; 12 | Kapulovka; 13 |
Krivoy Rog; 14 | the Rybakovka hoard.

F
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F i g . 6. Re onstru tion of a

hariot from grave 27 of the barrow 11 at the village of Marievka of the

Zaporozhye region [S.Z. Pustovalov℄.

for instan e, in Zamozhnoye, 5/2,4-5; 6/3, et . Due to their spe i
onstru tion
(Fig. 6), these wheels are regarded as similar to those of Middle Eastern mono-axle hariots whi h had been widespread there sin e the end of 4th millennium BC
[Gorelik 1985℄.

1.2.

WEAPONS OF THE EAST CATACOMB TRIBES

Bow and arrows. Up to the present, bows were dis overed in the following
"Donetsk" graves: Akkermen, 2/3, 6/3, 12/4, 17/4; Vinogradnoye, 24/22; Stratilovka,
6/7; Frunze, 4/8. Although ill-preserved organi parts did not allow to de ne pre isely the types of these bows, their dimensions | length 130-90 m, width 2,5-6 m,
thi kness 1 m | prove those were ompound bows. These nds may be regarded
as another argument in favor of our thesis that ompound bows appeared in Eastern
Europe a 2750 BC [Ko±ko, Klo hko 1987℄.
Arrow-heads. Small int arrow-heads, mostly leaf-shaped and deep- uted, were
found in Vinogradnoye, 24/22; V.Tokmak, 2/13; Akkermen, 6/9, 14/7; Riasnye Mogily, 6/17; Novo hernomorie, 4/17; Solenyi, 1/6; Frunze, 8/4 (Fig. 3: 11-15; 4: 14-16,19,20). All of those arrows were typi al for the Cata omb ulture. In some of
the "Donetsk" graves, in parti ular, in Lysiy Kurgan, g.36; Akkermen, 9/4-6, resear hers dis overed level-based triangular arrow-heads (Fig. 4: 17,18) typi al for the
Corded Ware ulture found on the territory of Ukraine.
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Arrow shafts are usually preserved badly. A ording to S.N. Brat henko, their
dimensions were: 45-60 m long, and 4-6 mm thi k [Brat henko 1989a: 77-78℄.
Quiver sets in luded 10 to 20 arrows. Quivers were at, elongated, 40 to 75 m
long and 8 to 12 m wide. They were made of wood and leather (Zhelobok, 3/1;
Kominternovskoye, 4/4; Voytove III, 4/10). Bu kle sti ks found in the Nikolayevka
grave 7/8 in omplex with 18 so keted arrows [Brat henko 1989a: 80℄ point out to
the fa t that the quivers had had valves whi h would over the mouth and had been
lo ked by su h a bu kle. Quivers of this design were known in the A hemenidian
Iran and among the S ythians of Ukraine during the Early Iron Age [Klo hko 1977:
47-54℄.
Axe-hammers. This kind of weapons omprise a relatively s ar e ategory of
nds in the "Donetsk" graves whi h represent a part of the Northern Ponti group.
Most of them, in luding Noviy Aksai, 8/6; V.Belozerka, 4/4; Khriash hevsky, 1/3;
Lysiy Kurgan, 3/10; Donskoy, 5/29 [Brat henko 1976: Fig. 26℄ belong to the types
ommon for the Corded Ware ulture in Ukraine, primarily, the Middle Dnieper and
the Sub-Carpathian ultures. An axe from Zlatopol, 7/20 (Fig. 4: 13) is asso iated
with the Ingul axe-hammer type (AHSh). Due to their elongated proportions and
broadened pole-axe-shaped blades, axe-hammers from Akkermen, 8/7; Staromikhailovka; the Zhdanov museum; the Kherson museum; Lugansk, 3/3; Vinogradnoye,
24/22 (Fig. 4: 7-12) are singled out as a spe ial type. There were e orts to asso iate
these implements with the Borodino-type axes. However, S.N. Brat henko pointed
out to inadequateness of su h analogy and argued that the Akkermen'-type axes
(and we suggest that this de nition be used as the type-name) referred to an earlier period [Brat henko 1976: 144℄. The Akkermen-type axes represent a developed
version of the Troy-type axes: Troy II, the Dorak grave, being di erent from the
latter only in smaller sizes and absen e of de orations. However, an Ingul axe from
a grave dis overed in the vi inity of Rakhmanovka, 4/13 (Fig. 1: 2) bears relatively
ri h de or. The Akkermen-type axes represent yet another Anatolia element in the
Cata omb ultures of tribes that on e populated the territory of Ukraine. The Rakhmanovka nd proves that axes of this type were used both by the Donetsk and
the Ingul warriors. The Borodino-type axes represent further improvement of this
line at the later nal stage of the Cata omb | the Mnogovalikova Pottery ulture.
They feature a mushroom-shaped ap typi al for the Balkan and East European
axes sin e the beginning of 4th millennium BC in luding axes from Ezero [Merpert
(Ed.) 1979℄ and the Funnel Beaker ulture. Hen e, the Borodino axes may be regarded as a syn reti type ombining features of East Mediterranean and Central
European weapons.
Metal axes. The Donetsk ulture is represented by the "Kolontayevka"-type axes
[Korenevski 1976: 19-23℄. The area overed by these axes generally orresponds with
dissemination of the "Kostroma"-type axes and in ludes the Middle and the Lower
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Dnieper basins. Furthermore, numerous arti les have been found in the Lower
Don and Donets basins. Finds of moulds in the graves of Kramatorsk (grave 1)
[Brat henko 1976: Fig. 22,4℄ and Voroshilovgrad [Brat henko, Shaposhnikova 1985:
Fig. 109, 16℄ (Fig. 5: 5,6) may be used as an argument for lo al produ tion of
su h axes by the Donetsk foundry spe ialists. An axe of this type was dis overed in
a Cata omb grave near Privolnoye [Brat henko, Shaposhnikova 1985: Fig. 109,9℄.
Co-existen e of the "Kostroma"-type and the "Kolontayevka"-type axes is suggested
by nds in the hoards dis overed at Skakun of the Kursk region and Kolontayevka
of the Kharkov region [Krivtsova-Grakova 1955: Fig. 35, 1-11℄ (Fig. 5: 7-10).
A ri h variety of forms of the "Kostroma"-type and the "Kolontayevka"-type
axes points out to relatively long evolution of these implements in the Northern
Ponti region. Although emergen e of so keted axes in Ukraine is traditionally asso iated with the Northern Cau asus, ar haeologists have questioned this assumption for quite a long time. Typologi al prede essors of the "Kolontayevka"-type axes
are the "Novosvobodnaya"-type [Korenevski 1974: 14-22℄, or the Maykop group-III
axes. A erami mould for making su h axes | by the way, the only in the Northern Ponti region known up to the present | was found in the Cata omb burial
mound near Prishib of the Lugansk region [Brat henko, Shaposhnikova 1985: 409℄.
It has an open "belly" whi h is typi al for the most an ient moulds used for making
lugged axes in the Bla k Sea region [Chernykh 1978a: 136℄. Su h axe was found
in a Kemi-Oba grave near Dolynka, the Krasnoperekopsk distri t of Crimea [Korenevski 1974: 24, Fig. 8,7℄; the metal of the axe and other similar nds di ered
from that used in the Cau asus, whi h enabled S.N. Korenevski to raise the issue of
independent metal produ tion in the steppe, though under the Cau asian in uen e.
The mould from the Prishib grave is analogous to moulds dis overed in VI-IV
levels of Ezero [Merpert (Ed.) 1979, samples 108, 109℄. One of these moulds was
made of lay, the two other were made of tal shale; these are the most an ient
stone moulds known in Europe. Levels VI-III of Ezero are syn hronized with Troy
I [Merpert (Ed.) 1979: 533℄.
The Novosvobodnaya implements are not the most an ient Balkan-type lugged axes known on the territory of Ukraine. The oldest of known axes belong to
the "Banabyuk" type [Korenevski 1974: 27℄. Moulds for this kind of axes were found in the Eneolithi (elongated, pre-Yamnaya) burial interments at Mayevka and
Sokolovo of the Dnepropetrovsk region [Kovaleva, Volkoboy, Larina 1977: Tables
XV-XVI; Kovaleva 1979: 64, Fig.6℄. This allows to assume that southern Ukrainian
tribes established relations with the Balkans and Anatolia from the 2nd half of 5th
millennium BC, and that solution of the issue of origin of both Cata omb metal axes
and the Cata omb ulture in general lies within the framework of these relations.
The Donetsk monuments feature typi al kinds of globe-shaped and
pear-shaped ma es dis overed in the graves of Khriash hevsky, 1/3; Akkermen, 6/3;
Ma es.
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V.Tokmak, 2/13; Kudinov, 1/9; Novo herkassk, 2/11; Pokrovskoye, 205/6 (Fig. 5: 1-4). Also, there were several single nds of the Borodino-type ma es. As mentioned
above, in general those were Middle-Eastern-type armament arti les whi h had
emerged in the Northern Ponti region in the Eneolithi (the Mariupol emetery).
Four-wheel means of transportation are represented in
all Donetsk Cata ombs, ex ept for one. The oldest mono-axle hariot was found in
grave 27 of the barrow 11 in the vi inity of the village of Marievka, the Zaporozhye
region. The vehi le had a whole lower part of the body; light lath sides were fastened
thereto. The hariot's deta hable front was slightly bent down. The vehi le was
found in a two- hamber Cata omb of total apa ity of 44 ubi meters, the grave
of an adult man with two dismembered skeletons and a skeleton of an adoles ent
lying by the hariot [Cheredni henko, Pustovalov 1991℄ (Fig.6).
In general, the Donetsk monuments ontain more variations and di erent typed
of armaments than the Ingul monuments. In our view, this is due to pe uliar genesis
of the Donetsk monuments whi h had existed for quite a long period. Available
hara teristi s and typologi al omparison suggest the following on lusions. First,
several ategories may be distinguished within the analyzed materials:
a) properly Cata omb types, to a ertain extent stri tly di erentiated between the
East-Cata omb and the Ingul areas;
b) East- and Central European Corded types;
) Anatolia types.
Sin e progressive forms of weaponry were borrowed by tribes of ertain ultural
levels very qui kly, armaments may be regarded as a reliable hronologi al ben h-mark. Therefore, taking into onsideration parallels that existed in the ultures
of Funnel Beaker ulture, Troy II, the Dorak grave, Ezero, as well as onstru tion of wheels, one may assume that the East-Cata omb and the Ingul populations
appeared in the Northern Ponti region simultaneously.
Means of transportation.

2.

ETHNO-SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

As des ribed hitherto, the implements of the Cata omb burial interments in lude arts, their details or symbols (stings), metal and stone axes, stone dart-heads,
arrow-heads and sling-stones.
Let us see how these kinds of armaments are represented in individual ethni
groups of the Cata omb ethno-politi al entity. Besides the aforementioned di eren es in kinds of weapons, individual ethni groups varied largely in spread of
parti ular arti les (Table 1).
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kind of
weapon

TABLE 1: OCCURENCE OF KINDS OF WEAPONS IN ETHNIC ARRAYS (%)

ethni
array
amount
Ingul
East
Cata omb
Late
Yamna
Ingul
East
Cata omb
Late
Yamna

wheel, axe
amount hariot

118
63
33
17

ma e axe
bow, spear, sling % of
arrows arrows arrows dart
weaponontaining
graves
%
%
%
%
% %

%

%

19
19,1
12,1
11,8

31 19
38,2 17,6
15,2 21,2

6
4,4
9,1

17
11,8
24,2

24
5,9
18,2

2
2,8
{

15,2
5,4

{

{

{

5,9

82,3

{

1,8

1,3
0,9

2,1
0,9

Tenden y
1,4
1,0
1,6
2,0

0,8
1,7

0,2
0,7

3,0
0,5

0,8

{

{

0,5

2,3

{

{

Although two- or four-wheel hariots in both Cata omb and the Yamnaya
arrays, they are more ommon for the Ingul graves. In the analyzed array, no arts
o urred in the late East Cata omb burial mounds. Same phenomenon is observed
in spread of axes (Table 1). Slings were found only in the Ingul graves. Ma es
are ommon both for the Ingul graves, and, in parti ular, for the East Cata omb
monuments. Axes with arrows and single arrows are represented in middle level of
the Ingul graves.
The bulk of weaponry ommon for the East Cata omb population in lude a
bow and arrows, an axe and arrows, and a ma e. The o urren e rate of an axe
in ombination with a hariot is within norm. Although more s ar e than in the
Yamnaya graves, spear-heads a ount for 18,2% of all nds. Dart-heads represent
the only kind of weapons typi al for the Yamnaya tribes (82,3%). Absolute majority
of single arrow-heads found in the Yamnaya graves should be regarded as results of
wounds. They have been found (often only their remainders) among the skeleton
bones (for instan e, in Babenkovo, 1.21; Tankovoye, 9/24; Staroye, 14/24 [Sh hepinski, Cherepanova 1969℄. Some features suggest relatively late hara ter of su h
Yamnaya graves.
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kind of
weapon
so ial
rank
amount
1st rank
2nd rank
3rd rank

TABLE 2: DISTRIBUTION OF KINDS OF WEAPONS IN THE INGUL AND
EAST CATACOMB GRAVES ACCORDING TO SOCIAL RANKS

amount

wheel,
hariot
%

68
16
20
32

13
50
25
{

axe
%

ma e & axe &
arrows arrows
%
%

bow,
arrows
%

spear, sling
dart
%
%

3
12
26
8
4
2
12,5 6,3
25
6,3
{
{
5
30
30
10
{
{
{
15,6
50
15,6
12,5 6,3
Tenden y: INGUL
1st rank
2
2,1
0,4
0,7
0,6
{
{
2nd ranka
1
0,9
1,7
0,9
0,9
{
{
3rd rank
{
{
0,9
1,4
1,5
3
3,0∗
%: EAST CATACOMB
amount
33
4
3
7
5
8
6
{
nobility
8
12,5
{
37,5
25
12,5
12,5
ommon 25
12
12
16
12
28
20
Tenden y: EAST CATACOMB
nobility
1
{
1,4
1,4
0,6
0,8
ammon
1
2
0,6
0,6
1,4
1,2
∗
In three ases, sling stones were found in omplex with arrow-heads, an axe and a ma e
(not in luded in this ase)
Therefore, ea h ethno-so ial group possessed its spe i kinds of armaments.
However, only omplex investigation of the three ethno-so ial groups provides an
appropriate system. Considering weapon- ontaining Ingul burial interments from
the point of view of rules of as ent to an upper aste, it is important to note that
a onsiderable number of them (up to 25%) have the East-Cata omb, or even the
Yamnaya features in luding oval or re tangular shaft, writhed position of the body
on the side or supine position, and o upan e of funeral food; for instan e, in Risovoye, 5/39b [Sh hepinski, Cherepanova 1969℄; Zamozhnoye, 5/2 [Otrosh henko, Pustovalov 1991a℄, Baratovka, 2/18 [Sharafutdinova 1980℄. Simultaneously, the amount
of late East Cata omb graves with weapons substantially de line to 3,4%. Transition
to an upper aste an also explain rather high per entage of East Cata omb burial
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mounds ontaining dart-heads, typi al for the Yamnaya tribes. Meanwhile, in the
late Yamnaya graves weapons o ur only in 1,8% of ases.
Speaking about preferen es in di erent kinds of weapons among the three
ethni groups whi h omprised the Northern Ponti ethno-so ial entity, one should
keep in mind that for the Yamnaya and the East Cata omb ultures su h a hierar hy
was not de nite enough and it o urred evidently only in the Ingul array.
For the late Yamnaya burial interments, a ording to riteria established by
N.D. Dovzhenko and N.V. Ry hkov, only remainders of transportation vehi les are
likely to have a de nite tenden y to o ur in the nobility graves. Arrow-heads and
dart-heads o ur mostly in graves of people who belonged to the lower so ial layer
[Dovzhenko, Ry hkov 1988℄.
Similar tenden y is observed in the East Cata omb area (Table 2). No individual
ategory of armament is de nitely asso iated with a parti ular so ial group. The
amount of war transportation vehi les and spear-heads represented in di erent
graves does not ex eed the average both in graves of nobility and those of ordinary
warriors. A ording to a ommon tenden y, only a ma e (or a ma e in ombination
with arrows) and an axe are typi al for the nobility burial interments, while an axe
with arrows and a bow o ur rather more often in graves of ommon population. It
is evident that warriors do not enjoy a spe ial position in these ethno-so ial groups.
Arti les of armament do not represent the major feature of nobility graves, but
a t as eviden e of property quali ations of the buried. During formation of the
ethno-politi al entity, the military aste in the East Cata omb so iety was on early
stages of its development. Grave 27 from barrow 11 dis overed in the vi inity of
the village of Marievka [Cheredni henko, Pustovalov 1991℄ may be regarded as a
typi al example of this phenomenon. Meanwhile, for the Ingul ethno-so ial array
arti les of weaponry represent the most obvious feature of the nobility graves. None
of various kinds of weapons equally often o ur in burial interments of di erent
so ial layers of the noble. Hen e, a wheel, a art, an axe and a ma e in ombination
with arrows are typi al for the highest rank of the Ingul nobility and o ur within
norm in burial moulds of the se ond-ranking nobility.
A ma e or an axe, or arrow-heads and sling-stones are ommon for graves
of warriors of all so ial layers. However, a ma e is more typi al for graves of representatives of the se ond so ial rank, while an axe or arrow-heads suggest the
burial interment of the third rank. Dart-heads o ur only in graves of the latter.
Correlating this information with data obtained in the ourse of developing ethni
hara teristi s, one may on lude that arti les of armaments typi al for higher soial layers of other Northern Ponti ethno-so ial groups, in the Ingul group tend
to represent lower astes of warriors. Therefore, warriors who had rea hed a higher so ial group omprised only the lowest layers of the latter. O asionally they
rea hed higher stages of so ial hierar hy. Therefore, a so ial distan e between dif-
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ferent ethni groups of the Northern Ponti entity ontinued to exist after a transfer
to a higher aste. Ex eptions were possible only for hiefs | rulers, but these graves
a ount for only a few ases for the whole array.

3.

ARMY ORGANIZATION OF THE NORTHERN PONTIC ENTITY

Study of ethni and so ial hara teristi s of the Cata omb and the late Yamnaya Northern Ponti arrays provide for general re onstru tion of a system of army
organization of this entity.
Presumably, individual kinds of for es were formed a ording to ethni features, but in the pro ess of development of the lass- aste system, a ertain part of
warriors as ended from lower ethno-so ial groups to the higher group whi h brought
in some departure from the original stru ture. Better and most e e tive weapons
had been used by higher so ial layers of population of ea h of the three arrays, but
gradually the best weaponry was on entrated in hands of the Ingul nobility whi h
in luded the top representatives of other ethni groups. This ategory of warriors
used hariots on the battle- eld a ting as the main o ensive for e omparable in
their fun tion to tanks [Gorelik 1985: 183℄. Chariot riders were armed with various
weapons: bows, axes and ma es. Obviously, this ategory used metal arti les of armaments. Su h weapons are represented on the Kernosovka "stela" [Krylova 1976℄.
Although the author dated it, as well as the Natalievka "stela", by the Eneolithi , it
should be referred to the Early Cata omb period a ording to a sele tion and types
of weaponry.
In the Ingul monuments, hariots o urred in 20-25% of all graves ontaining
weapons. It is too mu h if, supposedly, the army were formed only of the Ingul
population. However, sin e the army of this ethno-politi al entity also in luded
groups of the East Cata omb and the late Yamnaya population, the real per entage
of hariot riders among the population was substantially lower.
The bulk of the army onsisted of infantry of two kinds:
a) armed with int-headed darts;
b) armed with stone axe-hammers.
Besides the major weapons, the infantry had bows, ma es, and possibly, slings.
The rst kind of infantry had been formed mainly of the East Cata omb and the
Yamnaya population, while the Ingul population omprised the se ond kind.
Probably, a ertain part of for es was armed with bows and slings and a ted
in avant-guard of the armed formation. O urren e of defensive installations in
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the Cata omb settlements (for instan e, Mikhailovka, et .) suggests existen e of
adequate assault devi es.
Composition of the Northern Ponti for es resembles the stru ture of Middle
Eastern armies. This analogy is based upon profound grounds, as the whole Cataomb entity, and espe ially the Ingul ulture, has extensive parallels with materials
of that region [Klein 1968; Erdniyev 1982; Pustovalov 1990a℄. Dating of the oldest
Cata omb graves a ording to metal axes allows to use the stru ture developed by
the Sumerians as a model of army organization about the mid of the 3nd millennium BC. This stru ture remained in the Middle East with minor improvements till
the beginning of the 1st millennium BC [Diakonov 1983a℄. In the Sumerian army,
four-wheel hariots a ted ahead of a line of heavily-armed infantry. A people's voluntary orps was deployed in the rearguard. The most typi al army formation was a
phalanx with the rst line of warriors armed with spears, and the se ond line armed
with axes. In the s attered formation, separate deta hments onsisted of ar hers,
spearmen, and warriors armed with ghting axes [Diakonov 1983b℄. As we see, the
rst kind of formation resembles the Yamnaya for es, and the se ond kind is more
similar to the Cata omb, parti ularly the Ingul formation.
The fa t of using the people's voluntary orps in important battles fought by the
Cata omb army is supported by the following al ulations. Arti les of armaments
o ur in average 10% of graves. Meanwhile, Cata ombs ontaining skeletons with
tra es of injuries, espe ially ranial traumas, should also be added to this amount.
A ording to S.I. Kruts, su h s ulls omprise over 10% of the whole amount found.
Moreover, the bulk of injuries are lo ated on the left side of the oronar or the
parietal bone [Kruts 1984℄. Weapons o ur only in about 20% of graves where the
buried had ranial traumas. Cenotaphs also may be regarded as war graves. Their
number in the Northern Ponti region amounts to 9% of all burial interments of
adults. Therefore, 27% of the adult Cata omb population fought in battles whi h
means that the majority of men of the Northern Ponti ethno-politi al entity had
parti ipated in wars during their lives. This is an average estimation; the per entage
of warriors among the Ingul people is still higher.

4.

WAR AND THE CATACOMB SOCIETY

The Cata omb so iety existed in onditions of unstable military-politi al situation. This is proved not only but a substantial number of weapon- ontaining graves,
enotaphs or o urren e of ranial injuries (while among the Yamnaya population
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only 3% of graves display eviden e of this kind of injuries) [Kruts 1984℄, but by
other aspe ts as well. Hen e, many of the Ingul graves feature shafts with lling
intended to disguise the burial pla e in the barrow ( hernozem in the bla k earth
layer, lay in the subsoil). Alongside with the largest shafts for the Cata omb nobility, there were some similar in size to burial interments of representatives of
the lowest so ial layer ( ommon to a larger extent for the Ingul, less for the East
Cata omb nobility) [Pustovalov 1991b℄. Apparently, this phenomenon was a result
of unstable politi al situation whi h made it ne essary to disguise graves, espe ially
those of the noble.
Investigation of appropriate features onne ted with orientation of Cata omb
graves proved that position of a grave in the barrow is onne ted mainly with the
season. North-eastern and north-western se tors a ount for burial interments made
in summer, while south-eastern and south-western se tors represent winter graves.
Among summer-to-autumn graves, the majority belong to armed men who an be
regarded as vi tims of warfare.
Therefore, a higher per entage of summer-to-autumn graves lo ates the war
situation in parti ular regions. For the north-eastern and the eastern se tor su h situation o urred in the Lower Don, the Sivash Lake region, on the territory between
the rivers of Orel and Samara, and in the Ingul river basin. For the north-western
se tor, it was typi al for the Lower Don, the southern part of the Kherson region,
the Sivash Lake region, the territory between the river Molo hna and the Dnieper, the Krivoy Rog region and the Ingul-and-Bug basin [Pustovalov 1990d: 164,
Table XVIII℄.
Territories with higher summer-to-autumn mortality rates oin ide with areas
of high o urren e rates of trepanation of the skull and graves with weapons. This
serves as a proof for the on lusion that the military-politi al situation was parti ularly tense on the territory between the river Molo hna and the Dnieper, as
well as in the Sivash Lake region [Pustovalov 1990b, 1990 ℄. Experts have pointed out to dissemination of the Ingul population toward north-east as far as the
Donets Mountain ridge and the Lower Don [Sanzharov 1991℄, whi h, with regard to the aforementioned, may be interpreted as a military expansion. Obje ts
of su h an expansions might in lude opper and polymetal deposits of the Donets
basin.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis provided hitherto suggests heterogeni origin of the Cata omb
weapons. This statement may be used as an argument for the idea expressed by
L.S. Klein on erning blending of Middle Eastern and West European features in
the Cata omb ulture [Klein 1968℄. However, parti ular forms of this pro ess have
not been suÆ iently de ned up to the present times.
Analogues to the Cata omb weapons dis overed in the Middle East, Central
Europe and the Balkans, move the "lower" dating to the end of the 4th millennium
BC and allow to onsider the issue of mu h earlier emergen e and more an ient
hara ter of the Cata omb entity [Brat henko 1989a, 1989b℄. It is also important
to note that similar arti les of armaments o ur both in the Ingul and the East
Cata omb graves, whi h points out to their relatively simultaneous existen e.
Unlike any other steppe ulture of the Bronze Age, the burial ritual of the
Cata omb entity represents a variety of professions and handi rafts, as well as soial status of the buried. The analysis results allow to single out weapon- ontaining
burial interments into a separate so ial-professional group of warriors. In the ourse of major ampaigns or territory defen e, the army in luded people's voluntary
orps. The latter was formed of all adult male population ex ept elderly people and
adoles ents whi h was typi al for this type of so ieties.
Individual kinds of for es were established a ording to the ethni indi ations.
More prestigious ategories of warriors were formed of the Ingul ethnos, while the
others in luded representatives of the Eastern Cata omb and the Yamnaya tribes.
In the pro ess of development of the so iety this prin iple eased to be the major
requirement, apparently, be ause of the ne essity to reinfor e the army. All these
details should be taken into a ount while reating a on rete-histori al model
of the Northern Ponti ethno-politi al entity. De nite information about military
organization and warfare situation may be useful for onsidering the questions of
origin of the Cata omb people. However, this is a topi for a separate study.

Translated by Inna Pidluska
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